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-/THROUGH the five centuries
1 n marking the evolution of the
^ piano, no name has made so
great an impress, or has signified
so much in the creation of the piano
—the perfect instrument of music ot
modern times—as the name

STEINWAY
To own a Steinway
is to possess the best.
UPRIGHT PIANOS from $550 UP
GRAND PIANOS from $750 UP
The troubles you have had with the usual
shampoo have been due both to the means and
he method.
The ordinary shampoo removes
much ofthe dust and dandruff but-also takes
away the natural oils of the hair and scalp, leaving
them dry and lifeless. Hand Sapoho by its special
ingredients cleanses even more '
“special” preparations, and its delicate vegetable
■ “spec
oils furnish
a stimulating health and ™h"e“
■ oils
ft
air and scalp that make shampooing delightful
m hair
and profitable. Hand Sapolio hasmadeanew J
% and
quality to the Toilet, Bath and Shampoo^^

FOR, TOILET

AND

STEIN WAY & SONS
STEINWAY HALL

107 and 109 East 14th Street, New York
Subway Express Station at the Door

Headquarters for Everything in Music

Theodore Presser Co.
1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOICE
„ . ... ..
w
>„ cited States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Biro,
allowed for
kWCiiiiS snouiu uc
money orders, bank check or oraic or
letter. United States P^tage stamps t
received for cash. Money sent In letteis
glrous and we are not responsible for its safe
DISTONTiWaNCE.—Write us a deflmte notice
if yon wish THE ETUDE stopped. Most ol
our
be “continued
■ -rstanding that you trill *ewith’the
, our convenience. A notice
will he sent subscriber at the time of ex-

Music11 m Europe
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in
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..4. IF. Moore ""
The Real Ole Bull . .
252
Musical “Temperament" . • •
Spring in Our Music . L- Jf. harrabec 252
Tile Road to Expression
. IV. Orem 254
Study Notes, .
R. M. Stults .
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1. Eastman 280
More than Melody .
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’. Patterson 280
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.11. Brailte 287
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Dickens and Music .
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Meals, Stateroom Berth and All Expenses Included

A Trip Over-Night to Virginia
New York to Richmond $15.°°
return.. •

$14-°°| and

The Old Dominion Line Service is daily (except Sunday) between New
York, Old Point Comfort and Norfolk. Sailings from New York (Pier 25,
North River, foot of North Moore Street) at 3.00 P. M. Sailings from
Norfolk (Company’s Wharf, foot of Church Street) at 7.00 P. M.
For reservations or detailed information concerning these "SHORT SEA TRIPS," address

OLD DOMINION S. S. CO.
Pier 25, North River, New York
J. J. BROWN, Gen. Pom. Jgent
W. L. WOODROW, Traffic Mam
Or Agent, and Repreaenlaliveaof the Old Dominion Line everywhere

RRfiRRRFBi

1 Promptness,
!

Economy
and

publishers ^a're °not
*0“‘manuscripts or
photographs either while in tbeir possession or m
transit. Unavailable manuscripts will be returned.
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application
Advertisements mnst reach this officeiSmeto
the 5th of the month preceding date ol issue xu
insure insertion in the following
THEODORE PRESSER CO.....Philadelphia, Pi
ed at Philadelphia P. O. as1 Second-class
Second-class Matter.
Copyright, 1912, by Theodore Presser

CONTENTS

OLD DOMINION LINE

New York to Old Point
or Norfolk and return ...

Built

[i

....in, is sent for
RENEWAL.—
Will “he" printed <1subscription is paid tt|t, w...~receipt for your snuscription.
MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet onij.
Contributions on music-teaching and tmisic-study are

“THE ETUDE”—April, 1912.

Round-Trip, All Water, or Part Water and Rail, between New York,
Old Point Comfort, Va., Norfolk, Va„ and Richmond

The Quickest and the Largest
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Satisfaction
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Represented by the Foremost Dealers Throughout the Country

BATH

Delightful Easter Trips

ETUDE

At this period of the world’s work, there is made in Chicago a line of
artistic pianos of unusual merit. The George P. Bent Grand and the
Crown Uprights stand for the'highest development in the art of pian
building. To play a George P. Bent Grand is to be fascinated with
its tone and touch which the strongest superlatives could not overpraise^
Should you like to know more about the George P. Bent Grand
and the Crown Upright Pianos, it will be a pleasure to us to send
full information, with prices of the instruments delivered in your home,
and on easy terms of payment if desired.
Write to-day, if you are interested, to

GEO. P. BENT COMPANY,
214-216 So. Wabash Ave.

Manufacturers
_Chicago, Ills.

tic cnccscR BUILDING ANNEX
1713-1715-1717 Saneom Street
10-story fireproof building just
completed

THE PRESSER BUILDING
1712-1714 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

of the Theodore Presser Company arc shown in
29 YEARS OF PROGRESS | illustrations
.
above. .
Established primarily as a sequel
.0 the foundation of The Etude—then only a journal for piano teachers, it has grown ’
the largest mail-order music-supply house in the world. Every addition to the equipment has
irins /nf
«ct ctill
successfully to the needs and desires of a large anu
been with the idea
of catering
still
increasing clientele of educators in music.

I 29 YEARS OF ECONOMY |

| 29 YEARS OF EXPANSION | **

*, <Z

X r*7S

employees, every one selected because of particular efficiency, are required, It is a significant
fact that of the number employed 10 years ago, 80 per cent, are still with the firm.

I 29 YEARS OF PROMPTNESS |

SSlf'E’X™

the date of its receipt, whether for one piece of music, or the stocking of a music store.
small orders receive exactly the same attention.

Large or

I 29 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE |
requirements of teachers of music. This experience combined with economy, promptness,
courtesy, efficiency and satisfaction as a basis of all transactions, has brought innumerable
staunch friends and patrons.

I 29 YEARS OF SATISFACTION"]

fact"

in the success of this business. Satisfaction in the works published, and satisfaction in the service,
are attested by over 25,000 regular accounts.

I 29 YEARS OF NEW PUBLICATIONS |
MUSIC
Vacation Rambles ..
..Carl Moter 2.w
Cavalry March (Four hands).G. 1 llompesch 2o0
l'lensaiit Thoughts .><■ u • Ocbhardt 2(,0
To the Hunt, from “Sonatina No 2’ _

'."5%?=?.^

terms. Our best endeavors are always devoted to the teachers’ interests—saving time, thought
and labor—giving the greatest value for the least outlay.

IS

added to an already large catalogue. All are adapted to modern demands, being carefully edited
and annotated by the foremost teachers. “Mathews’ Standard Graded Course," one of the
publications of the Theodore Presser Company, enjoys the unique distinction of having been
imitated to a greater extent than any educational work ever published.
S COUPON
r Co., 1712-1714 Chestnut
Gentlemen:—Please send me, postpaid, music catalogs and
complete information regarding you/ original “On Sale” plan of
purchasing music.

the
THE
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Cantatas—Operettas and

GORDON’S GRADED WANOCOURSE
9 GRADES (First 8 now ready)

Musical Recitations

-

0° ^_

PUBLISHED BY
ii=g|EACHERS! Can Vou
“iL Ral11 definitions of Ritard, Ritemit
,
IH lentando and differentiate amongthem
You can’t? Don’t look in the dictionaries,
J
inflict. Get Gordon’s Graded P.ano Course,
a most complete and up-to-date work._
Send for circulars ana spec... n.-

H. S. GORDON, -114
THE LAND OF SOMETIME AnQpyytu
By GRACE S. SWENSON°r

The Land of Son
e, by Grace S. Swen.
THREE SPRINGS

30th Street,

- NEW YORK

amateur
OPERAS
S1NGBAD THE SAILOR, text and music by
Alfred G. WathaH.
A jhe plot and details satisfy every demand of its
Kricr.‘”dl^thL;“amattu, roach. Bright.
lynaLiaa !wjnjingi catchy. me|odioua ana expresExtraordinarily humorous^utuations. SdrS-dSlvH work. Sinubadd°ra
th<
fen perfected throush performances. It
jpjete, $1.00. Libretto. withTJt:
Boob sent on approval. Orchatra
ce of the Philippine
as written for the use rf brass band organ,,auonr

note-speller

rgeOT^mall. il available for Wp. Only!, inadinj
lo characters necessary’, Paaquita
■unced
os-kee-ta) has been given many times .in great

This is a novel system ot learning to read and
•write the notes in music, and is destined to rev¬
olutionize; modern elementary methods.
If you are learning to sing or to play the P>an°,organ,violin,cornet, clarinet, flute trombone or AN Y
other musical instrument, the Note-Speller will
teach you to read the notes accurately >" asmallfraction of the time heretofore consumed, without in tne
least interfering with your present routine of practice.
The “Note-Speller” will prove a most valuable
adjunct to every course of musical instruction,
being, in fact, indispensable in the modern studio,
class-room and kindergarten.
In one MONTH, students of the “Note-Speller
will have leaped a YEAR ahead in their studies.
SOc-REGULAR F*RICE-SOc
To Readers of this Ad.-One Copy to a Person.

Three Spring., by Paul BlUi-Price 60c.

'Quee°nof May, by W. Otto Mie««ner-Price 50c.

Prince Charming, by Joseph Surdo—Price 7Sc.
The Crowning of the Gypsy Queen
A Comte Operetta In Three Acts with a Prologue
By JOSEPH 8CUDO
^An Operetta for young people,^replete^with bright, catchy melThe Crowning of the Gypsy Queen, by Joseph
Surdo—Price $1.00
LAZARUS—A Sacred Cantata
ARRANGED PROM THE SACRED TEXT AND COMPOSED BY
ALEXANDER S. THOMPSON

W.

EVERYONE INTERESTED IN MUSIC :
GEO. L. SPAULDING’S

QUEEN OF MAY—A Children’s Cantata
By W. OTTO MIESSNER
Thl« Cantata may be sung without costume or aotion. The num¬
ber of participants may var^ from fifty to two ^hundred children^

_____ a5cSPEa^R,CE 35c
M.

WITMARK &

SONS
NEW YORK

Dept. “T’

48 Witmark Building.

for the Advertising of

SUMMER SCHOOLS SIS

CENTURY^EDmON

CThe complete book text and music. Si ‘
horuses are issued also m a separate bo
.he band and orchestra music mmanuacnpi
he rented at reasonable rates. Sample com!ient on approval.
the merry milkmaids, a ligh
or amateurs by CAoa. H. Gabriel. A chan
;asy to stage and perform. Veer popular
:o please. Price of complete book, 75c.
icore rented at low pace. Sample book
A Dramatic Cantata
SAUL, KING OF ISRAEL, text
Willie BTPerklns, music by Char. II C.a>

h The
»l 50c
.ala will
:- book
,«*.
j play,
fail.
nestra
sent on
Judge
One

book, 75c. Orchestra arrangement rented.
Theory Booka
TSnHARMONY AND COMPOSITION. f. B. Herbert. The n,
‘iwS
The bat book on the subject published ,
mended by the profession. Price. $ 1.00.
HOW TO WRITE AN ACCOMPANIMENT. LB. Herbert. A subject on
every
writer needs help. The only book of the I d pub¬
lished. Highly_i-J l.. .l. i_
:-LT.
aspirins com
Over 300 ei
. Price. Sift

s. Price, $2.00.

THE

BEST

EDITION

Voice Culture

OF THE
plied to ch
Price 30 c
THE POLYeHROME LESS’ S IN
VOICE CULTURE. By F. W. R.,.
Jniqw
for private study ot fot teachers' use. Price , ccntt.
STUDIES FROM THE OPERA.
F. W.

WORLD’S BEST MUSIC!
=85T FOR lOc. A COPY
<5 Some dealers ask from 25c. to 50c. a copy for “Century Edition”
sheet music. It’s worth it—but-don’t pay more than TEN
CENTS (10c.) our price.
* *
the following list of standard and classic compositions,
sold in other Editions at from 25c. to 75c. each.
tj "Century Edition” price is but TEN CENTS (10c.) a copy, no mat¬
ter what the marked price may be, and best of all, we will guar¬
antee that each and every copy is as good as, or better than, the
pies you have been buying at many times the price we ask.
paper, printing, phrasing, fingering and general excellence, this

Life Eternal, Solo fot m

Children’s Songs
HEART SONGS, for children. A new book
tor pnmary and junior grades. A surprise i„ store for
teachers and trainers of children of from 5 to 11 year*.

PIANO DUETS, 10 Cents per Copy

VIOLIN and PIANO, 10 Cents per Copy
Angel’s Serenade.Braga

roice, l,v /. W.
olo. Mailed fot

lopvano and alto or tenor and baas. Easy • minus, a
■ealiy great duet. Mailed for 30 centa.

ented, we i
PIANO SOLOS, 10 Cents per Copy

4

child • song book equal to “Heart Songs.” Price. 30
cents, bent on approval.
W^«RaCTEF SONGS, for children, by A. G.
FvJr A*trf»x character so,™ in sheet muric.
"In'L.Lu11’ Bra.dfMd' fV. High School.
lis .uteforT.o'v'ffi’rH: ‘ ’1Iren 1 fmd
f°™d^. Price* 25c. and 3(k. each, si
DeBA^SE GpOD. Solo. Word, by Lizzie
UeAraoncl. Music by Henry Fillmore. An action
* vhtldor poup of children. Never f.ih to
for 25 cons * <WlnC' hi'-" highest note C. Mailed

If he will noTorder direct!**

a iiwwiy two tuousand titles for Piano, two
nd Piano, all at the TEN CENT price-Can be
st upon your dealer selling you “Century Edith

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
1179 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

I .CHICAGO, ILl.

etude

ETUDE

•CENTURY^J EDITION*
>n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

,mPLu’YM^TE?- O'*1 lor « hoy and a airi. They
BSgtrtj *^,in unT’ W“dk by E. T Guptill.
*• H- Tdlmore An action duct, repraenting
MaW
Orchestra and Band Music
ii* “,uou- ^mpic parts, or ask for o
m esse,J?er- a monthly hand and orchi
; Pot orchestra or band supplies
"mat. House. Mention The Etude.
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
Cincinnati O

’’

or Bible House’
NEW YORK.

Say a Good Word for
THE ETUDE
No other force can do as much
good for music in a community
as The Etude, as it is to-day the
most powerful and active agent
in stimulating music thought and
progress in America. Neverthe¬
less, we are striving to reach still
greater influence and usefulness.
Music lovers in every com¬
munity look to music teachers for
guidance as to what is best in
music. Every new subscriber to
The Etude in your town means
that the circle of musical influ¬
ence will be widened, and that
your work as a musician will be
raised to a higher standard.
You can cooperate with us m
bringing The Etude to the atten¬
tion of music lovers of your ac¬
quaintance.
Tell your friends
how helpful The Etude has been
to you. You can thus greatly as¬
sist us in making new friends by
simply saying a good word for
The Etude.
Bind Your Copies of
THE ETUDE
A year’s file of The Etude can
be very readily preserved _ in
“The Etude Binder.” It is sim¬
ple, but complete, cheap, but en¬
durable, and presents a neat
appearance. The back is of solid
wood, which keeps it always in
shape. The copies can be readily
inserted in the hinder or removed
when desired. Sent postpaid upon
receipt of price, $1.00.
Save Money by Ordering Other
Magazines with Your ETUDE
Subscription
When sending in an order for
The Etude, subscribers can save
considerable by adding one or
more magazines.
To assist readers in making
such a selection we have prepared
I a complete Magazine Guide of
j twenty-four pages, a. copy of
which will be sent upon request.
Below is a list of the most popu¬
lar combinations:
For $2.30 we will send The
Etude and the Woman’s Home
Companion; or The Etude for
one year and the Pictorial Review
for two years; or The Etude
and Everybody’s; or The Etude
and McClure’s; or The Etude
and American Magazine.
For $1.75 we will send The
Etude and the Modern Priscilla;
or The Etude and Designer; or
The Etude and New Idea Wom¬
an’s Magazine.
For $3.00 we will send _ The
Etude and Review of Reviews;
or The Etude and Current Liter¬
ature.
For $2.65 we will send The
Etude, Pictorial Review, Modern
Priscilla and the Ladies’ World
each for a year.
For $2.20 we will send The
Etude and the Delineator.
For $2.00 we will send The
Etude and American Boy; or
The Etude and the Boys’ MagaFor $1.60 we will send The
Etude and McCall’s (with frefe
pattern) ; or The Etude and The
Housewife.
Subscriptions are for one year
and can begin with any month;
they can be new or renewal. The
magazines can also be sent to dif¬
ferent addresses. There is addi¬
tional charge for Canadian and
foreign postage.

Unusual Premium Values
Every article is of the best make and guaranteed by
us to give entire satisfaction.

A new illustrated

“Premium List,” containing a number of new
attractive and seasonable premiums, has just
been issued.

If interested, ask for a copy

Six Hardy Ever-Blooming Roses
Entire set sent postpaid for 2 yearly subscriptions to
l ETUDE or 1 subscription and *25 cents cash.
All of the six roses listed below are supplied
by one of the largest and best known rose
growers in the United States. List includes
assortment of red, pink, white and yellow.
*—
the lot is a variegated rose and 2
climbers—one a cluster and*one an
ever-blooming. These plants are
shipped direct from the nursery
where grown, specially packed,
thus insuring their safe arrival.
MarieVan Houtte (The Gem)—Flowers are extra
large, very double full and deliciously sweet-scented.
Lovely canary yellow, passing to creamy white and
beautifully ahaded with rich pink.
Hiawatha—Brilliant scarlet; bears large clusters of
single flowers.
Iueen’s Scarlet—Rich, velvety scarlet, very bright and
idsome; strong, upright grower, constant bloomer.
Isabella Srrunt—Bright canary yellow; buds remarkably
ne; constant and abundant bloomer.
New Climbing Moselle—A new hardy ever-bloomMaddalena Scalarandis (Illustrated)—Flc .
-i.'—bing rose; golden yellow-cream colored blosare extra large and exceedingly beautiful. Dark rich mg t’ healthy, vigorous climber that produces ciuarose color on deep yellow ground, elegantly flamed soms, ost without interruption from Spnng till frost.
with scarlet and crimson.
wrs '
Name-On Folding Umbrella
Sent postpaid for five subscriptions to THE
ETUDE; or three subscriptions and SO cents
cash. Same for 6, 7 or 8 ^subscriptions, with

NAME*

Name and address is wrmked in the fabric,
as shown in the illustration. A new and
practical idea in umbrella designing. The
name shows on the inside of the umbrella only,
and is not visible on the outside. The name
cannot be removed without destroying the
umbrella, and insures the owner against loss.
American taffeta with a fine tape edge. Guar-,
anteed waterproof, fast black and will not
crack. Close rolling, long wearing and one of
the most satisfactory covers made. In addi¬
tion, this is a folding umbrella and will fit
INSIDE an ordinary suit-case. Size, 26-inch
for women; 28-inch for men. Mission style handles.

The best possible endorsement
of the need for a musical paper
of the type of The Etude is the
fact that so many thousands have
found that it supplies them with
a kind of musical food that really
does develop them along the lines
in which they desire to progress.
In other words, The Etude, by
means of skillful catering, fur¬
nishes the musical food which
builds up the student, musiclover and teacher in a way that
enables them to secure more from
their labors than if they were
obliged to work without this regu¬
lar mental nourishment.
No one continues to take a
magazine that does not give this
intellectual food in the most gen¬
erous measure. The fact that
The Etude goes to the same
musical homes year after year is
the most emphatic proof of its
continued excellence.
Selecting the material that goes
in a magazine determines the
magazine’s success in a large
measure.
Hundreds of articles
are sent to The Etude office.
Among these are innumerable ex¬
cellent articles considered from
special standpoints, but there are
only a very few which are “right”
for-The Etude. It is precisely
the same with the music. In ad¬
dition to this, new features must
continually be invented. Features
that stimulate the imagination
and point to new roads, new
ideals. This work is done for
The Etude by trained specialists,
all of whom have had extensive
musical and practical teaching ex¬
perience. There is no guess work
—the needs are known and sup¬
plied.
Katherine Goodson on “ How
Analysis Helps the Pupil ”

Flower Seeds and Bulbs
Our previous offers of
flower seeds and bulbs in con¬
nection with subscriptions to
THE ETUDE met with such
hearty response that we have
decided to include additional
collections, as below. These
seeds and bulbs are guaran¬
teed strictly fresh and of best
quality. Order by number.
Choice of any one of collectl0*ub*criptior^ to^HE^ETUDE
bscription and 25 centa
additional.
Choice of Collectiona 5 or
6 (postpaid) for 2 subscriptions
to THE ETUDE; or your
own aubacription and 65 centa
additional.
Choice of Collections 7 c>r 8 (postpaid) for 2 subscriptions to THE ETUDE; or your
iwn subscription and 50 ccn..._«...
ts additional.
_
'
-*
1, 2, 3 or 4 (postpaid) for 2 subscriptions to THE
Choice of any two of Collectioi
3TUDE; or
your own
subscription
at 60 cents additional.
— ,——.... ——•
>|.uuii and
The above applies to single subscriptions at $1.50 each or club
subscriptions with other magazines.
No. 1. Flower Seeds—One packet each of Asters, Poppies, Mignonette, Nasturtiums, Cosmos,
Phlox and a large packet Sweet Peas.
No. 2. Gladioli Bed—Twelve Superb New Hybrid Gladioli Bulbs, assorted colors. The blooms are
very large and have a wonderful range of color. The bulbs are large, fresh and of finest quality.
No. 3. Summer Flowering Bulbs—Three Tuberous Rooted Begonias, assorted colors, Orange, Pink,
and White; 3 Dwarf French Cannas, assorted colors; 4 Mammoth Pearl Tuberoses; 2 Summer Flowering
Oxalis.
11

Substantial ETUDE Features
That Develop Your
Musical Growth

d rejWEErBEA8-JGne Pa°ket each of 10 named varieties, in white, pink, scarlet, lavender, blue.
No. 5. Six Assorted Dahlias—Ideal for bedding or planting in borders.
t t No. 6. Pjeonies—4 assorted colors. Beautiful when massed inc lumps on lawns, with background of
shrubbery.
No. 7. Anni
opsis. Candytuft, C
i. Morning Glory, Cosmos, Dian_____,
ms, Eschscholtzia, Lob.
rkspur, Marigold,
Mignonette, Nastu
etunia. Phlox, Poppy, Portulaca, Verbena,
Verbena, Zinnia.
„. i ssjbsuu,
i w»tK oeisdss—au
Alvssum,
—--LOWER
Seeds—20 varieties, mostly mixed colors, as follows: lAconitum, Alyssu
;ia, Asperula, Caronamila
•- .■ r.
lone, Aquilegia,
Campanula, Tvi.l,;.:.—
Delphinium, tv—l—
Dianthus, Digitalis,
Gypsophila. Lychnis, Pents
Platycodon, Sweet Williams, Valeriana, Calliopsis, Cafllardia, Hollyhock, Poppy (Oriental), Phlox.

Some of the forthcoming fea¬
tures are examples of this. Miss
Katherine Goodson, for instance,
has been interviewed many times
in her artistic career as a concert
pianist. Hardly a paragraph from
any one of these interviews would
have been suitable for Etude use. •
Why? Simply because they have
not that educational insight which
is given to The Etude interviews
by reason of the fact that they
have been secured by a specialist
in this work. Few virtuosos have
the time to write even when they
have the gift, but by conference
with trained writers interviews
have been arranged which have
been filled with helpful features.
An Article From Claude Debussy
on “ Musical Taste in
Modern Times ”
The musical world is curious to ’
have the views of this unique
master who has attracted such
wide_ attention. In the article on
Musical Taste, Debussy gives
much extremely interesting mat¬
ter which will be read with de¬
light by both his admirers and—
well, those who don’t understand
him.
Wilhelm Bachaus on “ Piano
Training in the Future ”
No pianist since Paderewski
has aroused so much attention on
a first American tour as Wilhelm
Bachaus, the technical David, who
has challenged the pianistic giants
of his time. Bachaus has given
our readers some invaluable ideas
in pianoforte playing which thev
will surely want to read.
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New Publications
Gallery of Eminent Musicians
Of To-Day and Yesterday
Price, in Paper, 7SCts.; Morocco. $1.50
This la a new volume similar In make¬
up to our auccessful former publication.
“Musical Celebrities.” It contains por¬
traits and short biographies ot famous
composers and musicians not included In
the preceding volume. All these have been
selected from The Etiidk and published In
response to a general demand. The two
works combined make a complete source
of reference, unique In condensation of
material and beauty ot Illustration.

Treble Clef Album
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, 50 Cents
A delightful volume for beginners and
young pupils. All the pieces In this hook
iie In the treble clef for both bauds. The
pieces are by some of the most popular
composers, and all are exceptionally at¬
tractive. The numbers are arranged in
progressive order, lying exclusively in
grades I and II. The best possible book
from which to select the pupil’s very first

Preparatory School of Technic

Master Lessons in Piano¬ 16 Instructive Four Hand
Piano Pieces
forte Playing
By F. NEUMANN

By EDWARD MORRIS BOWMAN
Price, $1.00
Price, 75 Cents
This valuable pedagogic work consists of
A musiclunly work, suitable for practice
a series of lessons in the form of "Letters
from a Musician to Ills Nephew." giving
the essentials of a course of study in ar¬
tistic pianoforte playing, self-helps, short
sr ksS
cuts and vital suggestions for the guidance
of the student, the teacher, the artist, the 1 melodious and attractive.
parent and the educator. Mr. Bowman Is ; recital use, with interesting work for Dotn
one of the lending American teachers, a
fellow worker with the late Dr. William [ origtnai du” ts, 'not arrangements"^86 3
Mason. No one can read through this
work without receiving splendid new ideas
presented with the wholesome common
sense which has marked most of the
works of American pedagogs.

Bach Album

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

Price, 50 Cents
The best Bach Album 'in popular form
ever published. This volume contains all
the pieces usually found.Iff-the vafjous al¬
bums, together with ‘additional material of
rare interest. The . various , numbers are
selected from the suites, .inventions, pre¬
By Aletbea Crawford Cox and Alice Chapin
ludes and fugues, , sd'natas and other
sources, all compiled, add - edited by Mr.
Price. $1.25
In this fanciful work the great departed Theo. Presser. The volume is handsomely
musicians tell their life stories by means gotten up, With a full-page portrait and
of imaginary autobiographical letters. Young biography of the composer, description of
and old alike will enjoy reading them. The the suite, etc.

Imaginary Biographical Letters I
from Great Masters of Music
to Young' People

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
L By I. PHILIPP
Price. $1.00
A splendid volume for use In daily prac¬ up, with many appropriate and original
tice, containing all technical essentials, Illustrations.
which may be taken up during the early
grades and continued, in whole or in part,
for several years. It may be used to pre¬
cede the “Complete School of Technic,” by
the same author, or any other large tech¬
nical work. It may be used freely in con¬
Album of Instructive Pieces
junction with any system or method of
teaching.
for the Pianoforte

Study and Pleasure

Sacred Duets
For All Voice* and General Use
Price, 75 Cents
One of the best collections of sacred
duets. All combinations of voices are rep¬
resented in this volume. The duets arc
all original and by American composers.
None have appeared In any previous vol¬
ume. There are numbers suited to all occa¬
sions, all melodious, artistic and beautifully

His Lin; AND WORKS

FOR VOICE AND PIANO
Price, 25 Cents
By Carl Koelling
old favorites of chiidhood days
PRICE, 75 Cents willAllbethe
found in this, collection. The ar¬
rangements are effective but easy to play
A book of short original pieces arranged and
the
piano
Is constructed that it
In progressive order. This volume may be always carries part
the melody, hence may be
used to supplement any instruction book or
separately. Th'e voice parts are all
other kindred work. The pieces are ex¬ played
within the compass of children’s voices.
ceptionally pleasing but at the same time just
This
book
will
be
useful for the
of real educational value. They do not pro¬ home, for school or found
kindergarten.
gress beyond^the second grade^A book of

Piano Players’ Repertoire
of Popular Pieces

Price, $1.50
Price SO Cents
A complete life of the great modern mas¬
Just the volume for genera] use; for the
ter ; biographical and critical. This work
s a literary gem, containing a wealth of home, for light recital work, for sight-read¬
Information, fascinating in style and full of ing practice, for self-amusement. The pieces
human Interest. It makes a handsome vol¬ are of various styles: caprices, song with¬
ume ot 480 pages, profusely Illustrated, con¬ out words, reveries, idyls, characteristic
taining 15 portraits of the master, together numbers, etc., all bright and melodious,
with scenes from his various music dramas, many of them lying in the third grade, none
caricatures, autographs, etc. No more ap¬ going beyond the fourth grade. None have
propriate musical gift book could be found. appeared In previous collections.

Piano Instruction
During' the First Months

Traditional Melodies Arranged
in a Pleasing Manner

of tlieh|ite°ature for this arrangement, for two
lions by the best foreign composers.
Pieces of all grades are represented, so
that teachers can take advantage of the usebniTianf and effective pieces for recital and
concert work. Suitable selections will be
made and sent on salt.
The same liberal discount allowed as on
our own sheet music publications
Berlioz, Marche Hongroise .
Beethoven. Turkish March .
Behr. Mitzi Katzchen .
Bellini, Norma, Fantasy.
Boccherini. Menuet in A.
Bizet G„ Carmen.
Chevallier, Kinderfest Marsch.
I, Over Hill and Dale..
Parade Review .
Grand Festival March
In the Arena March
Concert Polonaise....
Gounod-Bach, Ave Maria .
Hayes, Comrades in Arms ....
Herold, Zampa, Overture Hollaender, March .

Kramer, Op. 7, Jubelfeier, Polonai
Kticken, Op-72, Fcst-Polonaisr
Koelling. Hungary. Rhapsodic Mig
“
Sailors'Song and Hornpipe
Lacome, Impromptu a la Hongroi
Lachner, March horn Suile .
Liszt, Rakoczy March .
" Second Hungarian Mnrch ..
Lvoff, Russian Hymn .

Musical Picture Book
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

By OCTAVIA HUDSON
By RUDOLF PALME
Price, 50 Cents
Price, 75 Cents
An attractive recreation book for ele¬
A valuable pedagogical work, specially mentary pupils. The little pieces have
translated from the German. This practical characteristic titles each being accompanied
little volume gives all the necessary ma¬ by appropriate verses. The book is in ob¬
terials and Instructions for the earlier long form, clearly printed in large nota¬
stages of piano teaching. It la especially tion. From the teacher’s standpoint these
valuable for young teachers who are map¬ pieces will prove useful In teaching time
ping out plans and methods for elementary and note-reading. They may he used to
work. All the various subjects are logically supplement any ^instruction book, or in
and clearly treated.

Life Stories oS Great
(Composers
Price, $1,50
A comprehensive and interesting collection ol musical biographies Dieoared hv
writers of international: AiSe^ This
work is an effort to-present .toYhe reader
a means of observing .‘how greaVlite mir
poses have been reached through years- of
careful preparation and earnest Endeavor
The work is about 600,pages in leuvth

The Two Students
Album of Four-Hand Pieces
for the Pianoforte
Price, $1.00
hvTei»«l?„a “’sceUaneous collection of duets
Chn«,lc’ P?dern ana contemporary writ
ers, both original compositions mii.armnJl
ments. The pieces are chieflv of Tuter,^'
diate grade, such as may be used
Special large plates 'are used aM a m ‘n
erous number of pieces included A wort?'
successor to our “Four-Hand Miscellany

IN PRESS

FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRI(:es
SEND FOR BULLETIN
NEW BEGINNERS’ METHOD. FOR THE
PIANOFORTE. Arranged and compiled OPEFORTE ALBUM F0R THE PIANO- NEW ANTHEM BOOK
by Mr. Theodore Presser.
VOCAL STUDIES. H. W Petrie
vFlIePaEnToNj’KPTA’ F- W. ColTHE VIRTUOSO PIANIST. C. L. Hanon. MUSIC PUPILS’ LESSON BOOK AND
PRACTISE RECORD F F Guard
CANONS FOR THE PIANOFORTE. Kon¬
pupil.
ALBUM FOR THE YOUNG* OP 131 F 5SsDaTEACHEH
rad Max Kunz.
Spindler.
NEW GRADUS AD PARNASSUM. Double INSTRUCTIVE CLAVIER PIECES pop StrrBD%s,Tf“
*r
notes. Philipp.
THE YOUTH, OP 123. Geza Horvath
fort4rlor albdm Por the PIANO.
For further informa tion about New Works In Press see “
Publisher’s Notes”

Theo. Presser Co., Philadelohia
Pleas, mention THE ETUDE when adclreseing o"u7IIverti,„.

" March from Leonore Symphony.
Rossini, Barber of Seville, Overture
“
Barber of Seville, Fantasy .
"
Semiramide, Overture ..

St. Saens. Op. 40, Danse Macabre- .
Schmidt, Op. 9, Polonaise No. 1.
'
Op. 52, Polonaise No. 2.
Schubert. Op.51, No. 1,Marche Militate
Op. 51, Trois Marches Mili
taires.
Op. 78, No. 3, Menuet.
Rosamumle, Overture.
„Rosamunde, Ballet Music....
Schulhoff, Op. 6, Valse Brillantc.
Op. 20, Val<e Brillantc
.
Schumann. Op. 82, No. 8. Hunting Sour.
o .
Op. t24, No. 16,Slumber Song
Spindler, Charge of Hussars.
Suppe, Light Cavalry, Overture.
Poet and Peasant, Overture.
j Schumann, Op. 68, No. 12, Knight A

-==J

4.25
1.00
1.40
1.00
1.75
1.00
3.00
1.75
2.40
2.25
1.00
1.00
1.50
1.75
2.75
'8°

Thomas. Raymond, Overture .
Wagner, Lohengrin, Prelude.
March and Bridal Chorus, “Lo..
,, . hen grin" .
„
Mcistersinger, Overture
.,
Ride of the Valkyries.
Spinning Song, " Flying Dutch-

2.50
1.60
3.50
2 40
4.00

Tannhauser] Overture
. 3.25
TannhSuser. March and Chorus 1.75
- Ruryamhe,Overture. 2.00
Freischutz, Fantasy. 1.25
knhv'‘»l,0"‘<> Dance . 2.00
Oberon, Overture . 2.0J
Wehh tk x?n' famasy. 1.25
" Mh*.Ne* Woman, March.80
Modem Chivalry, March.80
VP
"

We have large and valuable lists for

TWO PIANOS
Four Hands. Six Hands.
Discounts the same.

theo. presser CO.
>712 Chestnut St.,

PUBLICATIONS JUST ISSUED

APRIL, 1912
1 Use the number, not the title, in c
PIANO SOLOS.
0°92 Attention! March, C. Lindsay 1
9293 Away We Go! Rondo, C.
Lindsay .. ■ 1
9295 Chine, Pussy! Waltz, tLindsay .• • • • 1
9296 On the Dot, Polka, C. Lind-

Philadelphia

THIS NEW REVERIE

-Pass Me Not, 0 Gentle Savior-

“ Mona Lisa,” Only JOc
By Chas. E. Roat,
>(
composer of “Gloaming.
Order to-day, giving us
name of your music dealer.

'(grand paraphrase de concert)
LheUp?ano.bllIs'admagngificent piece for home or public

Children’s Piano Pieces
THE MOST POPULAR
CHILDRENS
PIANO PIECES

Address: O. J. THARP & SON, Brimfield, 111.

J THE FIRST PIANO BOOK
By
4<

THOMAS

TAPPER

Price, 43 eta. Postpaid

9294 On Tiptoe, Scherzo, C. J
6 Alpine Echoes (Alpe
hinge), ,/. Holzer... .
93899 Land _ of
ot Dream*
Dreams, ~
Berceuse,
C. Lauwens .3
9277 Mavbells Chiming (Maiglockchen). Polka Mazurka, J.
Holzer .. 3
9308 Mill at Sans-Soucl, The (Die
Muhle von Sanssouci), Op.
25, H. Schneider. 3
9324 Spirit of Progress, March,
H. Engelmann. 3
9280 Sunset in the Mountains, Op.
197, O. W. Kern. 3
9279 Thistledown Waltz, M. LochEvans .3
9278 Dancing Cupids, Intermezzo,
F. P. Atherton. 354
9353 Pair Venetia, Waltz, P. P.
Atherton . 3V4
9310 Ideal Mazurka, Op. 60,' L.
9396 My Beloved’ (Mein Liebling),
Gavotte, Op- 11, 4. Hilger. 4
9333 Mexican Dance No. 1, L. G.
Jorda . 5
9352 Intermezzo. Op. 10, No. 4. G.
Iiarganoff . 6
9309 Woodland Dream
(Waldestranm).
Song Without
Words, Op. 156, G. EygeVng 6
PIANO DUETS.
9327 By the Woodland Spring
(Am Waldesquell), Op. 492,
No. 3, IF. Fink. 2-254
9330 Grandfather’s
Birthday
(Grossvaters Geburtstag),
Op. 492, No. 6, IF. Fink... 2-254
9328 Little Huntsman, The (Der
kleine Jiiger), Op. 492, No.
4, IF. Fink . 2-254
9326 Meadow Flowers (Wiesrnblumen), Op. 492, No. 2,
IF. Fink .. 2-254
9325 Night in Summer (Sommernaeht), Op. 492, No. 1, IF. 9
9329 Pleading' Chiid (Bet e'n de s
Kind), Op. 492, Net. 5, IF.
Fink . 2-254
9334 Faust Waltz, C. Gounod. 4
0335 Fugue in D, from (The WellTempered Clavichord), J.
S'Bach ..

^Mendelssohn. Op.^^*No. 5,' ChiV-|

Lists on application.

p*

1.15
I.S«
1.00
.85
1.25
1.65
1.50
1.90
50

Spring Song .
Mar March of the Pries

Op. 436

and encouragement to the pupil. In this
harmonized. It will prove a convenient line “Study and Pleasure” cannot be ex¬
volume to have on hand, either for regular celled.
or for emergency use.

Richard Wagner

50 Nursery Songs Mid Games

Two Pianos
Eight Hands

Theodore Presser Co.

1, G. Horvath. 3
9269 Berceuse. //. Beaumont. 3
9263 Seng Without Words (Chan¬
son spns Paroles), Op. 128,
No. 2, O. Horvath. 3
9268 Ripogenus Mazurka. F. Hahn 6
PIPE ORGAN.
9105 Berceuse No. 2, II. Kinder... 3
0084 Festal Processional March,
Op. 30, II. Hackett. 3
9347 Short Postlude In G, E. L.
Hosmer . 354
9287 Cradle Song (An der Wiege),
Op. 68, No. 5, E. Grieg... 4
SONGS.
0298 Dear Little nut, T. B. Gallo¬
way . 3
9098 Jesus, Saviour. Hold My
tuffs. .
9132 Mv Faith Looks Up to Thee,
Vocal Duet, J. C. Warhurst . 3
9322 My Lad-O, A. C. Quinlan... 3
9367 Sleep On, Dear Heart, Lul¬
laby, E. Goudey. 3
9304 Softly Now the Light of Day,
E. D. La Boss.
3
9349 Sweet Dreams to Yon, Lul¬
laby', It. If. Stults. 3
9303 With Broken Heart. E. D:
A. Wooler. 4
.60
OCTAVO ITEMS, CHORUSES AND PART
SONGS-MIXED VOICES.
101.17 Fear Not Ye, O Israel, J.
E. Roberts. 0
10140 Lord! Thv Glory Fills the
Heaven, O. M. Schoebel..
10165 Mv God, the Spring of All
My .Toys. L. Spohr
10158 Mv Redeemer's Praise, T.
D. William's. 3
10150 Suffer Little Children, R. If.
Stulls .• • • • • 3
10142 Gently Lord. O Gently Lead
MEN’S VOICES

'
'

The First. Piano book Is intended for children.
A few keys are presented together with a few simple phrases which famthame the

,

child with

l

^'^sOTblT'periorniance is presented at once as the best method of securing a

Arranged by Paolo Oallico. Price, 75 cts.
COMPLETE CONTENTS
Andante from First Sjmphony.£ayd"t
Apprentice. The (Rondo).DVS,,,
An Moulin (In the Mill).. pt let

>
!
1
'

tb0r0^rithng ^lessons1 familiarize tlmchild with the simpler elements of music notation.
i The use of large notes (for the pupil's part) simplifies sight reading,
Every lesson leads to mastery of the fundamental requirements, name y,
of the body, adapting the body to the peculiarities of the piano, and the art ol! music
A decided novelty, of great practical value, will be found in the three hand pieces.
In these the ensemble is interesting and the pupil learns easily and naturally, to listen to
all three parts. This is an indispensable ear-training experience.

Berceuse from “Jocelyn ”.Godard
Blue Danube. The (Waltz)....SiTa
ero (Spanish
Bolero
(Sj--=-*• Dance >.
i-Bon (Polka).
„.arge ol the Uhlans (Galop Ml.litaiie)... Boh,,
Cinquantaine, La (The Go!den Wedding)
t.ahnel-Marn
Consolation (Song Without Words) Mendelssohn
Cuckoo Call in the Woods, The... Krug
.isr;

<
J

::
!!

*e7^acs are melodious and pleasingly supplement the small amount of

The First Piano Book may be Used Preparatory
to any Course, Method, or System

'•
•*

CDCC
rK.fc.E-

A Thematic Booklet of the entire work in miniature, but perfectly
clear and legible,, will be sent on requpst.

::

OLIVER

DITSON

COMPANY

loom 11.

:B1fg;

Engelmann’s Latest and Greatest
JUST

FROM

THE

10c

PRESS

REVEL OF THE GOBLINS
GRAND GALOP DE CONCERT
A brilliant, melodious and effective concert number. A magnificent study for
style and phrasing. A splendid teaching piece. Unusually popular with teachers,
pupils and the public. Nothing surpasses it in dash and brilliancy. Very-fas¬
cinating, introducing many novel and surprising piano effects. Excellent tor
public performances and just the number you have anticipated for your next
commencement exercises, recital or concert.
in
__ Postpaid for a limited time only and for the purpose of in1UC per copy troducingit. Marked price, 60c. Six large pages of music.
With this order you can also include any of the following of Engelmann’s Great
Hits:—Cupid’s Appeal Reverie, Fairest Rose Waltz, Dreaming Reverie, Tender
Thoughts Reverie at 10c each postpaid.
Can only be had at this price from the publishers.

10c

Dept. E.

BREHM BROS.

An Extraordinary
Dance

10c

Music Otter

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Witmark

ERIE, PA.

Folio

No. 8.—for Piano or Organ
EACH NUMBER WORTH PRICE OF BOOK
Over $5.00 worth of Music, including four Victor Herbert successes

Grandfather’s Dance.Li. hue,
Grandmama’s Waltz.Koeme,
Grandmother Tells a Ghost Story
in Rank and File.Lange
Last Rose of Summer (Martha)..../•Mom
Little Dancer, The.Streabbog
Little Soldier, The.Loeschhn.n
I-oreley.Ante her
Mandolinata, La.PatadiUhe
Marseillaise, La (Frencu »■>
May Bells.
Mazurka.
Melody.
Henuetto.
Merry Farmer’s Return fi
Minuet ... .
oment Musical.
Morning-Glory.
peningof theChildren’sPa rty (Polon
Pastorale.l'
>o!k«...
testless Galop. The.
: Londo (“ May Breezes”).
! chottif che.
! oldier’s Chorus front “ Faust ” ..
Spring Song (Song Without Words) 1
Staccato Polka.
Star Spangled Banner, The.
Styrienne, La.i
ee River, The.
Sweetheart (handler)).Behr
"empo di Minuetto.Beethoven
Toreador Song (Carmen).Bi-et
Trumpeter's Serenade, The.Spindler
Turkish March.Moza,t
Tyrolese Melody. .A„ehirr
Venetian Boat Song (Song Withe
Watch on the Rhine. The (German Patt i
otic Song).H
When Roses Bloom (Waltz).

Other Most Popular Music Books

ollege Boogn (1Vordt and Hanoi
etr College SoiiM ( Word* and Hi

35

®“Ur 75 cts.

From “Olcott’s Macushla” - “Girl I’ll Call My Sweetheart”
From “Naughty Marietta” —
“I’m Falling in Love With Someone”
Fr™ “rW(„r Ho I „vo” 1 “For Every Boy Who’s Lonely,
From Doctor de Luxe } There’s aGiri Who’s Lonely Too”
cc e .
„f“Tothe
Land of My Own
From ..Tt,
“The Enchantress”
j
Romance”
“Baby Rose” —“Come Kiss the Blarney, Mary Darling”
“I Want a Regular Man," from “The Wall Street Girl;’’ "It’, a Long
Lane That Has No Turning," from “1912 Hippodrome Product¬
ion;” "Driving Home the Cows from Pa hire.” "Goodbye My Love,
Goodbye," “Ait is Calling for Me," from “The Enchantress;” “I Love
Love,” from “The Red Widow;” “As Ung As the Band Will Play,”
“Wild Rose,” from “When Sweet Sixteen;” “Keen Away from a
Married Man," from “Quaker Girl;” “Dream Love.” from “Betsy;”
If All My Dreams Were Made of Gold,.My Todalo Man,” Lancers,
from “The Campus”
250 Thematic Page—Vocal & Instrumental Catalogs—FREE

M. WITMARK & SONS, 48 Witinark Bldg., New York
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

HINDS, NOBLE & ELDREDGE, Publishers
31 >33 W. 15th St., New York City
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Latest Successful
Sacred Song

VOCAL COMPOSITIONS by

BEYOND THE DAWN”

Charles Wakefield

By WILFRID SANDERSON

CADMAN

(In Four Keys—Bb (A to E6,) C, D6 and E6)
grrr Possesses all the merits that made “THE HOLY CITY”
world-famous. Has met with instantaneous success in EngJJ land where it is being sung by all the leading Vocalists
Ask your local Dealer for a Thematic of this beautiful Sacred Solo
Latest Additions to Boosey & Company’s Catalogue

“NOCTURNES

(by Edward Teschemacher)
Set to Music by WILFRID SANDERSON
For Low or Medium Voice
-----Price, $1.00
This Volume of Four Songs by one of the most eminent of young British Composers
deserves the attention of every Singer and Music Teacher.
(U Ask your local Dealer for a Thematic Booklet of
Til " NOCTURNES "-it will be worth your trouble
“BENEATH THY WINDOW”
Words by WILL RANSOM (From the Italian)
Music by A. LUZZATTI
“JEAN UPON THE UPLANDS”
Three Keys: C (C to E) D and F
Words by LEONORA LOCKHART
Music by J. PARISH ROBERTSON
“LAKE ISLE OF INNISFREE”
The Poem by W. B. YEATS
Two Keys: C (A to E) and E4
Music by LIZA LEHMANN
“LILLIES”
Words by E. TESCHEMACHER Tllree Kcy“' Ei (B “ E4) F andMusic by WILFRID SANDERSON
“LOVE’S FANTASY”
Words by F. E. WEATHERLY Three Keys: D (DA to Fi) E and F
Music by ERIC COATES
“SHEILA”
Words by F. E. WEATHERLY
Two Keys: C (A to E) and D
Music by HAYDN WOOD
“SPRING OF THE YEAR”
Words and Music by
BA (C to BA)
IVOR NOVELLO
“STARS IN THE VALLEY”
Words by F. E. WEATHERLY Three Keys: C (C to D) D and F
Music by W. H. SQUIRE
ff Ask your local Dealer for THEMATIC BOOKLET
” of the above Songs, or write to the Publishers
BOOSEY & CO., 9 East 17th Street,

NEW YORK

SONGS

Entertainment Supplies

.*

Sea Hath A Hundred Moods, The (3 Keys).50
Sweetheart In Thy Dreaming (2 Keys).3U

PART-SONGS

weii-known

ENTERTAINMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
3, 5 & 7 West 29th SL,_ New York

BOSTON
64 Stanhope St.

HERMANN HESCHE, Publisher
54 & 55 Holyoke Bldg. SEATTLE, WASH.

Women’s Voices
Four American Indian Songs (Arranged by Victor Harris) . .

.25

CHICAGO
316 S. Wabash Ave.

G. SCHIRMER (Inc.) :: 3 East 43d Street :: NEW YORK

*dn m^n^ulu;::
Sales-rooms,

Home*.

Shields KS’ft.’Si’SS.'"'”'
C. W. GRAVES. 417 Broadway. Logansport, Ind.

FvervtliiiKi Known in music#

Order from us any of the publications advertised
in ‘The Etude” or elsewhere, and receive them
promptly. If you want any publication of a musical
character or desire any information about it, write

[By KARL E. TUNBERG

White-Smith Music Publishing Co.

Men’s Voices
Four American Indian Songs (Arranged by H. L. Heartz) . .
.25
Undine (Barcarolle)...12
Ye Toast (An English Drinking Song, 1723).
.10

Studios

""peclalty Is fillinforders pro” y and completely *£*%££«*
publishers and for every class of music. Only a wonderfully large and varied stock
unusual facilities for handling it make such a specialty possible.

OF PIANOFORTE TECHNIC

fo/thord pTactice"re“*c4fent.TfrisK/your
' work the greatest success.”
Arthur Foote, says: “What yousayabout the
keyboard in your prefacing remarks about
chords should always be said, but unfortunately
that is seldom the case.”
C*rl Faelten says: “You are seriously interested
in musical pedagogy and have on this partial ar
subject arnved at conclusions somewhat similar
to my own practice in teachmg by laying great
stress on the pupil’s clear conception of the
principles of fingering in scale and chord work.
Endorsed and recommended by many
other prominent pianists and teachers. •
Sent postpaid to any address.

Protect Front Panel, Fall Board,

public will, music and musical lus.rumcnU u< e..ry dascdpll.u and .he £««
miscellaneous slock of music and books In the wo.ld g,»e .»>
.

The only Entertainment Magazine Published; and
free Catalogues of operettas, plays, entertainments

A brief, concise, thorough system for
mastering the fingering of scales, chords
and arpeggios, presented in a new and
original manner.
Absolutely indispensable to every seri¬
ous teacher and student of the piano.

Graves
riano

GOOD SERVICE^^^^ai^

£urfo/reShfngTr“wh« you'wanT, al4 a Free
Sample Copy of, HINTS

, - 2g_4g £ Adams SL, CHICAGO

MONEY-SAVING MAGAZINE COMBINATIONS

ure and recognize in

By CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN

NEW YORK
13 E. 17th St.

catalog of amateur entertainment material ever
' - Sent freeto your address upon request.
•- <- VNTATAS, ACTIOS SONUS. PI.AYS, ETl.
OPERETTAS,
us now to present The Captain
of Plymouth,'’ the best amateur comic opera.
F.LDRID0E ENTERTAINMENT HOCSE

For Church, School and Home Use
Largest Stock in America
Established 1899
COMMENCEMENT MATERIAL
EVERYTHING you nccd^to make your enter-

fundamental principles

As In A Rose Jar (3 Keys).'
' . $°.50
A Song of Joy (High Voice).
.50
At Twilight Time (2 Keys).
.50
Dandelions (2 Keys). • • • • •.
.50
Groves of SSW, Jl»
„'d Chrh.in. Mile)
T Bind My Hair Will

ENTERTAIHMEHTS you (hecomplete
best and
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Pictorial Review i2 yrs.) j M *»

Send all orders for magazines to THE ETUDE Clubbing
Department. Like our premium department, it is con¬
ducted solely to furnish our readers with the magazines
they desire, thus eliminating the worry and annoyance
of ordering a list of magazine. from individual publishers. This department offers an effective means of
purchasing magazines at particularly low prices. Whether
or not The Etude is included in the magazines selected,
send the order direct to THE ETUDE. It will be executed
promptly. Any periodical (domesticor foreign) can be fur¬
nished as cheaply as by any reliable agency. Ask tor prices.
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Iff) £difion Wood @|
Over 650 Volumes

ITlishers
has been the endeavor of the pub¬
to make “EDITION WOpD”
WE beg to announce that we have acquired the sole agency in the United Status
for the sale of EDITION PETERS, published by C. F. Peters, LeS G
many, and known in our country as

PETERS EDITION
«

parts of the world where music is known and cultivated

the finest and most correct edition
of Standard Studies, Recreations and
Classics yet issued.
The Editors have tried to be very
conservative in their work, and have
followed as closely as possible the original
editions of the classics, making only the
changes which seemed necessary in order
that the phrasing and fingering should
agree with modern ideas.
binding are the best obtainable ;-,
nothing has been spared to place the
Edition upon as high a plane of excellence
mechanically as it Is musically.

rr-‘

It P°.(>U aflty ln a”
“ fimngly

associated with SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY OF MUSICAL Cl ASCir

no htde satisfaction in now being able to offer to our patrons boT^or^

All of the volumes are bound in such
a manner that they will remain .open and
flat upon the piano rack when in use,
and many of the volumes are to be had
in handsome, durable, full cloth bindings.
aS’
” Fully one-half of the volumes con¬
tained in •“ EDITION WOOD ” are the
copyright property of the publishers and
can be obtained ir ""
The phenomenal success of “EDITION
WOOD” is the best testimony of its merit.

Send for ca„,aSn.s and rori.e hr

^

^

Complete Catalogues sent free.

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.

YOUTH S COMPANION

Proprietors of “EDITION WOOD”
246 Summer Street
23 East 20th Stre
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Also at LONDON and LEIPZIG

S/.75 additional: after March
30. $2 00 additional. . . .

Send for the 24-page ETUDE SUBSCRIPTION CATALOG of Magazine Bargain*.
Send all orders, address all correspondence and make all remittances payable to
jTHE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Publishers
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Wide and deservedly Popular Success

ART PIANOS FOR ARTISTS

FROM

THREE DANCES

THE POOLE

1. Morris

Dance

2.

Shepherd’s

MORRIS

Dance

3. Torch Dance

dance

LET THERE BE LIGHT.
Possibly the most pathetic, the most significant, the most pene¬
trating words in all dramatic literature are those heard just before
the curtain falls upon the last act of Ibsen s Ghosts, when the
stricken son cries out in despair for eternal freedom from his
earthly pains,
“Give me the sun, mother, give me the sun.

Price complete, $1.00
Also arranged for pianoforte duet, pianoforte and violin, pianoforte and
string quartette and full orchestra

“d^tramVnt™” WRItT°FOR ^ATALOGUE^ c!

THE H. W. GRAY CO., 21 East 17th Street, NEW YORK

b°ston, mass.

Sole Agents for NOVELLO & CO., Ltd.
JUST

ISSUED

Text Books by Thomas Tapper Critical and Historical Essays
JUST

PUBLISHED

'eriTity by

EDWARD MACDOWELL
Price, $1.50

First Year Musical Theory

The Origin of Music.
Origin OP Song vs. Origin of
Instrumental Music
The Music of the Hebrews and
the Hindus.
The Music of the Egyptians,
Assyrians and Chinese.
t*ZJIcCAc,,op ™
> 1. the music c„

The purpose o
l the t<
A thorough knowledge of the subjects treated in this book Is valuable in tna
jrractical ways:
1. It tends to simplify the process of sight reading.
2. It makes possible the .ready and accurate recording of music thought.
3. It aids the student who Is studying music dictation.
+. It makes clear, through historical references, the exact intent of many wor
and signs, used in music, that are commonly misinterpreted.

Vn- TITBheM^SCly°&hSh“0MAI,SVIIL *K!S5“ °* ™ S'CA«0IX. The Systems of Hucbald and
Guidou d abezzo—-the
Arezzo—The Beginkg of Counterpoint.
X.

First Year Melody Writing
writing ai
composition
A un'
similar to
language.

ody. In Lessons XXIV to XXVIII the simpler principles of tw<
introduced through the contrapuntal method, leading to free twe
m plan is presented
nearly every 1<
book. This plan
at used l>y the best
'*—, ' *__xt-books
'• * >ks ror
for tile
t.._ teachlnn
, ■aching a.
,,
of_ a„ foreign
Timartly it recognises
cesslty for explanatory ti
-’ for the
*ho special student
st
■Signed primarily
ot

First Year Harmony
the first prese_
.
_
It is so arranged as
be available either for private study o:
Each chapter presei-...
n single principle, concisely stated.
Lessons in Analysis, Dictation,
ijlon, and Melody Writing are Included.
Professional Price of the Above Books is 75 cents each
Send for descriptive circulars
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^pHERE arc Poole representations in nearly every city and town in America. We will

POOLE PIANO CO.

VIII

,,
rnu/Tpn GERMAN
By
EDWARD
GERMAN

/ I 'HE music student, the
amateur and the fin¬
ished musician go about the
selection of a piano with a
somewhat different view¬
point from the average lay¬
man. They have a more
definite idea of what con¬
stitutes real artistic tone
quality, they have different
standards, perhaps more
exacting, from which to
judge tonal effects, and the
fact, therefore, that hun¬
dreds of POOLE PIANOS
have been purchased hy mu¬
sicians is of special significance. It presents the verdict of a
competent jury; one which the intending purchaser of a
piano can well afford, to take into careful consideration.
It is the beautiful singing quality of the POOLE TONE
as well as the attractive appearance of these pianos which
appeals to the artistic sense of the trained musician and
music lover.
6ofwn?tS Lifcr“l”ltowan«

HENRY

XI. Folk-Song and its Relath
Nationalism in Music.
Xil. The Tbouhadoubs, Minm
„TTI „ eks and Masteksingeus
XIII. Eakly Instbumentai. Form
xiv. The Merging of the Sum
the Sonata.
X\. The Development of i

“Ye are the light of the world,"
vv„
xvm.
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This, too, has been the cry of all the world through the un¬
countable ages. It is not surprising that the first religion of most
all primitive peoples has been the worship of the sun, the material
basis of our existence. Have you watched the flowers postpone
their bloom to greet the sun? Have you seen the resurrection of
the gardens, the meadows, the woods before the great golden lightin the heavens? Do you wonder that the emblems of liberty,
health, commerce, art, science, and, in fact, all evidences of progress
have been some form of light. The symbol of learning has long
been the flickering lamp—why not the glorious sun ?—for all learn¬
ing depends upon more and still more light—more enlightenment.
“Licht, meltr licht,” cried the dying Goethe, the most lustrous man
of his age, “LIGHT, MORE LIGHT.”
The true teacher is first of all a giver of light. He must
radiate.
He must illumine the minds of his pupils as the sun
breaks through the night. Every lesson must mean new light.
Would you hold the interest of your pupils? Then never let a
pupil leave the lesson until you have thrown some real light upon
some one particular phase of the piece the pupil is studying. If
the pupil is “in the dark” upon phrasing, appropriate touch, expres¬
sion or nuance, fill the mind with light until it glows with informa¬
tion. If the lesson is dull, the teacher, and the teacher only, is to
blame. He has failed as a light-giver.
Again we come to Eastertide, the sun time of the year. The
world is telling the wonderful story of new life, greater hope,
richer love, broader light. “Ye are the light of the world,” said
the Master. It seems a most felicitous season for teachers to ab¬
sorb this wonderful thought.

new yop.. 7, w
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each one of us a little solar system to illumine all those around us.
Light giving does not mean merely instructing. It means let¬
ting the light shine through our words, our deeds, our own works.
Man’s highest duty, to mankind is the cultivation of the nobility in
his own character. Nobility thrives in light, righteousness, love,
beauty. Nobility declines in darkness, iniquity, hate, ugliness.
Music teaching especially demands bright, happy surroundings.
With the coming of the flowers remember that, although the plant
may grow during the dull days, it is the sun, the everlasting light,
that bursts the blossom and fills Spring-time with its supreme glory.

A PREMIUM UPON ATTENDANCE.

0

One does not have to go very far in Mark Twain’s Tom
Sawyer before one encounters that delicious, little delineation of
human nature in which Tom, who has been given the odious task
of whitewashing a fence, suddenly conceives the luminous idea
of making believe that his task is an extraordinary privilege and
then succeeds in renting out this privilege to other boys upon the
payment of apple-cores, horse-shoe nails and other forms of juve¬
nile currency. Now comes the same idea applied to a volunteer
choir in a church in the Middle West.

XXX. No. 4

If you have ever belonged to a volunteer choir you know that
in most cases the choir is anything but volunteer.
It is more
frequently formed of recruits drafted from the young people of the
church through the combined efforts of the pastor, the organist, the
choir-director, the deacons, the trustees and the sexton. As soon as
a new singer comes into the church district, he is first solicited,
then begged and perhaps finally conscripted.
Membership of the choir is usually considered a duty.
The
-Church of --- Indiana, made it a privilege.
Admission to the choir is by ticket only, and, wonder of wonders,
the members actually pay for the tickets! There are by-laws and
rules that reverse the pleading attitude of the average choir-director
to that of a dictator. The plan is said to have worked very success¬
fully. We often think that teachers and club organizers do entirely
too much pleading and begging and thereby belittle the privileges
of their assemblies. Masonic bodies never solicit new members
in any way, and yet there are many eager to join at all times.

FORM YOUR OWN OPINION.

8

Specialists in psychology lay great stress upon apperception—
that wonderful mental process by which we place two thoughts
or mental conceptions in juxtaposition and from these evolve a
new thought. This process of putting two and two together lies
at the base of all higher educational progress.
This practice is one that we trust all of our readers apply
when perusing The Etude. We have no all-burning desire to
form your opinions for you, nor have we any wish to let others
do it. We want you to make up your own mind. We know full
well that it is the only way in which anything like a genuine advance
can be made. People who sit pensively by the way and take what¬
ever view the passing stranger may have are not the people to
get on in the world. This is particularly the case in musical
education.
There can never be any absolutely right or absolutely wrong
course in music.
If there were, such a paper as The Etude
would not exist. What is right for one person may be entirely
wrong for another. We cannot put ourselves in the position of
having the power to determine what is right and what is wrong.
Any article that seems to have a foundation of common sense and
bears the name of a music worker who has had experience is
eligible fpr The Etude, provided' it has the requisite interest.
In fact, many articles have appeared in T iie Etude expressing
opinions at variance with our own.
It is only by studying such
articles that the reader can hope to form a fair, unbiased view¬
point. We think that our readers ought to look on all sides of
a question and then make up their own minds. We have very little
respect for the reader who “swallows whole” everything he sees
in The Etude.
If you read an article with which you do not
agree, do not condemn that article too hastily. Read it over with
the idea: “This writer may have some thought which when put to¬
gether with my previous experience may help me.” •
We endeavor to keep the editorial policy of The Etude as
broad as possible. The writers are men and women representing
every phase of musical work in all parts of the musical world.
We aim to give you the strongest possible mental stimulus. We
want The Etude to make you think, because if you do the right
kind of thinking you will surely profit. Do not be too quick to
give up your own opinion. “Hold fast to that which is good.”
At the same time, do not let any prejudice prevent you from weigh¬
ing the opinions of others.

THE
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Musical Thought and Action j
in the Old World.
By ARTHUR ELSON

UBS
THE CONDUCTORS’ TRIALS.
A french review of Weingartner’s pamphlet on
directing brings to mind that the conductor’s life
is not a bed of roses. Especially is this true in the
beginning, when the leader cannot dictate terms.
The present writer received a letter from Weingartner some years ago. in which he describes
these trials—trials which Wagner must have met at
Kongisburg and Riga. The famous German conductor
says: “Through both engagements (Dantzic and Ham¬
burg), I learned thoroughly the misery of small
theatres. The salary was very trifling—ISO marks
($37.50) a month for seven and one-half months, the
rest of the year nothing—so that 1 could lead only the
most modest life. Artistic conditions, too, were hor¬
rible. In Dantzic four, or at most, five, first violins,
two contrabasses, singers of the third rank, and a
wretched chorus. With it all there was no chance
for proper rehearsals, since the directors would
demand such a large repertoire that nothing could
be fully prepared. But I strove to make the pro¬
ductions as good as possible, in spite of these hard
conditions, and gained experience by doing so.”
Even after the conductor “arrives" and counts his
salary in five figures for the season, he has his
troubles. Some conductors are too fussy with the
men, not only in rehearsal, but in performance,
and try to control them too closely. The players
say that the best conductors aim to let the men
alone, guidifig them only when they need help and
encouragement. In this list are Weingartner,
Muck and Gonti. But if the players are let alone
too much, the ensemble deteriorates. Nikisch, great
as he is, erred in this direction when leading the
Boston Symphony Orchestra. Each conductor must
choose his own method, and perhaps one who makes
the players complain just a little will get the best
Composers are not usually good conductors.
They are too apt to listen to the music, and float
along with the emotional current. Schumann was
a case in point. But there have been exceptions,
Mendelssohn and Wagner being . famous ones.
Strauss, too, must be added to the list, though
some ultra-conservatives still claim that he is no com¬
poser. Weingartner himself may squeeze in here,
for he has composed quite a deal. Among his
operas, Genesius and Orestes are the best; his sym¬
phonic poems, King Lear and The Elysian Fields, have
won success; his four symphonies are much appreciated,
and he Has written interestingly for voice and for
piano, besides composing chamber music.
COMPOSERS* ECCENTRICITIES.
A French journalist has made the dangerous
claim that opium is an aid to musical composition.
Since this claim was based upon the statements of
men who have never attracted any serious atten¬
tion as composers, it is hardly worthy of serious
attention. All manner of sources of inspiration
have been recounted by different composers in tell¬
ing how they have composed. Some are very amus¬
ing.
Scarlatti used to compose easily when his pet cat
remained with him; and perhaps this was the ani¬
mal that walked along the keyboard and gave him
the theme for his cat-fugue. Haydn used to sit at
the piano until themes shaped themselves to his
satisfaction. Mozart’s musical ideas came copiously
whle he played billiards. Beethoven used to com¬
pose in a natural seat in a tree at Schonbrunn, just
outside Vienna. Schubert could compose any¬
where, even writing Hark, Hark the Lark on the
back of a bill-of-fare in a restaurant. Wagner was
more particular, and used to decorate his study with
different colors, in accordance with the mood of
his proposed composition. Information concerning
Strauss,is not at hand, but no doubt he seeks in¬
spiration in the liquid product of his relative,
Pschorr; at any rate, some of his works sound as
if he did.

THE DIATONIC SCALE.
i the diaIn the New Zeitschrift is an article c
.onic scale, bv Carl Reinecke. The subject is timely
enough, for that scale has about disappeared
modern music. The writer gives examp es of themes,
from Beethoven and others, showing that they
very simple as well as very expressive. The combina
tion of these two qualities (direct simplicity ancl ex
pressive power) marks the music of a geniu ,
the use of an involved style for its own sake is merely
a matter of talent. Modern audiences fealize that
even Wagner shows simplicity—a definite musical
line that the hearer can grasp, in spite of all mcidental
elaboration. The test of a work, in most cases, should
rest on the value of the ideas themselves as shown m
a piano score. Schumann’s large works sound best for
piano, as they are poorly orchestrated; but in any
work, instrumental color should not be used to
cover a weakness in musical ideas.
Judged by this standard, the old masters stand
as the best models. Wagner was inspired by Bee¬
thoven, and “brought symphony into opera.” Strauss
wrote a symphony in the style of Brahms before
running amuck with orchestral effects. Elgar taught
himself by writing a symphony of the same size
and structure as one of Mozart’s.
Subjectively,
such a passage as the major theme in the slow
movement in Beethoven’s seventh symphony is
deeply expressive, though of the simplest character.
As a mood-picture, the first theme of Mendelssohn’s
Hebrides echoes perfectly the lonely majesty of a
gray day on the Scottish isles.
There are several morals to all this. One is that
school children should be given a course in the
appreciation of the classic’s, part of their singing
time being taken for a hearing of great works and
a competent theoretical explanation. A simplified
general course in song-forms, rondo, sonata, sym¬
phonic arrangements, counterpoint and fugue,
schools of opera and the great composers, would
be of value in any high school. Many classical
works are no more difficult to understand than
the doubtful songs that are now thrust at helpless
A treatment of this same subject in .English, from
the pen of the late Carl Reinecke, appeared in The
Etude for April, 1910.
MUSICAL NOVELTIES.
Among new works, some motets and cantatas of
Heinrich Schutz, discovered by an organist at Hildesheim, date back farthest. Someone ought to ap¬
point a day of exploration, to be celebrated all over
Europe, on which old libraries should be fully
explored for the works of the early masters.
Of the modern works, perhaps Hausegger's Na¬
ture (Alpine) Symphony is the most important.
It calls for chorus and organ, as well as orchestra.
There are three movements. The first, somewhat
like a scherzo, has a Nature Theme, rhythmically
worked up, a beautiful middle part showing the peace
of the forest, and an impressive coda suggesting the
death-sorrow of living things. The second move¬
ment is like a funeral march or a review of the
souls of the dead. The last movement is a jubilee,
the chorus giving a hymn of praise, with Goethe’s
words, and the work closing triumphantly. There
is some heavy instrumentation, but the work is full
of rich harmony. Hausegger uses the rich colors
of the modern orchestra in legitimate fashion, which
makes his music always charming, even though it is
not so widely powerful as that of Strauss.
Hans Huber is another man who writes broad
modern works of great beauty.
He has now
brought out his sixth symphony.
Weingartner’s
third was highly praised at Cologne, being called
ideal in its loftiness. Dresden applauded the fourmovement Peace Symphony of Adolph P. Boehmbut that composer’s recent suicide showed that
“Peace hath her casualties, no less than war” A
London hearing of York Bowen’s second symphony
proved it to be a grandly planned work. Josef Suk’s
orchestral Fantasie with violin proved onlv
The Music* Times has news of Elgar’s second lymphony, being given by the New York Symnhonv
Orchestra, and a half-million bequest going t?o the
Philharmonic; but we hope, for Elgar’s sake, that
these items were n t meant as cause and effect.
Ideas go booming through the world louder t
cannon. Thoughts are mightier than armies P
ciples have achieved more victories than horsemer
chariots.—Paxton.

IN RECENT YEARS all my payments
have been received in advance, but I had
a few old accounts on my books which
I suppose many merchants would call
“dead.” I had given up trying to collect
them for two or three years. Believing
that there are very few deliberate im¬
posters in the world. I wrote these former
the following: "Knowing that dunning
letters are annoying, and that you would
pay me when your means permitted, i
have avoided writing to you for two
years. I do, however, need the money
now, and in asking you to remit within
the next two or three da
it is not neces¬
sary to remind you that 1 have been very
patient.” This little note helped me col¬
lect over forty dollars in one week.
H. van V.
LITTLE THINGS often make a big im¬
Late
pression upon little f< -Iks. Most of my
Pupils
pupils for many years were children un¬
der the age of twelve. Of course, like
and a
most teachers, I was "bothered to death”
Remedy.
by tardiness. I had two ways out of the
difficulty. The first was scolding, and the
second was strategy.
\s I always hated
to “jaw,” I took the l itter. Over my
piano was a large pictur. of Mendelssohn
which came as a supplement to The
Etude. If a pupil did not come on time
I turned the frame around with the face
toward the wall and told the pupil that
Mendelssohn was alway - such a regular
and systematic man that he simply could
not look down on anv iie who was late.
D. M. S.
I HAVE OFTEN THOUGHT that the
Fingers
breaking in of the pupil s fingers at the
that
knuckle joint was due a s much to lack of
Broke In
attention as to any muscular weakness.
Let the teachers try this little scheme of
mine. I get a fine medium size, but very
rosy apple, the kind of an apple that
seems to smile all over. Then I have
the little pupil place his hands around'
it. This gives a position approaching
the approved position at the keyboard.
Then he removes his hands from the
apple but holds them in the same curved
position until he can place them on the
keyboard. Once fixed in his mind he
strives to hold this position. Thenthen he eats the apple
This makes a
great impression upon bis memory via
his digestive tract. Try it.
Miss X. Y. Z.
Keeping
FEW TEACHERS KNOW that the best
Ivory Keys thing to keep ivory white is the sunlight. I found this out bv noting that
White
where the sun-light fell upon the keyboard of an old piano, the keys were
almost white. A half hour in the sun¬
light will work wonders.
1 have seen
teachers use wringing wet cloths to wash
Piano keys. Then thev seem surprised
when the ivories drop oil. Only a slightly
dampened cloth should be used.
Collecting

Accounts.

Bridging
Difficulties
With the
Right
Music

, .
awak-c at nignts wc
w y it was that I could not get so
Pupils to show an immediate int
sue things as Kunz’ Canons ar
Inventions. An old florist rove:
* me. He showed me a r
.?! ’ *■ took over ten years to
ls Perfected blossom. It had
many generations be
reached this state.” Then it wa
resolved to give new pupils <r

SSte*,ta
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[Again it becomes the privilege of The Etude to present
to its readers an article from one of the foiemostt\ European.
inmusical authorities. Prof. Scharwenlca wrote a most
which
teresting article upon the subject of “°^ve p*yt.ng,”
second
amtedred in The Etude ,for May, 1009. In l'vis
a very imarticle, which is presented herewith•
all
Etude
portant subject which will be of great interest to
readers.—Editor op The Etude.]
There is hardly a piano teacher of experience who
at some time in his caieer has not become doubt¬
ful as to the indispensability of the practice of
giving long and pretentious etudes for the tech¬
nical and artistic development of his pupils. It is
doubtless true that he has at one. time studied
these very etudes with the most painstaking care
and devotion to details. In after years it may
never have occurred to him that the time and labor
he has devoted to them should not have been a
good investment.
There may have been some of his pupils whose
struggles with these representative etudes may have
been discouraging, despite their unquestioned zeal
and application. It is not at all surprising that
some piano teachers suddenly arrive at the conclu¬
sion that the average pupil, by devoting much time
and effort to the object of mastering these studies
as the pupil would expect to master a piece, may
not be rewarded by benefits in proportion to the
amount of work given to the studies. In fact, in
many cases the discouraging experiences with etudes
seem to be more frequent than the gratifying ones.
It is not at all surprising when a piano teacher
suddenly arrives at the conclusion, that the average
pupil does not receive benefits in proportion to the
mental and physical effort that many of them de¬
mand.

every day. However, as long as the mechanism it¬
self remains in a rough state it cannot be made
serviceable to art. An ineffective mechanism may
actually be cultivated unless the musical and artis¬
tic elements are continually in mind. If you desire
to become an artist you will save time, by avoiding
the cultivation of a hard, machine-like technic.
Practice with your mind and your ears from the
very first stroke at the keyboard. Never allow the
muscles to do their mechanical work in a mechani¬
cal way, that is, unwatched or uncontrolled by the
brain. Fifteen minutes at the keyboard with all
your mental energy concentrated on the object will
accomplish more for you than fifteen hours of rais¬
ing and dropping the fingers with your mind literally
fifteen hundred miles away from the keyboard.
Anyone who has fathomed the pedagogical prob¬
lem with real experience will recognize the truth
that in the etude there exists a legitimate union
between the mechanical and artistic aspects of
pianoforte playing. As soon as this is realized and
the proper application of the truth made to daily
practice, the student will find that the etude is
really indispensable in the educational work at the
piano. Five-finger exercises after a certain number
of repetitions seem to dull the mind and certainly
offend the ear until it becomes exceedingly difficult
to do them with interest and profit. The variety
to be obtained by changing the tonalities, by means
of rhythmical alterations, etc., are also exhausted
in time. How very fortunate is it, then, that wc
may continue the mechanical exercises with renewed
interest through etudes, because the etude offers mel¬
odious five-note scales in applied form as a “piece!”
Properly used, etudes are a blessing which may
accompany the pupil from his first step until he
has reached the very top of the musical ladder.
By blending the indispensable mechanical exercises
with as much music as possible means to shorten
the way and assure success and at the same time
make the whole way far more delightful and inter¬
esting.
There seem to be two classes of discouraged
teachers. One would abandon the etude and replace
it by purely mechanical exercises.
The other
reasons, “if wc can make no satisfactory progress
by means of applied mechanism through etudes,
Xaver Scharwenka.
then let us take the shortest way and practice only
‘pieces,’ that is, such compositions as appeal to
must at the very outstart realize that this physical
training is by no means an unintelligent, machine¬ as through their artistic value and are not solely in¬
tended to further some technical purpose.” This
like movement like those, for instance, by which
second faction can neither be very numerous, nor
the strong man in the circus develops his muscles.
From his very first lesson the piano player needs can it be very representative. Its devotees in most
cases must be dreamers or visionaries who never
to exercise judgment and discretion with every
put into actual practice in teaching what they
stroke of his fingers. If he does not do this—if
preach. It will be time to concern ourselves with
he goes to sleep during his long hours of,mechanical
their doctrine when the first piano virtuoso, who
training he will accomplish absolutely nothing. In
fact, finger work without brain work will not even has been brought up without exercises and etudes, is
heard from.
enable him to do justice to the mechanical require¬
In making
my classifications, however. T must
ments of the easiest piece, let alone those master¬
be careful, since there are many etudes that sail
pieces which demand the most elastic and instan¬
under a different name, just as there exist a great
taneous physical and psychical efforts.
many etudes that belie their names. For instance,
Obvious as the necessity for persistent mental
if you study Beethoven’s Thirty-two Variations in
effort is, it seems to be constantly overlooked, even
C Minor you will certainly be occupied with most
by zealous pupils. What we call technic is by no
beautiful and interesting music, but at the same
means mere mechanism but applied mechanism.
There is an important distinction here which all time you are practicing music that has all the value
music students should remember and reflect upon
of the “etude.” You do the same when you play

would play the piano must have five fingers on each
hand, and each of these ten fingers must be trained
to strike the keys on the keyboard with marvelous
readiness, according to the demands of the com¬
position before him. Apart from the musical, in¬
tellectual and aesthetical side, the mere mechanical
execution of a simple piano piece requires a con¬
siderable amount of physical training. In fact, he

APPLYING THE RIGHT MEANS.
Clear as the conclusions of these teachers may ap¬
pear to be to them, they are erroneous. The fault,
however, lies not with the means, but with the way
these means are applied. When a younger teacher
is annoyed by the insignificant results his pupils
seem to derive from practicing whole volumes of
representative studies we can sympathize with him
and forgive his grumbling, but when, in an unwar¬
ranted fit of temper and disgust, he simply over¬
throws an old-established custom and starts to
preach against the use of etudes altogether he
must be called to order and must be made, to listen
to the weighty arguments which ripe experience has
furnished in plenty.
In the case of a genius, that is the musician who
depends upon a peculiar and individual talent for
development, the feeling sorqetimes is that almost
everything is dispensable. Franz Schubert undoubt¬
edly spoke the truth when he said that everything
Salieri taught him about the art of composition he
had previously known instinctively. However, since
we all have to be satisfied with pupils who are not
altogether geniuses, some, alas, not being blessed
with a very decided talent, it is well to be careful
before we draw general conclusions from occur¬
rences which, although they may be frequent, are
by no means the general run. To give up the
practicing of etudes altogether is simply an experi¬
ment, a dangerous practice which may result in
their abandonment.
To begin at the very beginning the -whole prob¬
lem amounts to little more than this. He who
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most of Bach’s Preludes for the Well Tempered Clavi¬
chord or his English Suites.
PIECES THAT ARE GOOD STUDIES.
I could mention a very long list of pieces, among
them, for instance, simple movements from some
of the Beethoven sonatas, that are good specimens
of the etude form, irrespective of their musi¬
cal contents. On. {he other hand, there are many
etudes that rank with the best and highest kind
of music, that is, music written for no other pur¬
pose than that of music’s own sake. Take, for
instance, the most'sublime type of the piano etude,
the twenty-seven etudes for piano by Chopin.
Everyone of these is universally acknowledged to
be an exquisite musical poem. It would be very
wrong, however, to say that these compositions
arc only incidentally etudes. On the contrary, the
composer conceived them as etudes and had a clear
and characteristic technical purpose in each of them.
His poetic inspiration did not lure him away from
his original technical intent. One would think that
the very existence of Chopin’s etudes would in it¬
self establish beyond any doubt the indispensability
of the etude in the piano playing world.
If the stubborn pedagog insists that Chopin’s
etudes are exceptions to the general rule, that they
are incomparable musical compositions never in¬
tended to assist technical purposes and quite
above all other etudes, let us then also throw over¬
board everything written not in the name, but in
the spirit and style of etudes. Then, perhaps, we
may realize how little will be left to feed the digits
and the intellects of our poor pupils.
(A second section of this admirable article will ap¬
pear in the May issue of The Etude.)’
HOW GEORGE BERNARD SHAW LEARNED
TO PLAY THE PIANO.
Some Etude readers may not know that the
famous Irish dramatist, sociologist, vegetarian, etc.,
was also widely famed at one time as a music
critic. Like Bisson, Parker, Rupert Hughes, Bo'ito
and several other successful dramatists who were
previously musicians, Shaw always valued his musi¬
cal experiences. He was often criticized for being
a critic without a musical education. As a matter
of fact he had a very good musical training, but
was almost entirely self-taught. To his accusers
he took delight in pointing out that neither Wag¬
ner nor Berlioz were proficient pianists, but were
nevertheless fine musicians. Some years ago Shaw
wrote an instructive article upon "The Religion of
the Piano.” This appeared in a leading German
publication and the following is a translation. No
doubt Mr. Shaw would be very much amused to
read this re-Englishing of his thoughts, since his
own English is known to be inimitably individual.
“I learned the A. B. C. of notation through an
elementary instruction oook. I was able to com¬
prehend the keyboard through a drawing. Then
I started right in without exercises, Plaidy, Czerny
or anything else, to study Mozart’s Don Giovanni.
It took fully ten minutes before I could place my
fingers in the right position for the first chord of
the overture. Finally, however, it sounded right
and the pleasure I received from listening to my
own playing of the chord paid for all the pains
it had cost me. After a few months I managed
to acquire a technic sufficient for my needs. It
was, of course, purely of my own invention as the
following illustration of my 'fingering of the scale
of C will illustrate. Instead of using the custom¬
ary fingering by putting my thumb under the third
finger:
CDEFGABC
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5
I stumbled upon the following:
CDEFGABC
1 2 3 4 5 4 5 4
This had the advantage of fitting all of the dia¬
tonic and chromatic scales, and clumsy as it is,
I often find myself going back to it when I am
not thinking. Liszt and Chopin were also said
to have enjoyed this fingering'upon occasion in
certain places but of course they did not stumble
upon it as I did. I soon acquired a formidable
ability to blunder through all kinds of piano ar¬
rangements and scores. As a reward for my efforts
I found that I was learning Victor Hugo and Schil¬
ler through Donizetti, Verdi and Beethoven: the
Bible through Handel; Goethe through Schumann,
Beaumarchais and Moliere through Mozart and
Merimde through Bizet. In addition to this I found
in Berlioz an unknown interpretation of a work by
Edgar Allen Poe.”
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MAKING MUSIC LOVERS.
BY J. ARTHUR WILLIAMS.
Very few teachers devote enough of their time
to the worthy object of making music lov«r»jg
friends of music. Many are quite willing to work
energetically to get pupils but that is by_no
all that the world expects from them. Th°s
would work for the cause of music do entirely too
much preaching about it and give too little ma e
of-fact representation of the advantages o music.
The art does not need evangelists nearly so muen
as it does practical representatives. Any one w o
has ever had opportunities to watch the brisk, dtrect, cheery commercial traveler has doubtless ac
mired his tact and persistence, even though his ag¬
gressiveness may seem at times .a trifle offensive.
Has the reader ever thought how much real goot
such a body of sensible, resourceful men might ac¬
complish for music? The public is tired of senti¬
mental praters who worship musical idols that seem
like strange gods to the average man and woman.
A few well-chosen sentences spoken at the right
time will often turn a wavering mind towards music,
and thereby secure one more recruit for the world s
largest standing army of art lovers. It is not in
good taste, of course, to be always “talking shop,”
yet if one uses judgment one may do so without
becoming a bore. Hundreds, nay, thousands, of men
and women, boys and girls, are willing to be inter¬
ested in music, but they do not know how to make
a start. They like music, and have or can obtain
the facilities for study and practice, but are unde¬
cided whether to try or not. They are simply
waiting for some one to come along and make up
their minds for them.
QUALITIES THE MUSICAL REPRESENTATIVE
SHOULD POSSESS.
Traveling salesmen tell us that if they can get
a merchant to look at their samples, they will sell
goods to him in nine cases out of ten. "Musical
drummers” could do nearly as well if they copied
the traveling salesman’s methods. But first they
must have the “goods” to show. They must have
a full knowledge of musical history, and of the
part music plays.in the world, and must be able
to show by their own practical skill what good
music really is. They must have the gift of being
able to explain, simply and directly, the advantages
derived from the study and practice of music. Mu¬
sical ability is not enough in itself. The traveling
salesman is not generally a highly intellectual per¬
son—indeed, his education outside of his business
has often been sadly neglected. But his constant
contact with different people of all shades of opin¬
ions gives him a certain polish and urbanity of man¬
ner which serves him in better stead. He is a “good
fellow,” a “good mixer,” quick in. repartee, sym¬
pathetic in manner, ready to place himself on an
equality with any man, lawyer, carpenter, trolleycar conductor, doctor, clergyman, financier—all men
are alike to him.
Too often the musician is ill-informed outside
of his own sphere. He lives only in a world of
music, and plays no part in the larger world of
men and women. If he is to win converts to music,
he must be a “musical drummer,” ready to talk with
any man upon any subject. Let him be more versa¬
tile, more ready to allow his surroundings and com¬
panions to act upon his personality, and more ready
to extend his sympathy to people of different met
tie, different temperament from himself. A good
traveling salesman is ever a good listener, and the
“musical drummer” must be equally willing to hear
the other man’s side of the case. When the brickayer the mechanic, the lawyer or the financier tells
his tale of‘woe, the “musical drummer” must listen
with r’3 or simulated interest, for by so doing he
Ihis own knowledge, and at the same
creates for himself the reputation of heine l
very r.^clligent person.
6
REACHING ALL CLASSES.
Then when his opportunity comes, and the “other
fellow has said his little say, the “musical drum¬
mer may get down to business. It js now u;
11
to “talk shop.” He may now display his “line”short. pithy anecdotes of music and musicians fact,
of historical interest, a little talk on the advant??'
of music in the home, for the daughters
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. wd to dilate upon the advantages of
It is not har
mental discipline for those
music. It o
mathematics: it affords healthful ex-

not have the chief place. It was new to music and
due to Handel that great events, historical incidents
and human ideals should be celebrated in the art ot
sound, and in the style of the oratorio (the musical
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brings
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brought to like
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people
can
ness; old
people like it because
*
_i krierhtness;
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gaietychildren like it, and because it offers comfort
thd Estrange'memories. Some people like it
waus it affords them opportunities for displaying
S eir skill, and some because it affords solace ,n
their loneliness. Once the “musical drummer has
Jo- h^-ples,;; £ -£*£ goods" t
“competition” can harm her, and those who come
to her must pay the price she exact>. which ts any¬
thing from a few minutes a day to a lifetime-and,
for all we know, an Eternity.
THE MISSED LESSON.

The other day a music teacher and the clerk in a
music store were holding an animated discussion about
missed lessons. The former had been telling of a
coming piano recital to which music students could go
for half the price charged other patrons.
1 he clerk
suggested that teachers would suffer financial loss from
missed lessons.
„
"Yes, but teachers will charge for them, replied the
teacher.
,
,
“Charge for missed lessons! exclaimed the clerk
in surprise. “I guess not. Pupils don't pay for les¬
sons they don’t take in this town, and they take them
when they like. If a teacher don’t like it, he has to
put up with it or lose a pupil. 1 know but one teacher
in this city who has the ‘nerve’ to charge for missed
lessons.”
The teacher mildly remarked that another example
of sufficient “nerve” to charge for missed lessons was
before the emphatic clerk.
“You don’t mean to tell me that you ha?c as large a
class as you want?”
“Certainly not; but I make it a condition when
pupils engage me that they come at stated hours set
aside for their instruction, and that 1 expect pay for
unexcused absences. I try to use common sense, and
when I think an absence is justified I i-.'-ign another
period. This, however, is at my option and not left
to the inclination of the pupil.”
“You won’t get much of a class in this town, I’ll
tell you that,” cried the clerk. “There arc too many
teachers who have to get pupils. Pupils an find any
number of teachers, and usually they don’t care a rap
whom they study with, or whether they study at all."
It seems as though music teaching needs a business
renaissance. It doesn’t require an overworked imag¬
ination to picture the difficulties surrounding the
teacher who is so unfortunate as to have a class caring
little for the study of music and lcs- for the welfare
of the instructor.
But let us illustrate how missing lessons might affect
the weekly income of the teacher. Take a class of
twenty, each pupil engaging one lesson a week, paying
at the rate of $1.50 for each. This would mean an
income of $30 a week or $120 for a month. Now
suppose various social functions should attract fifty
per cent,, or ten of the class, to miss lessons for two
Tn* S- V1>a montb’ and that the missed lessons are a
“’a ,°,SS, to, the tcacher- What per cent, in his
wage would lie have lost, and would the various labor
re^MZa °inS °f the countr-v have submitted to such a
a striked’ *
employer of "'cir ™«"bers. without
rentUPaPn°Heithe teaehcr is married. has children, pays
charges JltV'Ug CXpenseS' These arc fixed monthly
income’ «d ^ *? be mct desP'tc the fluctuation of
-a?' are ‘hese expenses to he met if his time
which will re°drucenhish0ffiWi11 ^ k°CP .from Ule
A leading ““ .s efficiency as an instructor?
land citv
and P'ano teacher of a New Engheld at a rert t0 1,'1e writer that everv entertainment
lesson
J 3'" Church cos‘ him about $7.50 by missed
these fo fear m?u.lry. *’c sa'd he dared not charge for
he had to support nS fPUpi'S What of thc fami'y
think it right1?0 1P° fair-minded men and women
physicians and i r°b Peter t0 Pay Paul? Do dentists,
loss when pal^Tusuffer’in most «*«• a financia'
d charged P„ th®
?.keep an appointment, or a
teachers constant , .' Are 'he majority of music
cure is resoW y •°Tg by missed lessons? The only
teachers.
united opposition on the part of the
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[Professor Hermann Ritter, the foremost Berman author¬
ity upon musical history, has outlined the main events <n
musical history in such a way that the student may gam
a comprehensive view of the whole subject in a very direct
- i delightful manner. The first article appeared in Thu
..— x— **—.1.
+iie concluding art‘
" '
F The Etude.]
PALESTRINA’S ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
4. Palestrina and His School (Sixteenth and Seven¬
teenth Centuries).
This period marks the culmination of a capella song
in the Catholic Church. Palestrina, whose style was
founded on the Gregorian chants, brought to glorious
perfection that which the laborers of earlier times had
been preparing. His church music is full of sacred
dignity, and is free from all the scholastic limitation
of the Middle Ages. Examples of his style are: The
Missa Papae Marcelli, the Missa Brevis and the Stabat
Mater. The work of Palestrina was one of the great¬
est events in the development of music, because he
showed for the first time (as Mozart did later) that
great effects can be made with simple means. Great
composers of the Palestrina school were: Allegri, Vittoria, Marenzio, Nanini, Frescobalo Pitoni.

b. Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, the second trinity.
These men, who,with their creations mark the rich¬
est period of German music, were for Germany the
great power in the realm of tone, which was already
known to Italy. We designate them as “classic” there¬
fore, because their works must serve as models and
patterns for all time. The most intimate union of
form and content is a distinguishing mark of their
compositions, which are most widely removed from
the banal and the trivial. Crude effects are not to
be found in them. Especially do we perceive the or¬
ganic construction in our classic compositions. Art
and nature, these two opposites, unite here in a man¬
ner altogether wonderful. These works present to us
also the laws and normal forms which as guides we
dare not neglect, and which warn us also against ec¬
centricities; they are like the natural spring where we
may drink and be restored, when we have wandered
too far from Mother Nature. Their creation marks
a civilizing power in human culture.

BACH’S SIGNIFICANCE.
The significance of J. S. Bach in the development of
music rests on
1. His activity in teaching, through which he became
THE RISE OF THE OPERA.
the founder of the modern Haus-musik and chamber
5. (Drama per Musica) About 1600 in Florence and
music.
Naples.
2. In new treatment of the Klavier Preludes, Sym¬
The time of the Renaissance had come, the new
phonies, Inventions, Well-tempered Clavichord.
birth of the life of the mind of the ancients, with its
3. The independent and artistic treatment of the
beautiful and natural manner of thought. The new
string
instrument (Suites for violin and violincello).
morn of culture brought with it new ideals of life. That
4. The working out and masterly command of poly¬
music did not lag far behind in this jubilant welcome
phonic and contrapuntal style.
of beauty and truth is easy to understand, for it is
5. His unique position as the greatest of organ play¬
ever and always music that is the image, the reflection
ers and of composers for the organ.
of the emotional life of every time. The town of
6. The perfecting of Protestant Church music, which
Italy in which the influence of the renaissance was
focussed
in the congregational song—the chorale.
strongest was Florence; here, at the end of the six¬
7. The development of instrumental music. Because
teenth century, arose practically a new branch of music,
•of his suites for orchestra and for solo instruments,
a true child of the renaissance, the opera, the musicBach is to be regarded as the father of instrumental
drama, the “opera in Musica." This new style of music
music.
grew not out of the polyphony of the Middle Ages,
Bach is thus the fundamental type of a German com¬
but from solo singing, from the individual musical '
poser; he is the creator of German music. His music
speech, which from this time on began to overpower
is the source to which all composers of all times must
counterpoint in Italy. The modern subjective expres¬
go to learn what is needed for the creation of art¬
sion in music becomes stronger than the objective
works.
style of the Middle Ages. With the opera arises
Of Bach’s sons, Philipp Emanuel, is the one who
modern music. The following innovations date from
is to be considered in music-history, because of his
this period:
influence in developing the Sonata.
1. Beside the distinctive scale of the Middle Ages, with
its eight tones, stands the chromatic scale, with twelve
HANDEL THE FOUNDER OF THE EPIC IN MUSIC.
tones. Zarlino, the Venetian (1517-1590), introduced
The importance of Handel (born 1685, in Halle; died
even temperament, or tempered tuning, and declared
the old Pythagorean system of tones to be no
1759, in London) in music development is chiefly in
longer possible. The works in which Zarlino sets
the field of oratorio. Handel is the founder of the
forth liig ideas are called Institution Harmoniche and
epic style in music. He lived a long time in Italy, and
Demonstrasioni Harmoniche.
united the beauty of the Italian melos with the Ger¬
2. Recitative (Parlanto Representative).
man contrapuntal style. It is noteworthy that Handel
3. The free manner of expression in instrumental
did not limit the material of his oratorios to Biblical
music (organ, piano and violin), which threw off the
texts alone, but made use of mythical stories and his¬
restrictions of vocal music, whose echo it had been.
torical events also. The subject whch Handel loves to
The first opera was Daphne, by Peri. It consisted
develop in most of his oratorios is that of an enslaved
of recitatives, accompanied by a clavicembalo or a lute.
people freed by a hero who has grown up amongst
Claudio Monteverde (born 1568, Cremona; died 1643,
them (Samson, Belsasar, Esther, Joshua, Jephtha, Judas
Venice), lifted the Italian opera above its feeble be¬
Maccabaeus, etc.).
ginnings. His epoch-making operas were Orianna and
Although Handel, like Bach, was a child of Protest¬
Orfeo. His innovations were: 1. The break with the
ant Christianity, he did not confine himself solely to the
old scale systems. 2. Free introduction of the disso¬
evangelistic ideas, but extended his spiritual horizon
nance. 3. First use of the unprepared seventh chord.
4. Definite distinction between piano and forte. 5. Use
in all directions. Bach, on the contrary, was deeply
of tremolo and pizzicato in string instruments.
imbued with religious piety, and stood for the purely
churchly, religious ideals, as they grew out of the spirit
6. THE CLASSIC MASTERS OF GERMANY.
of the Reformation. Bach’s works are closely con¬
a. Bach, Handel, Gluck, the first trinity in German
nected with the Church; in Handel’s works the religion
music development.
of the Church (although he wrote The Messiah) does

GLUCK’S REFORMS.
Gluck was born in 1714. in Wiedenwang, in Bavaria,
and died, 1787, in .Vienna. His greatness and impor¬
tance lay in the province of dramatic music. He was
the first of all musicians to raise the opera to the light
of drama, for he subordinated absolute music to dra¬
matic necessity. Therefore he gave to recital ive. that
important factor of opera, attention hitherto unknown.
Also, he required that the orchestra should be treated
according to the demands of each situation and the
ideas to be expressed. He was so significant, therefore,
because he was nearer to nature than preceding com¬
posers in depicting character and situation on the stage.
He may be called the Lessing of the music-drama.
Three tone-poets who gave a particularly strong im¬
pulse to the development of music by their labors are
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Together with Bach,
Handel and Gluck, they are the supporting pillars of
our musical structure. In their works are the roots of
all other musical endeavors; from them branch out
all secondary growths. As types they represent those
tendencies in style which have been named for them.
THE FOUNDER OF MODERN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
Joseph Haydn (born 1732, in Rohrau, in Northern
Austria, died 1809, in Vienna) was of especial im¬
portance to chamber-music and instrumental music.
Bach had made the form of the suite a complete whole;
his son Philipp Emanuel had extended the form of
the Sonata. It was Haydn who for all time established
the art-form of the Sonata, its members and construc¬
tion. In doing this he also gave some individuality to
separate instruments. In his orchestra are to be found
more color and life, because he brought out the char¬
acteristics of the various instruments, and wrote themes
especially suited to them. Haydn, therefore, is to be
regarded as the founder of modern instrumental music,
as it was expressed in his symphonies for orchestra
and in his string quartets. The particularities of
Haydn’s music are sunny, childlike cheerfulness, fresh
and wholesome thought. It is a combination of the
seriousness of North German schools and the South
German gaiety; his ideals grew out of the folk-song
and folk-dance. His greatness, however, consists in
his manner of idealizing these dances and songs. For
the old German dances and songs of the people ideal¬
ized in form, raised to the sphere of art, are what we
hear in Haydn’s compositions.
THE GENIUS OF THE BEAUTIFUL.
Mozart (born 1756, in Salzburg; died 1791, in Vi¬
enna) is not only the most genial of German com¬
posers, but also the most universal. For all that Bach.
Handel. Gluck and Haydn contributed, each in his spe¬
cial style, Bach in the lyric, Handel in the epic. Gluck
in the dramatic and Haydn as “father of the symphony
and chamber-music”—all of these styles Mozart united
in his works of art.
Mozart and* Rafael have much in common. The
trait of universality is particularly striking in them
both. The union of Italian and German characteristics
is in Mozart’s works; the rare air of Italy breathes
through them, commingling with the German atmosphere.
Mozart, who was very sensitive in nature, was open
in character and splendidly sincere; clever, without be¬
ing scheming or sly. he was also sympathetic, cheerful
and courageous.
His style shows the highest truth
combined with the greatest beauty. He is the com¬
poser of the most perfect form and the embodiment of
the genius of thc beautiful in music.
(The concluding article of this scries will hare a
particular interest because it will deal in part with
Wagner, I.isst and others with wham Prof. Ritter has
himself been an active worker.)

“I hf.ar one thrumming a guitar below stairs. What
a comment upon our life is the least strain of music!
It lifts me above the mire and dust of the universe
. . . Ninety-nine one-hundredths of our lives we arc
mere hedges and ditches, but from time to time \v<
meet with reminders of our destiny. We hear tin
kiifflred vibrations, music! and we put our dormant
feelers into the limits of the universe. We attain »,
wisdom that passetii understanding.”—Thoreau.
'
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DOES

IT PAY TO BE OVER-GENEROUS?
BY CLARA A. KORN.

“Dear me!” sighed my friend, as she sank, ex¬
hausted, in an easy-chair. This particular friend is
one of long standing, a teacher of reputation and
experience, who likes to unbend occasionally from
the pedestal of dignity thrust upon- her by the status
of her pupils.
“Dear me, dear me,” she reiterated.
She was visibly unhappy and discouraged, so I
queried, “what’s the trouble?”
Again she sighed. “I’ve been teaching for twenty
years, but these Edsons are the limit.”
“You mean those two dear little girls who play
duets so beautifully?”
“Yes. You know my whole heart and soul was
wrapped up in those children.”
“Surely. You gave them a partial scholarship this
season, I believe.”
“I did. You see, they were only taking an hour
together a week, and of course that was not nearly
enough at their stage of advancement.”
“Certainly not. Half an hour a week is too little
for advanced pupils.”
“I devotecf half an hour to the ensemble work,
so there was only quarter of an hour left for solos
for each.”
“Hm.”
“So I called on the parents in regard to the matter.
The mother is a nonentity who seems to understand
little of the art-life, so all of my dealings have been
with the father. I explained the case to him, but
he was firm in his assertion that an hour a week
was enough. He said, ‘I can’t afford to pay more
than $3 a week.’ ”
“That’s plausible.”
“Of course it is. So I suggested a partial scholar“You were only too ready to do it. I know your
generous disposition.”
“It isn’t generosity, it’s selfishness. Those children
are a good advertisement.”
'“And what did Mr. Edson say to your proposi“He wanted to know what a partial scholarship
is. I told him, that for every hour that he pays
for, I would give the two girls another hour for
nothing.”
“Plain enough.”
“It would seem so, but it wasn’t. So I specified.
I said, ‘Instead of the one hour that I have been teach¬
ing your children on Tuesdays, I will give them
two. You pay for the first hour, and I will give
them the second hour free of charge. ”
“Surely, an idiot could understand that.”
“So one would imagine. But it was paving the way
for trouble.”
“One holiday week, the younger child spent out
of town with an aunt, so the older sister took but
the regular one hour that week. I never gave the
matter a thought. After I had sent the bill of $30
for ten lessons. Inez, the older child, remarked that
I had charged her father $1.50 too much. I said, ‘How
so?’ and she replied, ‘you know Bertha did not take
a lesson during the holidays.’
•
‘T was staggered for a minute, the surprise was
so paralyzing. I reminded her of the agreement,
but she wouldn’t understand. She insisted that two
hours at three dollars were one and a half dollars for
one hour, and that I had overcharged her father
to that extent.”
“Well, well,” I exclaimed, sympathetically—
“By this time I was beginning to get angry, but
there was no sense in arguing with a child, so, I
dropped the subject until I could consult her
parents.”
“How did it turn out?”
“Very badly. Worse than I anticipated. I visited
the family and pointed out that, even if they had
been right in their conception of the price, I was
entitled to the money, as no previous notice had
been given that the child would omit the lesson.”
“And then?”
“The father claimed to be convinced, but delayed
paying the bill. In the meantime, four more weeks
had passed and then the time arrived for my closing
my studio and arranging for the summer vacation.”
She paused.
“And what do you think?—Mr. Edson refuses <to
pay the bill at all. He refuses, absolutely and point
blank.”

We were silent for a time; then her face bH^
ened, and she said, with characteristic optumsm
“After all, this is an isolated case, and tf the same
opportunity were to present itself once more,
should act exactly the same ”
. of
And we both agreed that, for one mst
ingratitude, there are dozens of favorable one, ther
fore our faith in human justice and the value of k
deeds remains unspoiled.
PITFALLS IN THE ROAD TO MUSICAL
SUCCESS.

f ffl0re than one otherwise very hopeful pupil,
of more
too impatient to build a good
SUChaotion technically, and wish to be put at once
X” aJvanced work for which they are not pre.
A They frequently drift from one teacher to
pa thlr in a vain search for an easy road to the
mus cal Parnassus. They never attain success un¬
less they wake to their own limitations
This leads us to the fifth cause of failure-lack
of confidence in one’s teacher, and unwillingness to
follow his advice and direction. One of the first
and most ominous signs of this lack of confidence
is unwillingness to buy the necessary music, or a
wish to choose something else than that advised. I
have never, in my whole experience, seen a pupji
who objected to buying the music needed who
amounted to anything whatever in his musical
career. Of course, it is possible that the objection
may arise from actual poverty, but in that case it
will naturally happen that the pupil will not have
funds to continue lessons very long, so the final
outcome will be the same.

Even the most conscientious and successful teacher
of music has occasion to feel discouraged at the
small proportion of his pupils who reach a satis¬
factory degree of proficiency at the large number
who seem to have wasted considerable time and
money, only to abandon the study at last, with no
apparent results. An investigation of the lists of
graduates of the leading European conservatories
DAILY HINTS FOR ^DILIGENT PUPILS.
will reveal that only a very few of these music stu¬
BY EDWARD O’CONNOR.
dents ever rise above mediocrity in later life. The
same ratio doubtless applies to other artistic pro¬
Yora teacher sells time. Don’t rob him of any of
fessions. All this lies outside of the control of the his stock by being late.
teacher, and to a lesser extent outside the control
When you become a great virtuoso you may re¬
of the pupil. Possibly, if some of the many pitfalls
linquish the habit of counting every note of your
in the road to musical success are pointed out, they
pieces and etudes, but not until then.
may be the means of helping some students to
Would you practice writing for four hours at a
avoid much annoyance and disappointment.
time? Then why practice the piano without inter¬
Pupils, or in some cases, their parents often ask
vals of rest?
the teacher’s opinion upon the musical talent they
Vital playing comes from a vital mind and a vital
may possess. The statement may occasion some
body.
Vitality is impossible without oxygen.
surprise, but it can be said with all confidence, that
Breathe deeply.
unless the case is one of preparing a pupil to enter
You know what you think of stoop-shouldered
the musical profession, it is hardly necessary to
worry about the question of “talent.” Any person pianists. Moral: Don’t be one.
The best machine is the one which develops the
who is fond of music, has good hearing and is phy¬
Avoid friction in your playing
sically normal in other respects will be found able least friction.
to develop “musical talent,” given proper conditions machine by holding the wrists and arms loose.
Think of a city composed of rootless buildings!
and sufficient perseverance. Of course, there is
such a thing as “tone-deafness” or inability to dis¬ Is your repertoire filled with half completed pieces?
Don’t spend any time entertaining discourage¬
tinguish pitch, but my experience shows me that
this is extremely rare, in twenty years teaching I ment. If you don’t progress as you think you
have met only three persons who were unable to should let your “watchword” be work—not sighs
and tears.”
distinguish pitch.
Don’t do your musical thinking entirely in piano
The causes of failure, then, must be sought else¬
where. The first and worst is lack of will-power
and fixed purpose. They give up the study as soon
as it loses its novelty, or as soon as they fancy mi,
j ,
P
atmosphere in their paintings.
I he pedals are the brushes with which the artist
they would rather spend the money for something
else that has just come into their thoughts. This canva P'an° puts musical atmosphere upon his tonal
.is a fault that lies deep in the character, but has
not the slightest connection with the absence or
If you want to make a caricature of yourself by
presence of specific “musical talent.”
affecting long hair, "latin quarter”
. kties and mis¬
The next serious cause of failure is the lack of. fit clothing, do it in vaudeville where it may be
robust health. The practice of music makes far profitable. The freak musician is the fading shadow
greater demands on the nervous system, and even or another era.
on the muscles, than is commonly supposed. A
y°Ur CoIIea*Ue an<1 y°«r Prospective
pianist, in playing a Liszt RhaPsodie, for instance, each pupil will know at once that y„u are a teacher of
.t ie consequ6"^ y0UrseIf. |f yo„ m„st be jealous
one of the rapid strokes of the fingers represent¬
ing a few ounces, does manual labor in the aggre¬ tell it to the mirror and then forget it. Every time
gate fully equivalent to carrying a ton of.coal up
two flights of stairs, running upstairs with each . makeTfrienff * 'eSS f°rtUnate contemporary you
scuttleful. Even that comparison is inadequate, for
untiW^6^1106 nieans the habit of not stopping
the pianist must use not only the brute force,’ but
ntil you have accomplished what vmi set out to
an exquisite adjustment of the same to the location
Mat
y°U really Persevered?
'
of the keys of the piano, the rhythm and the ex¬
? h°me with ™,sical history. It
pression. Memorizing also becomes extremely diffi¬ win sharLT
fold.
P your interpretative insight one hundredcult, unless there is a proper circulation of healthy
blood through the brain; and the formation of cor¬
A VERY ANCIENT MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
rect muscular habits of the fingers, which one has
in view in the practice of scales and other technical
old«t
exercises is most favorably carried on when there exX foermf°o1 I*116 We'Sh IS
is an actual growing of new muscle. I have spoken remember that /he M-mUS,Cal festiv:ib
When we
from the twelfth
Mlnnesingcrs of Germany date
here in terms of the pianist, but the same truth
France date from
and the Troubadours of
holds good even more forceably in case of the
to look with no linf e,eventh.century, one is forced
singer or the violinist.
fods which were heia Yenc,ratlon uPon the EisteddA third drawback is the lack of a habit of con
the
greater
portion
nf
p
‘he
seventh century when
centration. Also, there is too great a diffusion of
tune and strength over a multitude of unrelated kind of semXrhJ Eur°pe was evolving from a
sitting of wise rn 1C” State‘ ^le word means “a
topics. I have a strong feeling that much of he
9n.ly the ,nost proficient
blame for this lies at the door of our modern sys¬ bards were allowefl^
was installed in a ° partlc,Pate. The leadihg bard
tems of general education. There is too mm-h
a silver and cold 'Ya?nificent chair, decorated with
t9o
badge of office Th'"1' and wore on ,,is chest the
t’on °f the power to set one’s self at a task b!
cause it must be done.
Sk be_ fodau (as the int,; ,e Preparation for the EisteddThe fourth cause of failure is discouragement tivals in the plurante We'Sh lan®uage calls its fesdue to previous inordinate overestimate of on?
the festivals were L
Very elaborate’ In fact'
own powers and attainments. This is not
6S had been announced „ considered legal unless they
ccedingly common, yet it has wrecked the progress Eisteddfodau are nn t year and a day 'n advancetn many different „ *
? by PeoPle of Welsh blood
1 parts of the world

;?
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Because a turn makes use of two auxiliary tones
thf accidentals (b, S. *. etc.) can refer either’ to t
note above or the note below the principal note. To
which reason it becomes important to. °bs*5 ^fore,
these are used in connection with the s.gn. theretore
the case does not parallel that of the inverted mc.aen
and the mordent. Accidentals above the sign refe
.to the upper auxiliary note, while those bHoW^he
sign refer to the under auxiliary. When the com
poser has been careless in supplying the accident^

HOW TO PRESERVE THESE PORTRAJT^OQR^HES^^^^
Cut out the pictures, following outline on the reverse of this page. Paste them on,
:jar collection could only be obtained by purmusic by the composer represented, or use on bulletin board for class, club, or school work.
.
q£ -j>he £XUde for February, 1909, and has
chasing several expensive books of reference and separate portraits. This feature commenced in
, . „raphies have already been published,
been continued every month since then. Thus, two hundred and thirty-four of these instructive p

0

CARL PHILIPP EMANUEL BACH.
(Bahch, final ch gutteraL)
Carl Philipp Emanuel, the third son
of John Sebastian Bach, was born at
Weimar, March 8, 1714, and died at Hamburg, December 14, 1788. His father educated him with a view to studying philosophy at the Thomasschule and at the
Universities of Leipsic and Frankfurt on
Oder, where he studied law. Musical in¬
fluences, however, proved stronger, and
in 1738 he entered the service of the
Crown Prince of Prussia (afterwards
Frederick II). He remained there in
uninterrupted service until 1767, when he
succeeded Telemann at Hamburg. His
unusual combination of sound musicianship and scholarly attainments along
other lines won him immense popularity,
and his genial wit and kindly disposition
endeared him to all with whom he came
into contact. As a composer he marks
the transition between the polyphonic
school of Bach and Handel, and the
monophonic school of Haydn, and Mo¬
zart. It is to Emanuel Bach we owe
the modern cyclical sonata form, with
.. its combination oft different movements
closely related in spirit, a form so plastic
that Haydn employed it for moods of in¬
finite gr&ce and delicacy, while Beethoven
made it the expression of "Fate knocking
at the door.” Emanuel Bach did much
to advance the pianoforte technic of his
day, and wrote a large number of pieces
for this instrument, alone as well as in
combination with other instruments.
(The Etude Gallery-)

CARL TAUSIG.
(Tow'-sig.)
Tausig was born at Warsaw, Novem¬
ber 4, 1841, and died at Leipsic, July 17,
1871. After studying piano with his
father he became the most brilliant of
the Liszt pupils at Weimar, where his
fellow-students included Billow, Bronsart, Klindworth, Pruckner, Cornelius,
Joachim (concertmeister), Raff and a
host of brilliant musicians. He made his
Berlin ddbut in 1858, and his technical
ability caused great excitement, though
his lack of restraint occasioned some
criticism. After giving concerts in vari¬
ous German cities he went, in 1862, to
reside in Vienna. Here he attempted to
repeat what Biilow was doing in Berlin
—to give orchestral concerts of a very
"advance^” type—but without success.
For a time he lived in comparative re¬
tirement, but in 1865 he married, and
settled in Berlin. Opinion as to his
genius was now unanimous. Added to
his phenomenal skill was the authority
and restraint of a scholar and a master.
Though he was highly gifted as a com¬
poser, he was able to create but little
during his short life. His remarkable
arrangements of Schubert, J. Strauss and
other composers are still often found on
the concert programs, and his Daily Ex¬
ercises are the forerunners of all virtuoso
technical studies. The Tausig-Clemenli
Gradus ad Parnasjum is of inestimable
value to piano students.
(The Etude Gallery.)
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NIELS WILHELM GADE.
(Gah'-deh.)
Gade was born February 22, 1817, at
Copenhagen, where he died, December 21,
1890. He was the son of a maker of
instruments, and after struggling with the
guitar, violin and piano with indifferent
success, he studied music under Weschall,
Berggreen and Weyse. After playing for
a time in the royal orchestra at Copen¬
hagen, his Ossian Overture won a prize,
and attracted the attention of the King
of Denmark. Gade received a pension,
which enabled him to travel abroad, and
in this way became acquainted with Men¬
delssohn, who took a great interest in
him. After leaving Leipsic, Gade traveled
in Italy. He soon returned, however, and
during Mendelssohn’s absence conducted
the Gewandhaus orchestra. In the winter
of 1845-46 he acted as sub-conductor to
Mendelssohn at the Gewandhaus, and
after Mendelssohn’s death he became
the chief conductor. Gade returned to
Copenhagen in 1848, to occupy a post as
organist, and to direct the Musikverein.
In 1861 he was appointed Hof-capellmeister. Gade’s compositions show the
influence of Mendelssohn, but are never¬
theless strongly imbued with the North¬
ern spirit. He wrote eight symphonies,
The Crusaders, the Aquarellen (for
piano), besides much orchestral, choral
and chamber music, including the beau¬
tiful trio in F for violin, ’cello and piano.
His sonatas for violin and piano are ex¬
ceedingly fine.
(The Etude Gallery.)

JOHANN CARL GOTTFRIED
LOEWE.
(Lay'-veh, almost Lur-veh.)
Loewe was born November 30, 1796,
at Loebejuen, and died at Kiel, April 20,
1869. He obtained a place in the choir
at Cothen, in 1807, and Tiirk, the con¬
ductor of the town choral society, be¬
friended him greatly. Turk persuaded
King Jerome to give Loewe a pension of
300 thalers, and by this means he was
enabled to pursue his musical education.
The outbreak of the war of 1812 deprived
Loewe of his means of livelihood, but
through the help of Niemeyer, chancellor
of the Cothen gymnasium, he entered the
University of Halle as a theological stu¬
dent. In 1820 Loewe was appointed pro¬
fessor at the gymnasium and seminary
of Stettin, and a year later became Musikdirektor to the Municipality, and organist
at St. Jacobus. Tie soon established a
distinguished reputation both as professor
and as composer. He visited Vienna,
^London and other important centers, and
w-n 3 fa',T0rite of the German emperors
William Ill arid IV. His compositions
include five operas, many oratorios, sym¬
phonies, concertos and other works His
most important works, however ate his
ballad songs, which he often sang him¬
self. These include Edward, Archibald
Douglas and The Maid of the Inn, three
ballads which find a welcome place in the
repertoire of many modern singers

ERMANNO WOLF-FERRARI.
(Vohlf-Fayr-rahr'-re.)
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Wolf-Ferrari was born in Venice, Jan¬
uary 12, 1876. His father was a German
painter, and it was originally intended
that the son should adopt his father’s
career. Music always claimed his atten¬
tion, however, though he was self-taught
until his nineteenth year. He went to
Munich in 1893, and for two years was a
pupil of Rheinberger, under whom he
made a thorough study of composition.
In 1902 Wolf-Ferrari was appointed di¬
rector of the Liceo Benedetto Marcello
in Venice, a post which he retained until
1909, when he resigned in order to live
in Germany. Since then he has become
very widely celebrated as a composer of
operas, and no less than three of his
works have been produced in America
during the season 1911-12, under his own
conductorship. These works, I-e Donne
Curiose, The Secret of Susanne and The
Jewels of the Madonna, have established
Wolf-Ferrari’s reputation as a composer
whose remarkable melodic gifts are
equaled by his technical equipment—a
rare combination. Other works of his
which have won attention are the opera
Cenerqntola and his two oratorios, La
Sulamita and La Vita Nuova.
Among
his less ambitious works are a sinfonia
da camera in B flat (for twelve instru¬
ments), a violin sonata and a piano
quintet.
(The EluU,- Uullory.)

DOM LORENZO PEROSI.
Lorenzo Perosi was born at Tortona,
taly, December 20, 1872. He was the son
of the director of music at the cathedral
in Tortona, and was early destined for
Priesthood. He studied music at
Milan concervatory, 1892-93, and then
went to Ratisbon to study church music
under Haberl. After a short time at
Imola he was made choirmaster of St.
Marks Venice. In 1898 he was appointed
Rome
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{The first article in this valuable series appeared in
The Etude for February.)
The most perplexing of all the ornaments is the
double appoggiatura (schleifer, or slide), which con¬
sists of several short appoggiaturas that progress in
steps of seconds. The great force and energy that
characterize them is often destroyed by their being
played before the beat. We illustrate by means of
an example from the movement we last quoted:
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All short appoggiaturas must be played in this
manner. When played directly upon the beat of the
principal note and with proper precision there results
an increased brilliancy.
That is certainly a most excellent precept, and could
hardly be misunderstood but for the after-note
(nachschlag), which is expressed by small notes, and
has been already explained. These small notes do not
possess definite rhythmic value in the measure, but
instead of detracting from the value of the note which
follows, as in the case of the short appoggiatura,
they borrow time from the note which precedes them.
These after-notes may be distinguished by the fact
that a slur connects them with the preceding note.
Unfortunately composers are careless about writing
this slur. In cases such as. the following (from
Beethoven’s D major Violin Sonata, Op. 12, I, com¬
plete edition) :

ir‘0r 31 the Si5tine chaPel in
There
little doubt that the

therefore, it is a combination of a principal note, a
short appoggiatura -from above and another short
appoggiatura from below. The proper disposition of
the notes of a turn relative to the rhythm will de¬
pend upon whether the sign ess stands directly over
or directly after the note, for example:

culmml,aP-r0VemCnt in the music Which
culminated in the decree of Pope Pius X
w Ttflyd,Ue t0 Per°si’s influence. He
h tattrfe . ^ncral public attention,
Zn J' by,h,S tri,og-v °f oratorios, The
and
The Rai^J of I-azarus
were^fven Tf"'0" of Christ’ which
ZcJs Z? t3ly in 1897'09' with great
1899
Tw
WCre gUen in LoHdon in
Moses (imZZr 0rat,orios followed,
and this brings "s Z
^ (1902)’
. of his works* ta r ‘ ,most ambitious
was produced l » S‘ Jud°"'e>«- which
written a Tart
R<?e in 1904- He has
organ mu ic
°f masses- mllch
other works ’ nfrChe-tral '[ariations. ami
are continuallv ^a.ri0Us kinds. Rumors
and Juliet \
su^ject
some orchestral*1!^ cant.ata*

s,WOTk
Romeo
and

Here also the engravers drew the slur under the
notes in such a way that its application cannot be
determined, and it might just as well have been
omitted. Inasmuch as low F begins a new phrase,
and cannot in any way be considered the end of the
preceding motive (which would have a terrible effect),
the descending arpeggio surely leads over to this tone,
two octaves distant from the end of the previous
phrase, and cannot absorb any of its time value. The
low F has a peculiar double meaning, as it is not
only the beginning of a new phrase, but is the inter¬
mediary note between a fortissimo and a piano. Con¬
sequently there should be a very slight prolonging of
the time value of the high F, then a diminuendo that
is also a slight retard, but one that is entirely free
from any effect of lameness. There are times when
only one’s good taste and natural instinct respecting
the expression which certain passages demand will be
the guide to the correct manner of playing such orna¬
ments. In such cases rules are wholly inadequate.
Chopin’s frequent writing of groups of after-notes in
diminuendo passages with an extraordinary number of
notes makes it impossible to play such passages with¬
out departing from the strict pulsation of the measure.
The beginner is advised to content himself with only
a moderate relaxation of the tempo when called upon
to master such exuberant arabesques.
We have now reached the turn, which is at once
the most important as well as the most ambiguous of
all the ornaments. It is indicated by a relic of the
lieume notation «ns, but frequently there is met the
sign tSi, which was used by Hummel in his Klavierschule. We shall not consider the sign of the real
inverted turn ( 2) because it is no longer in use,
arid when required the composer always writes it in
full (it was wrongly used by Schobart in 1765).
The ordinary turn consists of four notes, namely,
an upper auxiliary note, a principal note, an under
auxiliary note, and, lastly, a principal note, for ex¬
ample, for C:

the carelessness of the music engravers has made it
very difficult to determine whether the slur under
the sixteenth notes should connect those notes to the
D or to the G; but surely it is applied to the D, be¬
cause otherwise there would ensue a disturbance of
the diminuendo on D-C at the close, hence a faulty
interpretation.
Such vaguely written after-notes,
written in connection with diminuendo effects are
especially common in Chopin. An even more notice¬
able instance of this carelessness' is to be found in
■the Adagio of Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 10, 1:

Ex. 28.

Ex. 30.

(a)

(b)

^

With C|

With ES' WithE? &Cf

A few words only are now necessary to explain the
precise rhythmical execution of a turn when the sign
is written either above (like an appoggiatura), or
else after the principal note. If the ornamented note
is short, then the turn is resolved into four or five
notes having equal velocity, as, for example, several
different turns in Beethoven’s Andante to his F
minor Sonata. Op. 2, 1, which is a fruitful field for
the study of the turn.
Ex. 34. (a)

Ex. 31.

™

ff

^—5|— £» 1—j-J

^

\

(a)^

(b)

_

(c)

i!
Measure 7.

Measure 44.

Measure 29.

At (a), (b) and (d) the sixteenth note is resolved
into four sixty-fourth notes, and at (e) four thirtyseconds are a sufficiently satisfactory means of rendi¬
tion, although even a better resolution would be :

, The after-note of a turn resolves only a portion of
•fhe close of the long note into short note values, but
just how short these notes shall be cannot be pre¬
cisely stated, however, there must be perfect fluency
and no dragging. A suggestion relative to this is
found in the Adagio (measure 25) of Beetfioven's
C minor Sonata, Op. 10, 1:

rar a

Instead of:
F*=

=r=a-f^=F^fi

where the turn-sign ec stands after the third eighth
note, and, therefore, resolves only on this note:
Ex. 37.

poem on the subjectTf Tri^'r“ *°nc
r-P|#-L-—

(b)_

Ex. 36.
In the first case the turn is a species of short apobggiatura, and in the second it belongs to the afterr.otes. In the first case it consists of only three notes
beginning upon the beat of the principal note, while in
tlie second case it consists of four notes appended to
the principal note. When small notes are written in¬
stead of the sign sv, then affairs will appear as
fqllows:

With D ^ & B 3

When the turn is expressed by small notes instead
of by the sign tvs, then the accidentals are written be¬
fore the notes themselves that are to be affected,
namely:
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SOME MARVELS OF MUSICAL MEMORY.

TO WHICH CLASS DO YOU BELONG?
In the two following illustrations taken from the
Adagio of Beethoven’s Op. 2, 1, it is n?cessary to
resolve only the second half of the embellished quarter

fTAL TECHNIC OF MEMORIZING.
THE MENTAL
i EARL DELOSS HAMER.
e-third

When the first note of a dotted rhythm( i 1 M “)
has a turn it requires a special manner of execution,
namely, a resolving of the first part of the time value
of the dotted note, and, as far as possible, in such a
way that the dotted rhythm may be conserved in half
the written valdes, thus:

for example, from Beethoven, Op. 2, I:

00

Measure 9.

~

Measure 11.

(c)

Third from end.

Played:

Example 39c represents a class by itself.
case where the turn, being written directly
note, is played before the note. According to
authority our example would then be played as

It is a
above a
Czerny’s
follows:

Ex. 41.

In the first movement of his Sonata, Op. 2, III,
'eethoven makes a most remarkable use of the turn:
Ex. 42.

which is played:
Ex. 43.

And the following would express the same thing in
another way (see also 39c and 41):
Ex. 44.

Apparently in this case Beethoven chose the form
of notation that best would favor the execution of the
turn. But an interpretation such as is found in the
Lebert edition (Cotta) must be rejected:
rc Ex. 45.

In concluding these brief explanations I trust that
they will suffice to remove all anxiety on the part of
the ambitious piano player when he encounters the
ordinary ornaments in use in music; and, at the same
time, it is my hope that however superficial this little
treatise may be, yet it may encourage the young
musician to find his chief enjoyment in the beauty of
melody and the depth of harmony.

BY JOSEF HOFMANN.

By DOROTHY M. LATCHEM.

It uas been said that good piano playing it
playing and two-thirds thinking.
Yet with the
majority of piano players of average ability
g
technic far exceeds men.al technic. Take memonzii g,
for example. Memorizing is only one factor in
mental requirements of music study, and yet compara.
tively few players are able to memorize with absolute
certainty.
,•
There are two ways of memorizing. One is to reiy
upon linger habit, and the other to rely upon mental
understanding. The first of these methods seems to
the average student to be by far the easiest. He
plays the piece over so many times that his fingers
seem to fall into place without effort. This is pos¬
sibly helped out with an occasional “mile-post from
the mind” consisting of a short phrase or even no
more than a single chord.
As long as the student retains perfect control of
his nervous system this method of memorizing will
carry him through after a fashion, and at home he
thinks he knows his piece. Place him in a studio
or recitdj hall before a small audience, or where he
is just a trifle nervous, and his fingers forget their
cunning. Since his mental faculties have no grasp
on the situation, he relies almost entirely on his
fingers—and his fingers are shaking from nervous¬
ness and hitting wrong notes all the time. Conse¬
quently he breaks down. It is like a contractor
with many laborers working under him. When
everything is working smoothly the men can do
very well alone, having worked along those same
lines many times before. But let a panic arise
over any little obstacle or some slight change and
they are paralyzed without the aid of the calm,
cool leader, who thinks and knows—and never
How different when the mind has been trained
to do its work. If the student knows every note
individually, and not only that, but is able to fol¬
low the modulations, to realize the balance of the
musical phrases, and to grasp the general form of
the piece as a whole, a little natural nervousness can
do no harm. To reach this state, however, it will be
necessary for him to think every note played until the
mind’s eye can see it separately and can follow all the
notes as the hand plays them. The student should
be able to go away from the piano and write out
the whole piece from memory.
As Omar Khayyam remarked in another connec¬
tion, “Myself when young did eagerly frequent,
Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument about
it and about,” but unlike the Persian philosopher.
I found what I wanted. I was looking for the
shortest way to memorize, and promptly discarded
what looked like the longest. In the end it turned
out that the long way was the short one after all.
I was told that all advanced musicians read music
by ‘harmonies and chords” as much as possible
instead of individual notes. This idea appealed to
me, and although I had also been told that slow
practice was best for developing fast playing I
failed to grasp (he significance of the fact
As a
consequence, when I began to study Liszt’s para¬
phrase on Rigoletto, I attempted to memorize it by
harmonies and chords,” using only a note here
and there as a mile-post for the mind” and depend¬
ing on my fingers to attend to the details.
Of course. 1 was very much surprised at the end
ot six months to find that I could play the Dieee
no better than I had done after the first two weeks
It took me a long time to realize the cause of this'
but finally I came to” and began all over again’
I tried to think every single note, and to see’them
all ,n my ‘ mind’s eye.” This required me to go
very slowly and I was amazed to find how mu?h
faster and better developed my fingers were^n
my head.
Having discovered the neJsshv t
mental technic. I soon developed the habit when
memorizing a piece of never playing faster Tw
I could think. I found that whenever I passed •*
certain degree of velocity my head could no M
low my hands, and I had to go back to
* '
of relying on my fingers. B^this time V
T
soTkem
6XaCt,y
What
1
not do ’
so I kept pegging away,
playing
everyth,W
until my mind could follow all the detail of The
finger work.
After a while mv
? , 0t the
developed sufficiently to enable me tokeen^^
with my fingers, and from that time on T „ P P,ace
difficulty in memorizing.
" 1 never had

That which distinguishes a leader in science, war,
■ J tv or art is his ability to use the full one
hundred per cent, of his strength. Are you of the
Mass who employ all of the.r energies
We may
make five well-defined classifications of musicians
and students.
,
.
.
First- Those musicians and students whose minds
and souls have little or no chance to develop, owing
to physical or mental disabilities or owing to unpropitious surroundings. However, in this well lit
country this class is not large.
Second- There are those students and musicians
who are unambitious, who never grasp an oppor¬
tunity and never “arrive” anywhere. Such people
are not worth considering.
Third: There art those musicians and students
who start out with some degree of enthusiasm, but
only use a very small percentage of their powers,
soon becoming discouraged or uninterested.
Fourth: Let us consider the large army of music
workers who use seventy or eighty per cent, of
their strength. This great army is to be applauded,
for the people who compose it are faithful workers,
appreciative auditors and lovers of the beautiful.
Alas! they think they accomplish all that they are
capable of doing, but by redoubling their efforts
and calling upon their reserve strength and per¬
sistency they would be able to mount still higher.
Even a man of small ability will often achieve
success if he has the quality of persistence to the
highest degree, where a mian of great talent or
genius without it will fail.
Fifth: Let us consider the few who are recog¬
nized as captains, who have used tin full one hun¬
dred per cent, of their powers and have triumphed
by this hard work and persistent effort. Even
though they have triumphed they dare not stop
working and watching for they know how easy it
is to fall backward.
A great composer for the piano once said, "When
composing every single note must be weighed, and
if it weighs one grain too little—awav with it, and
do not rest until the right one is found.”
Never was there a composer more conscientious
than Felix Mendelssohn. Apropos of this trait in
Mendelssohn, Ferdinand Hiller relates the following
anecdote: “One evening I came into Mendelssohn’s
room and found him looking so heated and in such
a state of excitement that 1 was fri. litened.
“What’s the matter with you?” 1 called out.
“There I have been sitting for the last four hours,”
he said, “trying to alter a few bars in a song and I
can’t do it yet.”
He had made twenty different versions, many of
which would have suited most people without ques¬
tion.

Have you ever made that excuse'
Probably :
have made it a great many times, and unless ]
have soared to heights where such excuses are
necessary you will probably make it again,
moments consideration, however, will show ;
that, like most excuses, it doesn’t excuse. If 1
can play a piece correctly at home, and yet stum
:hIY-are Paying before your teacher or a
Ihil t3 ’ ‘a 'a b,ecaUSe yon are not confident in y
S' o?- 'f y0U are not confident in your abi
Yo,, / 'T' you don’t really know how to do
You never heard of anyone, for instance, who i
stumbl^ *0^ abm,t finite easily at home,
about
aI1K,°Ver tbe P'ac<- a* soon ns he w
his abilit Ptb ,C’ because lie was not confident
a persoLyJ°a ^ MoTe a" audience.” If s
at home ” if 6 * 1 j excuse- "1 could walk all ri
We a!,’ o \W0,Uld so"nfl allied,
young Ld T ^ to walk when we
abilit
walk thaAre a?.,? C°?fident in ol,r
about it. Yet it
"ever for a moment ...
how. It tonP „ °°k US quite a l°nff time t(
“tents to learn v,„great many fa^s and disal
other. In fact l
‘° PUt one foot
front
siowiy, sir: teo;,ytafte:r,car
any progress
Th * P 4 a t,me- that wc
familiar to you
JS SOmething wond
dent, isn't there? P
that Phrase, Mr. Pian
time.
’ rr°ctice slowly, and one ste

Ferruccio B. Busoni
Born April X, 1866, at Empoli,
near Florence, Italy.
Famous Pianist, Composer
and Director.
Beet known works: Compositions

Ludwig Spohr
Born April 5, 1784, at Bruns
Violinist, Composer and
Conductor
Best known works: Last Judg-

Eugene d’Albert
Born April 10, 1864, at Glasg
Scotland.
Pianist and Compose

Giuseppe Tartini
on April 12, 1692, at Piram
Istria, Italy.
Violinist and Composer

Eduard Lassen
Bom April 13, 1830, at Copen
Conductor and Composer.
Best known^ works: °ge™> “4
other orchestral compositions.

The following is from an interview with Mr. Hof¬
mann published in the New York Times:
“Glazounow has an extraordinary memory. I re¬
member once when I was playing the Schumann
concerto in St, Petersburg, Glazounow came up to
me after the performance and asked: ‘Why did you
play F sharp?’ ‘What do you mean?’ I asked. ‘You
played F sharp instead of F natural on the thirtysecond bar of the third page.’ There is Glazounow.
Of course, few pianists have ever succeeded in play¬
ing through a concerto from memory, and getting
every note right, especially if they rehearse from
memory.
“That reminds me of a story of de Pachmann, who
■ was sitting in the third row at a performance Rubin¬
stein gave in his prime. Pachmann burst into hilari¬
ous laughter. He rocked to and fro. Rubinstein
was playing beautifully, and Pachmann’s neighbor,
annoyed, demanded of him why he was laughing.
Pachmann could scarcely speak as he pointed at the
pianist and said: ‘He used the fourth instead of the
third finger in that run! Isn’t it funny?’
“A memory like Toscanini’s is a different matter.
That is a memory of the musical idea, a poetic mem¬
ory. I doubt if there has been another like it in
the history- of music. That man’s genius and mem¬
ory are the marvels of the musical world. How can
he conduct a work like ‘Tristan’—or anything else—
without a score is something to be marveled at.
“In memorizing pieces for my own repertoire, first
I study a work at the piano, and later, although I
do not seem to be thinking of it. I find I have ab¬
sorbed it. Little by little it settles into my brain,
and in two or three days, when I am ready to play
it, it is all there.”
SOME PRACTICAL HELPS TO SIGHT
READING
BY S. HARRISON LOVEWELL.
Many piano players continue to be unable to read
at sight, in spite of a reasonable proficiency along
other lines. This inability is usually due to a wrong
beginning, and a consequent lack of clear under¬
standing of the principles of musical notation. The
following suggestions may help to clear up some
of the vagueness with which many piano students
approach the subject of notation and its collateral,
sight-reading:
1. Let middle C he the starting point.
2. Count up a fifth from C to G, and downwards
a fifth from C to F. By this means the three latldmarks will be established. Each one of these notes
is on a line from which the clefs take their name,
the G clef being the treble, and the F clef the
bass (the C clef is still in use with certain or¬
chestral instruments).
3. Notice that each of the landmarks is the start¬
ing place of a new scale closely related to that of C.
The G scale contains all the notes found in the scale
of C with the exception of F sharp, while the F
scale contains all the notes of the C scale except
that B is flatted.
4. Having learnt the notes between the three land¬
marks, continue to the octaves above and below
middle C, and so on until the positions of all the
notes are recognized in relation to the clef sighs.
5. Once the fact that middle C represents an
imaginary line between the two staffs, treble and
bass, the leger lines become quite simple. Il will
soon be observed how the two staffs “borrow” from
each other.
6. From the beginning, no piano key should be
learnt from the eye but from the finger. The key¬
board has its landmarks just as the staff has—the
black keys. They serve to develop the sense of
position. This sense of position should be so de¬
veloped that the hand flies to the right place on read¬
ing the notes on paper without the eye once glancing
at the keyboard.
7. Learn as soon as possible to read music not
note by note, but phrase by phrase. Every piece
of music contains “motives” or “phrases”—little
musical sentences, as it were—which keep recur¬
ring through the piece. Learn to look for them,
and to have the hand ready for them, and to be
prepared for any slight changes which may occur
in them.

WHY THE TEACHER GAINS BY WRITING
HIS THOUGHTS.
BY STANLEY F. WIDENER.
The greatest factor' in the growth of musical ap¬
preciation in America in the last quarter of a century
has been the musical magazines.
Not all aspir¬
ing writers, however, can secure publication for
their articles in these magazines. Writing seems
to be the happiest and easiest hobby in which some
music teachers can indulge, and it is a pity that
more do not attempt this most satisfying pastime,
because there is in it such a chance to be helpful
to others. Furthermore, there is no better training
for teaching than the practice of writing. It separates
the chaff from the wheat, enables us to disentangle
what we really believe from what we conventionally
adopt, and greatly helps us to a clear expression of
thought and idea during the teaching periodI believe in writing for publication, even if one
never gets into print. Preparing a creditable, wide¬
awake article on any subject requires deep thought,
careful research, and even though we should never
reach the heights of Parnassus in musical descrip¬
tion, we may, through an intense earnestness awaken
a slumbering soul to higher and better work.
MAKE TIME TO WRITE.
Too many teachers think they do not have time
to write, but there is no form of music work that
does not leave a margin sufficient for some writing.
Of course the idea of having your manuscript
accepted and published is the one great stimulus to
writing. The young teacher fresh from graduation
is apt to feel a certain sense of personal superiority,
and with no experience, his attempt at elucidation
often results in nothing more than the expression
of knowledge gleaned from the brains and experi¬
ence of others. The editors usually want your own
experience. They want short, “bright” articles on topics
having a direct bearing on some form of musical edu¬
cational work.
It is hardly necessary to say that any one at¬
tempting this work of writing, should be a sub¬
scriber to one or more of the leading music journals,
that he may study the style and character of subjects
handled by all of the departments. He also may gain
a clearer insight into the manner of proper expression
by reading books on English, viz.: Talks on IVriting
English, by Arlo Bates, and English Composition, by
Barrett Wendall, and similar books easily obtained
from any of the public libraries of the land.
SELF-EXPRESSION RARE.
If what one writes is acceptable it will be paid for
end published. Most manuscripts are rejected because
the subject matter is not what the magazine requires.
But I don’t believe any earnest writer ever entertains
a thought regarding any pecuniary benefit he may re¬
ceive. A teacher may write for his training, or for
any of several other reasons, but never to make money.
This habit of honest self-expression is too rare among
musicians. The lack of it is one reason why the music¬
teaching business has not gained the confidence it justly
merits in the mind of the general public. We are able
to learn of the mental calibre of an instructor only
through his voluntary expression of ideas pertaining
to his work, and only along this line may we ever
hope to educate the masses as to the real difference
between the finished and unfinished product when
selecting a music teacher.
This article is not meant to convey the idea that
every amateur musician should consider himself quali¬
fied to flood the editorial departments of the musical
magazines with the product of his fertile brain, but
is simply a testimony of one who has become a better,
more thorough, more patient teacher because of the
writing he has done. One very successful musical
writer in America submitted manuscripts to a paper
for seven years before one was accepted. He is now
editor of that paper.
An instance of the manner in which a musical ex¬
citement may run to an abnormal height is to be found
in the historical instance of the burning of Rousseau
in effigy by the members of the Grand Opera at Paris
in 1753. Rousseau had opposed French music in favor
of Italian, and the musicians took this dramatic form
of resenting it.
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In an admirable article which appeared in 'I'm
Etude some time ago the following paragraph ap¬
peared : "All musical Europe has been upset during
the last quarter of a century over the vital subject of
whether the pressure touch is better than the angular
blow touch. There was a time in the past when an
apparent effort was made to make everything pertain¬
ing to piano technic as stiff and inelastic as possible.
The fingers zee re trained to hop up and down like little
hammers, the arm was held stiff and lUtrd at the side.
It was also found that much of the time spent in de¬
veloping the hitting touch, along mechanical lines, was
wasted, since superior results can be achieved in a
shorter time by means of pressing and kneading the
keys, rather than by delivering blows to them.” (The
italics were inserted by the present writer.)
These are strong statements and from high authority,
and perhaps a student or young teacher, on reading
them, may have felt a little bewildered or even a trifle
discouraged, especially if he is using the up-and-doWn
finger motions, believing that he needs the positiveness
and exactness which such motions give—and especially
if he has fought rather shy of the pressure, kneading
touch, as one which can, and very often does, degen¬
erate into mere slovenliness.
This statement in regard to the so-called “hitting”
touch was doubtless true twenty-five years ago, but the
case is quite different now. Shall we then go to the
other extreme and cast aside accurate finger move¬
ments, on account of the mistakes of our fathers, in
combining them with stiff arms and wrists?
The writer has had some experience along all these
lines. As a student she suffered many things of many
(hand) physicians, and never reached a condition of
definiteness until she could make just those up-anddown finger movements. With them she gained 've¬
locity, something she had vainly struggled for years to
acquire. She also gained an even trill in various de¬
grees of softness and power. Scales and arpeggios
were a hundred per cent, easier, and, best of all, she
had something positive back of them all.
FREE FINGER MOVEMENTS.
These up-and-down finger movements are looked
upon with misapprehension by many. Such movements
need not stand for things stiff, nor altogether mechan¬
ical. There is no need for rigid arms—indeed, they
are obsolete. Loose, free-arm conditions are not in¬
compatible with exact finger movements; loose arms
are a necessity; so are loose wrists. But with these
we can combine regulated and exact finger action. I
have arrived at this conviction by long and devious
paths—by analysis and experiment, by watching great
artists and world-famous pianists, I have seen that
these models of our art use finger touch more or less,
and they, one and all, have a finger development that
could never have been attained through mere “knead¬
ing” and “pressure” touch alone. For they have the
quickness of action, the exactness of movement, which
enable them to execute the most intricate passages with
the utmost speed.
In my search for a logical and sensible method I
have been required at various times and by different
masters to “begin over again.” Once, after arriving at
a considerable efficiency of power and fluency. I was
forced to drop everything and “play softly” for a long
time; I was advised “to be careful of my hand” for
six months; the result would be that I would hardly
know my playing afterwards. I hardly did know it, for
it had lost all vim and force, which wefle a long time
in returning. Another time I again put aside every¬
thing in order to master this same despised up-anddown finger movement, that T might at last have some¬
thing exact. This I should have been taught at the
very outset of niy piano study. Pressure touch could
then have been administered later on. The commonsense thing is to get something exact in the beginning.
ACCURACY IMPERATIVE AT THE BEGINNING.
We must not fear the word "exact;” what would our
study be without it? There must be exactness of
movement, if we wish to gain precision and velocity.
Neither should we fear the term “mechanical,” for
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there » » important mechanical side to £■»■«*£
and if we are wise we shall not ignore it. The common
sense view is to see and realise that the mechanical
has its place. We must learn to make correct uP'aa
down finger movements; we must have correc
sense, and we must be able to play with a metronome
All these imply mechanical action—action that is exac
enough to be “true, true, true, to a hair.”
Of the many pupils who came to the writer not one,
when she first started teaching-it can truthfully be
said-had any clear idea of exact finger movements, ot
supple wrists and arms, of discriminating tone sense or
correct time sense. Although some of these pupils had
been taking lessons for years, they were almost in t e
condition of those who had never had a lesson; indeed,
the latter are easier to teach, as they have as yet no
faults to tmlearn. So one had to begin and teach
these pupils what free up-and-down finger movements
were, how to acquire balance of finger action, how to
count with exactness, how to use the metronome.
It does not seem common sense to teach the “knead¬
ing touch” to a beginner. His tendency is to be in¬
accurate enough without our pushing him to it. My
experience has taught me to lie very exact with a be¬
ginner. A new pupil who has never studied the piano
is, or should be, like clay in the hands of the potter;
and great is the potter’s responsibility, for he has the
making or marring of that pupil. If he does not give
the first lessons with clearness, if he does not teach
correct and exact finger movements, should he be sur¬
prised if the pupil does not develop these qualities
later on?

unw SMALL HANDS MAY BE TRAINED )
HOW SMALL
EGGI0 CHORDS.

Pupils with small hands, or those with the inability
to stretch the ordinary distances demanded in chord
or octavo playing always prove obstacles to the teacher.
The great danger in prescribing exercises for condi¬
tions of this kind is that unless the greatest imaginable care is taken the hand may be strained and iniured in a serious manner. The very moment the least
stiffness or hardness is felt the pupil should be in¬
structed to stop. While playing the exercises I suggest
below, the hand, wrist, forearm and full arm should
be kept relaxed every minute of the time. In the case
of a very young pupil no stretch should be attempted
if the pupil complains or even makes a wry face.
I once had a pupil with a very tiny hand, but whose
intellectual attainments were such that she was able
to play pieces far more difficult than some others which
she could not attempt solely because they contained
stretches covering intervals which her hand could.not
encompass. I tried many plans, but finally hit upon
the following, which proved very effective. This is for
a very small hand. For larger hands an octave above
is root of the chord may be added.

The beginner should have preliminary muscular a
finger training, in order to learn how to move t
fingers aright, how to secure correct conditions a
position of hands, arms and body. When these a
secured he can put fingers to keys with some assuran
of making correct movements. Let him employ ext
up-and-down finger movements; when coupled wi
supple condition of hands and arms there will be ■
danger of a hard or dry tone. And this balance
finger action, the result of perfect up-and-down mov
ments, is the first requirement in piano playing It
the touch for trills, passage playing, scales and arpe
gios. As soon as may be, it can be varied by a judicio
employment of arm touch for chords and staccatos
different forms When the pure legato touch, ma
with perfect balance of finger action, is under contr
is so fixed that it cannot be forgotten, the student c
study melody playing with the kneading touch
Let us see the common sense of it. First, a thoroui
‘°U,ndf:0n, °.f
action, and then whatever tot
needed to bring out the effects in the music, which v
wish to pain, may be employed.

Four things a man must Urn to do
If he would make his record true:
To think without confusion clearly ;
To lpve his fellow men sincerely; ’
To act from honest motives purely;
To trust in God and heaven securely.
—Henry van Dyke.

By ARTHUR ELSON
Author of “A Critical History of Opera”
The Last of The Etude Series of Articles upon the History of the Opera,
especially prepared by noted authorities
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PRE-KEYBOARD TRAININC.
Mr. Finck, in his illuminating article on PreKeyboard Training, speaks of what may be done for
very young children to render them musical, and quick
to distinguish musical sounds and different tones. This
may be supplemented by the suggestion that when the
children are old enough to begin piano study they
should have a week or two of finger training at the
table to prepare their little hands and fingers for the
work of playing notes at the piano. How can it be
expected that one may go to the piano and at once
make correct finger movements without any previous
effort in that direction? The writer is not of those
who believe that we are bom capable of making perfect
up-and-down movements of fingers, from the knuckle
joint, and therefore do not need to practice them. If
we consider a moment we shall realize how seldom we
use all our fingers in every-day occupations. The
fourth and fifth are scarcely ever brought into requisi¬
tion, and they are the ones that need the most discipline
for piano playing. The fourth and fifth must be as
strong, flexible and agile as the others in order to
play the piano. These fingers never become properly
developed through the kneading and pressure process
alone; much more action is necessary.

Modern French and German Opera

o-The1 Ewm-iCt.iamiarv and February'.''witu" the"important
o be i eserved by all mill

At first my pupil found this extremeh difficult. But,
by practicing just a little at a time she soon got in a
position where she could play them fluently, and to
my surprise all of her octave work was vastly im¬
proved. In the cases of pupils who are thorobghly
familiar with the different keys the practice of trans¬
posing the exercise into all related kevs will be found
very desirable.
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THE MAKING OF DEBUSSY.
Some years ago there was in the Paris Conservatory
a young man who did not take kindly to the orthodox
in music study. The chords and progressions that he
liked were very unusual; yet he said, “I do not under¬
stand your harmony, but I do understand my own.
This was Achille Claude Debussy. He had been de¬
stined at first for a maritime career; but a lady friend,
i former pupil of Chopin, saw that he had talent, and
- - his
• ■ parents
■ t„
■ - n him in music, He had
persuaded
also a very sensitive ear, and could hear some of the
overtones, or upper partials, that go with every note;
these being inaudible to the average man.
When he was ready to graduate he tried for the
Prix de Rome. At the advice of a teacher he laid
aside, for this contest, his new system of harmony,
and wrote along conventional lines. He produced
I.’Enfant Prodigue, sometimes called a cantata, but now
given with operatic setting. It won the prize easily.
It was melodious and well-balanced, and was consid¬
ered the most interesting score that had come to the
judges’ attention for some years.
Far different is Pellcas and Melisande, the work of
Debussy’s maturity and the concrete illustration of all
his theories. Before writing this he had developed his
style in songs, piano pieces and orchestral works. He
used effects drawn from a scale of whole tones; he
reinforced certain overtones by high notes; he often
avoided conventional progressions; and he grouped
his chords in a detached impressionistic fashion that
has been aptly termed “musical stippling.” In the songs
and piano works this detached style makes some very
effective tone-pictures—Jardin Sous la Pluie, Reflects
dans L’F.au, and so on. But the larger works are less
effective. Debussy’s sensitive ear leads him to effects
of great delicacy in tone color, but the school of fugi¬
tive -dissonances which he has built up is too monoto¬
nous in style.
So most of us find Pellcas and Melisande something
. of a trial. It has not the strength of a Bizet, to say
nothing of a Wagner. Its tortuous harmonies form
a kaleidoscopic jumble which the musical ear cannot
often mirror into an intelligible design. This sort of
composition has been called cerebral music. It does
not touch the emotions at all—that is, not in the way
that the nobility of Beethoven does, or the richness
of Wagner. One’s brain is continually shocked in the
vain effort to bring its irregular harmonies into rela¬
tion with one another. It would almost seem that
aural music would be a better term than cerebral.
The brain does not really disentangle the harmonic
scheme, but the ear is tickled by its tortuous delicacy.
The music of Debussy, then, appeals to those of lesser
musical intellect and unemotional character.

It is not fair to say that Debussy’s music is with¬
out beauty, even to the opposition. But it is most
beautiful, and most popular, when it departs least from
the ordinary harmonic system. Even a dissonance
should be intelligible, and Debussy’s are not always so.
Ugliness for its own sake is a morbid doctrine. Be¬
sides, the extravagant claims of Debussy and his fol¬
lowers lay them open to criticism. According to them,
the new school supersedes everything that has gone
before. This is as people think; music is a matter
of taste, and the world’s taste has not abandoned
Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, Schumann or Brahms. The
real question is psychological, in part. No doubt De¬
bussy is so built that his music does seem the best
to him, unless we assume that pioneers like him (say
Strauss and Reger, too) adopt a pose for advertising
purposes.
Debussy has recently finished The Martyrdom of St.
Sebastian, with solo, chorus and pantomime effects.
It has elements of strength, but the composer’s most
popular work for the stage is still L’Enfant Prodigue,
in which he wrote along the old lines. Other short
works by him are The Devil in the Belfry and The
Fall of the House of Usher.

and a “Noel” in the castle. The score is striking and
interesting, even though the fairy tales are somewhat

SAINT SAENS AND MASSENET.
The less radical school of composition is still repre¬
sented by St. Saens and Massenet. Except for Sam¬
son el Dalila. the former's operas are seldom heard out¬
side of France.
Massenet has been more fortunate
in this respect. Manon and Thais are well enough
known as examples of his fluent style, while La Havarraisc gives military realism, and The Jongleur of
Notre-Dame (originally written for male voices only)
makes a charming story. Of his newer works. Don
Quixote seems most interesting. His orchestration is
sometimes light, but his themes are always graceful
and pleasing.
...
Many French operas are in some sense historic land¬
marks, even if they are seldom performed.
Cesar
Franck, for instance, was the founder of the modern
French school, and his Hulda, on a viking subject,
should not be forgotten. Vincent D’lndy, his greatest
pupil, lias made several incursions into opera. D’lndy’s
early attempt, Les Burgraves, was not finished, but his
one-act comedy, Attendes-Moi Sous l’Or me. has been
given frequently. His Fervaal is on a Druid subject,
while L'Etranger, with the scene in a maritime village,
PAUL DUKAS.
is a symbolic story dealing with charity and unselfish¬
Another Frenchman with modern- tendencies is Paul
ness. Chabrier’s Gwendoline is another viking subject,
Dukas. His orchestral tone-picture. The Sorcerer’s
strongly treated, while his Le Roi Malgrc Lui proved
Apprentice, is a deliciously effective work that has
a success in a lighter vein. Bruneau’s many sincere at¬
made him known through two continents. In opera
tempts at realism have lieen somewhat too heavyhe is represented by Ariane and Bluebeard. The text
handed for the best results, and his chief success is
is from Maeterlinck, and interesting enough. Ariane
the early Attaque du Moulin, on a subject from the
is Bluebeard’s sixth wife, and on opening the forbid¬
Franco-Prussian war. Chausson. whose early death
den chamber she hears from the depths below the
while bicycling was a great loss to music, wrote the
voices of her five predecessors. She breaks the wall
grand opera Le Roi Arthus, which is full of charm¬
of their dungeon and shows them the way to freedom.
ing melody and rich harmony.
Later, in the castle hall, she dresses the wounds Blue¬
beard received from the populace, but leaves him after¬
CHARPENTIER'S "LOUISE.”
wards. The other wives stay, but he looks only at
An opera that has caused much discussion is Charher as she goes. Moments of inaction and repetition
pentier’s Louise. It is the story of a working girl
mar the work’s popularity, but the music is wonder¬
whose parents object to her admirer and force her to
fully ingenious. Set melodies are avoided, and every¬
choose between their sordid home or a Bohemian life
thing is in the plastic style of the music drama. There
with her lover. Charpentier has lived in Montmartre,
is a wealth of shimmering tone color, and many fine
where the scene is laid, and is practically a socialist
orchestral touches.
in his efforts to help the working classes. Thus Louise
Another interesting opera is The Blue Forest, which
becomes a protest against hard conditions. It i$ very
Boston has included in its repertoire. It is by Louis
realistic in its scenes, even' incorporating the Parisian
Aubert. It is a fairy opera, evidently an echo of
street cries in its score. The music is earnest and
Hansel and Gretel, with a dash of Pierne’s Children’s
sincere, and one may hope that the world will soon
Crusade added. Hop-o’-my-Thumb loves Red Ridinghave its often-planned sequel.
hood in the village where they live, but his father is
Delibes really belongs with an earlier school and
very poor. The father loses his children in the woods,
the birds eating the cake crumbs that they strew on
generation—the time of Godard and Lalo, or even
Reyer and Offenbach’s dainty Tales of Hoffmann.
the path to find their way home again. Meanwhile a
prince comes to woo the princess. There is a spinBut he deserves mention, not only for the delicate
charm of his Lakmc, but for the ballet Coppelia. Tin
ing chorus, the princess pricks her finger, and she
is taken off to become the Sleeping Beauty. Red Ridballet is a form that is receiving a good deal of at
inghood, walking to her grandmother’s, finds the other
tention at present, and may grow more prominent in
future.
This musical pantomime, like melodrama
children in the forest. The ogre comes, but a fairy
taps a tree and lets out some magic wine. When the
(spoken words against music), has not yet reached
its full possibilities.
ogre is made drunk the children take off his sevenleague boots; for without these he is powerless, and
There are many other recent French composers wh, ,
a prey to their laughter when he awakes. The prince
deserve mention, though space will not serve for all
comes and chains the ogre, taking the children and
Widor. Dubois. Bourgauit-Ducoudray, Pierne and
the boots with him. The work ends with the waking
Coquard have all tried their hand at opera. CamilU
of the princess. The music is an effective combination
Erlanger, Georges Hue and Gabriel Dupont have all
of modernity and simplicity. There is much use of
written popular works. Raoul Laparra's Habanci •
guiding motives, also fairly definite numbers, such as
and Quo Hadis, by Jean Nougues, are known in sever.d
a harvest song, the spinning chorus and a love duet
countries. The styles vary, but the operas are all
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more or less representative of the two schools—the
conservative vein of Massenet and St. Saens, or the
more modern radicalism of Debussy and Dukas.
WAGNER'S FOLLOWERS.
If France, with its modernism and music dramas,
shows some Wagnerian influence, Germany naturally
displays this in a much greater degree. There were
many efforts to create a Wagner school before it was
discovered that Wagner succeeded by genius rather
than method. Thus when he died, Cyril Kistler was
looked upon as his probable successor; but time has
not ratified that verdict. His Kunihild has a legendary
subject, but without the beauty of the Wagnerian li¬
brettos; and the music is decidedly without the WagEulennerian greatness. Other works by Kistlei

THE ETUDE
■ elfin opera with much delicate music. Die Abreise is a
• pretty story of an indifferent married couple who are
kinder, written first in 1896, bids fair to ?
brought to appreciate each other by the unwelcome
ceed his earlier success. It is the story of a pn»“
a goose girl, with whom he falls in love. She lives attentions of an outsider. Kam is an impressive one-act
with a whch, and is perhaps an enchanted princess
opera of the realistic school. Der Improvisator is based
but at any rate has true nobility of character. Th
on Victor Hugo’s Angelo, Tyrant of Padua. Die Verpeople of Hellabrun, seeking a ruler, are told by tn
schenkte Frau is D’Albert’s latest dramatic work, though
witch that their, ruler will enter the city at n°^n
it is hardly out as yet. All the early works are excel¬
the next day. The prince has been put to work as
lent but by far the most popular of his operas is Tief.
swineherd, and at noon the goose girl enters and finds land at present one of the most frequently heard stage
him. But the people, with few exceptions, do not recog- works
wul^3 ||
__
in Germany.
It is based on a Spanish story, i
„ize their royalty and they are driven out
Af er
™ intrigues of a wicked lowland Alcalde are
iderings. they
and
hunger. «
^ true
tr„p lnve
which afterwards
afterwards takes
takes refuge
refum. it
S„
many wtuiutunga,
j suffer cold
balked by
love, which
minstrel, one of those who appreciated their true chaithe purer air of the mountains.
acter, leads the people in search of them, but comes
Among many modern composers Hugo Wolf js
too late, as the pair have died after eating a poisoned known by Der Corregidor. Heinrich Zoellner’s Sunken
loaf left by the witch. The plot is allegorical, showing
Bell and other works show artistic merit.
Hans Pfitzner has written Der Arme Hein¬
rich Die Rose vom Liebesgarten and other
good works. Leo Blech produced a strong
bit of village intrigue called Das War Ich.
and more recently the lively comic opera Versiegelt. Ilsebill is a bright fairy opera by E,
Klose, and Gugeline and I.obetang are old
tales set by Ludwig Thuille. Julius Bittner's
Der Musikant and Der Berg see are more re¬
cent successes. These are enough to show
that German opera is now original and no
longer an unsuccessful imitation of inimit¬
able models.

Spiegel, Baldur’s Death and the idyllic lm
Honigtriond, while Rbslein itn Hag is an echo
of Die Meistersinger.
Max Schillings is another unfortunate fol¬
lower of Wagner. His Ingwetde is one more
of the viking works that came in the wake of
Tristan, while Der Pfeifertag was another at¬
tempt to create a Meistersinger atmosphere.
Schillings has done better work in the field
of orchestra and cantata.
August Bungert went Wagner’s Ring two
better and planned a Hexology—a set of six
works from the Iliad and the Odyssey.
Achilles and Klytemnestr.a are from the for¬
mer, while the latter offers Kirke, Nausikaa,
RICHARD STRAUSS.
Odysseus’ Return and Odysseus’ Death.
Last, but not least, comes Richard Strauss.
There is a wealth of beautiful material in
His first work, Guntram, is modeled some¬
these subjects—all the gamut of human pas¬
what on Tannhduser, and is seldom heard
sion, set in scenes of natural beauty and en¬
now. Feuersnot is a more interesting score
dowed with classic charm. The librettos are
and has some of the rich harmony that marks
captivating, thanks to Homer. If Bungert
has not given them the music of a very great
Strauss at his best. Then came the instru¬
genius there is still time for some other com¬
mental deluge, in the shape of Salome and
poser to do that.
Elektra. To criticize these is much like point¬
Siegfried Wagner, as son of his father, is
ing out some of the faults of the composer’s
surely entitled to model his works on those
orchestral works. The program idea, pushed
of the Bayreuth master. But he has met
too far in Don Quixote and the Domestic
with more failures than the others—perhaps
Symphony,
is perfectly suited to operatic
because he has written more operas. Their
music, which should he descriptive by nature.
subjects are almost all drawn from Teutonic
Yet even here Strauss is too often objective.
legends, sometimes those dealing with animals.
He will echo the footsteps of a sacrificial pro¬
The Vengeance of the Black Swans is the
cession, but he will not give us the broad
most recent. His first work, Der Bdrenhduter, dealt -with a hero who wandered about
sweeps of emotion that a Wagner uses.
wrapped in a bearskin; and in a Munich
Neither does he show Wagnerian beauty, in
carnival the composer was caricatured as a
spite of a more complex orchestration; and
man in a bearskin grasping at a laurel wreath
the noisy score often drowns the voices.
that was always drawn up just out of his
These operas do show a large unity and a
reach. But if his operas fail as a whole,
tremendous intensity of dramatic effect, but
they may still contain much good music;
their faults prevent them from becoming
and excerpts from them, when given in con¬
widely popular, and in number of perform¬
cert, have met with decided praise from the
ances they fall very far behind a more ra¬
critics.
tional work like Tiedand. Der Rosenkavalier.
An opera along original lines is Der Evanthat was to be a second Marriage of Figaro
gelimann, by Wilhelm Kienzl. Its plot is
in popularity, meets the same fate, and is
based on a real case drawn from the Austrian
rated as “good in sports.” The German Em¬
village of Gottweih. Two brothers, Mathias
Camille Saint-Saens.
Ambroise Thomas.
press gave it a deserved rebuke by making
and Johannes, love the same girl, Martha.
Strauss leave out some of the more risque
Hector
Berlioz.
Charles
Gounod.
Claude
A.
Debussy
Her choice of Mathias angers Johannes, who
parts of the plot; and one may even suspect
Jules Massenet.
Georges Bizet.
•
sets fire to a farm building where the lovers
that they were included at first as a cheap
are meeting, and then denounces Mathias as
method of drawing attention.
Ariadne in
the incendiary. Mathias is sentenced to twenty years’
that true nobility is not always noticed or acknowledged.
i\axos has already been noticed in The Etude. It
imprisonment in spite of Martha’s efforts. At the end The music is one continuous stream of beautiful pas¬
is put by Hofmannsthal as an entertainment at the
of this period Mathias returns to find his brother
sages.
end of his version of Moliere’s comedv. Le Bourgeois
dying and forgives him. The music is excellent and
Karl Goldmark seems to belong to a preceding gener- 5
Genttlhomme. It is a serious work, and the left-over
the plot exciting; so it is no wonder that this opera
ation, but has been active almost to the present. His '
bits of the comedy that occur in it are used to make
has been translated into seven languages, and per¬
first great success was The Queen of Sheba. The fa¬
a good contrast. Those who have looked over the
formed in many countries. Kienzl’s other operas in¬
miliar anecdote tells us that Goldmark, when asked who ‘ music call lt very charming, with a succession of rich
clude the Hindoo subject, Urvasi, the romantic Heilmar der Narr, and the tragi-comedy Don Quixote.
c? 7af,’ S~ d’ "I am the coraP°ser of The Queen of c*.r leS at 1 ]e wedding of Ariadne and Bacchus.
Sheba.
The stranger then asked “Does that position ' Strauss can write beautifully, and we know that he did
HUMPERDINCK'S SUCCESS.
carry much salary?” But the opera made such a furore
for bimS°tnS!i’ ,Ut •il Wl11 lle almost a new departure
that soon it became familiar to almost evervbody
for hmi t? do so in opera.
But the most popular of recent German operas is
Goldmark’s later works show much excellence and '
surely Hansel and Grete'. Engelbert Humperdinck the
manvw'
S"mmary of thc schools shows us that
variety of style. Merlin is a richly orchestrated work
composer, is a devout Wagnerian, but not an imitator.
Wagner scL °i <?PCra are to be found, instead of the
The plot of this opera is too well known to need tell¬ and Hcimchen am Herd, Dickens’ Cricket on the Hearth
wemavfin^°°i that Pe°ple once cxPected. In France
.study as melodious as Hansel and Gretel which it
ing following as it does fairly closely the story in
senet to tv,d f"1031 everything, from the sugar of Masfollowed. Later works of Goldmark are Die Kriegsee
Grimm’s Fairy Tales. The music demands constant
gives 2 ‘!\,,tlerS °f Debussy : while German opera
praise for its straightforward expression, its charmingly fangene treating of Achilles and Briseis Gate von Ber
in Hansel
J 5?me tlme
milk of human kindness
melodic character, and its happy combination of variety Itclnngen, Der Fremdling and The Winter’s Tale.
sinTEUkiaX W* Str°"S drau^ °f
and simplicity. It echoes faithfully, and with sympa¬
works or th
i ,^e n<^ motives, as in Wagners
D’ALBERT’S3 TRIUMPH,
thetic accuracy, the spirit of the plot, and charms the
^ motivele.ss scores of French
Eugen D’Albert: a composer who has achieved nota- music drama
auditor back into fairyland.
definite
eveJ} opera of earlier schools and more
Humperdinck’s other works, written chiefly for family baeseSdUCoCnSSHlnhh?r ra' ^
has not abolished Faust or
V<mture
wastale
^ Ghis
based on Hebbel s version of an
Oriental
reunions, include Domroschen, Saint-Cyr and Die Siehas his ’chance LCOmposer who "rites interesting music
monda is a tragic story of love between a princess and
ben Geislein. But these are unfamiliar, and his Moor¬
a young man of noble nature, but low degree who k method he empbys^8 at present' no matter which
ish Rhapsody not great. Now, however, his Kdnigsready to die rather than reveal her secret. GernoTisan
“Election
t is the love of the beautiful.”
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etude

I cried, “pray consider Mr. Beethoven.
He lauglu d
“Good! You are right to call me to account. Let
us try again.” Soon he laid down his bow. He was
not in the mood for Beethoven he said.
It has been generally admitted that he rarely suc¬
ceeded with this master.
Once he Pla^ the
Kreutzer Sonata with Liszt, at a London Philhar¬
monic Society concert, and was rewarded with a
piece of plate, although a diversity of opinion exited
among critics in regard to. the performance. If he
managed to pull through satisfactorily, it was due
to Liszt’s influence on his .impressionable nature.
He liked to tell of christening the Cellini Gaspar da
Salo violin by playing the Kreutzer with Mendels¬
sohn in Liszt’s presence; how well he did not men¬
tion.

In Philadelphia, late in the seventies, I first saw
and heard Ole Bull. My vivid recollections of the
man and his music make me desire to part the tissue
of romance that has been woven about him and
reveal the real Ole Bull, a personality well deserving
attention.
. ,.
It had come in my way to hear him much dis¬
cussed by musicians. His art had been pronounced
artifice, his dazzling effects, charlatanism, and
numerous incidents cited to illustrate his lack of
serious musicianship, among these his displeasure
with a certain orchestra that failed to grasp his
intentions, when these were so inadequately indi¬
cated the composer alone could have interpreted
them On the other hand, I had heard the most
extravagant praise of his colossal technique, superb
tone, unrivalled staccato, splendid power of singing
on the violin, and marvelous control of his audi¬
ences.

'

In the autumn of 1879 I met Ole Bull again, in
Madison, Wis., where I had gone in quest of health,
and where he was passing some weeks in his Madi¬
son hotne, a beautiful place on the shores of Lake
Mendota, later purchased by the State as a guber¬
natorial residence. What is now the Governor s
drawing-room was the music-room of Ole Bull, mod¬
eled by him according to correct acoustic principles.

HIS DISTINGUISHED PERSONALITY.
When circumstances finally led me to meet Ole
Bull all unfavorable impressions I had in regard to
him were speedily dissipated in the presence of this
distinguished-looking gentleman with his cordial,
kindly words and manner, his benevolent, paternal
smile, and his air of high breeding combined with
the simplicity that belongs to it. His invitation to
go with him and his wife to * his concert at the
Academy of Music I gladly accepted.
Every seat in the body of the house being taken,
one of the stage chairs was assigned to me. With
elastic step Ole Bull passed me on his way to the
front, where he stood, lithe and erect, bowing right
and left, with princely graciousness, his face beam¬
ing. There was no reminder of his almost seventy
years in the manly grace of his carriage and pose,
nor in the vigor and delicacy of his stroke, as, after
• bending his ear to the strings he softly plucked, his
violin nestled in its place, and he set in motion the
bow which was so much heavier than other bows
that powerful muscles were needed to wield it.
SOME FORGIVABLE FAULTS.
On his program was a concerto by Nardini, Tartini’s favorite pupil, a graceful composition, tinged
with exaggerated sentimentalism. Ole Bull gave it
a coloring of his own, and I remember being im¬
pressed by his singing tone, as well as noticing occa¬
sional lacks of purity of intonation. The audience
realized no flaws; both hearing and vision were be¬
witched by the tall, nobly-built virtuoso, as he stood
bravely at work, his large, blue eyes now scintillat¬
ing sparks of glowing light, now half, now entirely
closed, his sensitive face illustrating every nuance
of the music, his silvery locks falling about his
splendid head. Over his own compositions on the
program he cast so dazzling a glamor I could not
analyze them until later.
■
Ending an encore piece, a Norwegian melody, he
held his bow over the strings long after the sound
had ceased. While the house still rang with^ ap¬
plause, he softly whispered, as he passed me: “Did
not I play it finely on the public?” Soon comments
were heard on the refinement of an ear that could
distinguish tones inaudible to others. One imagina¬
tive person thought she had detected an ethereal
murmur to the last, admitting that she might have
been influenced by the impression of angelic song
mirrored on the artist’s face. How Ole Bull laughed
when I repeated this to him! If he were a char¬
latan, it was certainly of an innocent type.

HIS FAVORITE VIOLINS.
Moving to and fro, in his music-room, with spring¬
ing step, every fibre of his being alive with enthusi¬
asm, he introduced to me the weird, plaintive, strong
and soulful folk-songs and dances of his native land,
now woven together and blended with his own orig¬
inal melodies, some of them ^improvised f or the
occasion, others composed earlier and including his
beautiful, popularly known Chalet Girl’s Sunday.
Sometimes his violin was unaccompanied, sometimes
he had me supply a piano accompaniment, often in¬
dicating the chords he wished.
He used the Zoller Gaspar da Salo, his chief con¬
cert violin after 1862. It had admirable singing
qualities, but was inferior in nobility of volume to
the Josef Guarnerius del Gesu, labeled 1742, with
which he had scored the triumphs of quarter of a
century before presenting it to his son Alexander.
The latter frequently had it at my home, and
brought out its tone with fine effect in his father’s
favorite music.
Alexander Bull was Ole Bull’s son by his first
wife, a French lady, and was very sensitive to his
father’s magnetism. As a child he was so bewitched
at hearing this adored parent play Stradella’s Prayer,
he burst into song, bringing upon himself a severe
rebuke. He next heard his father in Albany, N. Y.,
after the Oleana disaster, in Paganini’s Witches’
Dance, and was grievously disappointed. The tones
of a single violin were poor compared with the
bewildering orchestral effects the fame of Ole Bull
had led him to expect.

OLE BULL IN OLD AGE.
Here it was my good fortune to accompany on the
piano this artist from Norseland. He had been told
I could read notes readily, he said, and he urged
me to his Chickering Concert Grand the first time
I entered his house. We played then and often
afterward his favorite Mozart sonatas for piano and
violin, one of them the A major, six-eight time
signature, Allegro molto, and an Andante grazioso
theme ith variations.
He cherished profound
reverence for Mozart, declared there could be no
loftier expression of human thought and aspiration
than in his works, and had been complimented by
the master’s widow for his thorough understanding
of her husband’s compositions. I certainly never
heard a Mozart sonata, especially the slow move¬
ments, played better than by him.
HIS LACK OF RESPECT FOR BEETHOVEN.
With Beethoven he was less happy. Once when
we tried Op. 30, No. 3, he skipped passages, and
breaking in at the wrong place interrupted piano
solo phrases. In Mozart he would not even have
variations for piano alone omitted, calling every note

HIS READINESS IN EMERGENCIES.
“Some years later, at the Bergen National The¬
atre he had founded,” so Alexander wrote to me,
“I heard father play the same composition. The
witches and all their paraphernalia seemed to sur¬
round him, as his long hair fell over his face. When
I thanked him, he gazed at me with a haggard, faroff look.” Alexander remembers listening to his
father, in 1878, play Paganini’s second concerto,
when, during the Andante, the E string snapped,
but Ole Bull, ever ready for an emergency, con¬
tinued to climb on the A string to the admiration
of all who had noticed the mishap.
"At that
period,” wrote Alexander, “father gave the impres¬
sion of one who had returned to earth after a long
absence, and was striving to give utterance to his
strange experiences.”
A typical representative of the romantic virtuoso
period. Ole Bull used to say "•he wished to raise a
curtain, when he played, that his hearers might
view what was in his mind.
Three influences
moulded his genius: love of fatherland; Italian
music, with its ingratiating melodies and flimsy
architecture, much en vogue, in the early thirties,
when the young Norwegian genius first went
abroad, ripe for decisive impressions; and the pow¬
erful individuality of Paganini, which after they met
in 1839, led Ole Bull to practice the more remote
and singular difficulties of the violin, until he be¬
came a second whimsical wizard of the bow.
OLE BULL’S STYLE.
He acquired a style peculiarly his own. By means
of a level bridge and flat finger board, he gained
an original way of playing four separate voices at
once.
His large bow was one of the ' secrets of
his staccato which critics unhesitatingly extolled.
Apart from certain songs, his compositions lacked
structure, were never fully written out and depended
on his warm, noble cantabile and his magnetism
for success. His genuinely Italian Mother’s Prayer,
his Norwegian and other compositions, he played
with convincing skill.
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THE
HIS LIMITED FIELD.

Although able to do pretty much as he pleased
with his violin, being a child oi moods, his uncurbed
spirit only moved him to undertake what struck
his fancy. The newer German tendency did not at¬
tract him.
Beethoven remained to him, for the
most part, an unknown quantity, the Mendelssohn
violin concerto found no place on his programs,
and Wagner was positively repugnant to him. He
■cotjld not quite forgive his son Alexander for
enjoying Lohengrin.

HOW OLE BULL HELD THE VIOLIN.
(This illustration, which is used by permission of
Houghton Mifflin Company, is taken from “The Life
of Ole Bull.” Bull’s method of holding the violin has
been widely discussed.)
In the present day of giant virtuosi, this man
of Norway could not be called the world’s master
violinist, nor was it as such he won his place in
the hearts of his countrymen everywhere. It is as
the patriot, the seer, the father of what his country
has achieved that he is and ever will be honored.
Born February 5, 1810, he grew up with the growth
of Norway under its independent constitution, and
became saturated with the idea of her glorious past,
present and future. When he earned a place in’
the world, he never let it be forgotten that he was
a representative of Norway, Wherever he went
he talked of the land, its gifted people, majestic
scenery and health-giving climate, told its spicy
folk-tales, played its stirring music, and turned the
world's attention to his sturdy little fatherland.
Much of the promise he say has been fulfilled, and
the genius of his beloved home land has been
recognized.

MUSICAL "TEMPERAMENT” AND EXCITA¬
BILITY.
There is a vast difference between the measured
utterances or impassioned eloquence of an accom¬
plished orator and the rantings of a street “politician”
with anarchic tendencies, and the difference is realized
by practically everybody. Curiously enough, however,
people don’t seem to understand that the same differ¬
ence exists between the musician who is an artist and
the musical “ranter” who makes up in fervor what he
lacks in understanding and execution.
$6 P’ece of music is played perfectly unless there is
present a perfect sense of rhythm, not only as regards
each separate measure, but also each musical sentence.
There must also be genuine sentiment present, but this
must be kept in bounds so that each climax is duly and
properly brought out. The player should have suffi¬
cient knowledge of music theory to bring out any little
points of “imitation,” etc., concealed in the inner parts,
and beauty of tone should always be present. There
is a vast difference between playing in which senti¬
ment and intelligence are evenly balanced and playing
marred by exaggerated emphasis on wrong notes, or
unimportant beats, which is often supposed to represent
“feeling*’

THE

ETUDE

faith- he knew the sun would shine again; he knew
SPRINGTIDE IN OUR MUSIC.
his mates would soon fly north and meet him.
If all could be filled with love and faith and if We
could weave this love and faith into our music during
life’s spring, then, when the hot breath of sUmmer
scorches the blossoms of hope that cluster around
our lives and lays ambition low, we could turn to that
With the coming of spring a freshness seems to . music which would be to us a fountain of spring; We
cover everything. The sky is colored anew; the green could feel again the green grass beneath our feet and
of the maples, the pink of the apple trees are fresh, hear the ripple of the brook.
and many-hued flowers bedeck the brown old earth.
In the autumn of life, when the golden fruits are'
' Cast aside the old view of life and look with new gathered about us and the only tinge of sorrow is that
eyes; tune the strings of your heart to a nbw song, this beauty is the beauty of decay, the breath of spring
for spring is here; music is everywhere, and we can in our music would recall the time when life was all
hear laughing, wind-awakened melodies whenever We before us and the memory would bring back the faith
stop to listen. Even humdrum scales take on new life of old.
And, at last, when the snows of winter chill us
when played to the rhythm of a falling leaf. The
exercise breathes with the sighing of the wind, and and wje feel our feet slowly but surely approaching
the river; when the bowed heads and gray locks remind
the ripple of the brook sounds through all.
us
of the coming parting, then the songs of youth
From the window one can see an apple tree with'its
wealth of pink blossoms. Every now and then a petal would come to us once more—the spirit of spring long
falls, and, slowly turning, shows first this side, then past would bring, not only memories, but hopes anew
that. There is no sudden, awkward movement; all is for what lies before us in the great unknown. Then
graceful and lovely. Carry in mind the falling petal the picture is robbed of its gray shadows, and the
when playing the scales. Let each note in the scale sunlight of spring shines over all.
be a turning of the leaf, with no sudden jar to mar it.
Then begin again. A sudden breeze springs up, send¬
ing the petal quickly on its way to the ground, but
LITTLE KNOWN MUSICAL FACTS.
still with its graceful, airy movement. Again play the
scale, but faster this time, to match the speed of the
falling leaf. Once more begin. A strong wind is blow- •
v J. i
ing now, and lol thousands of snowy petals fill the
air, and the notes of the scale ripple joyously oyer
In
14S4
musicians
were “impressed”—that is,
each other in their mad play as leaves in the wind.
forced by law—into the service of the Chapel Royai
A small youngster came to me the other day for his
regular music hour. He was. fresh from a game 'Of and cathedrals in England; and this practice con¬
ball and was more interested in that than in the exer¬ tinued until after the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
cises I was trying to teach him. The small, unrsfly
The music of the ancient Greeks was founded
fingers slipped from one key to another, more often upon the tetrachord—a musical interval which* we
striking the wrong one than the right, and finally end- now call a perfect fourth, as from G to C. The
mg in a nerve-racking discord that brought a smoth¬
intervals of the third and sixth, upon which all
ered “O!” from both player and listener.
modern music is largely based wen- not regarded
“Jack, what is the matter?” I asked.
with favor. The tones within the interval of the
“0, I don’t know, I just hate that piece; I don’t
play it wrong, but my fingers slip into the wrong tetrachord were extremely variable and included
quarter tones as well as half and whole tones.
places.”
The Russians sometimes amuse themselves by
What have you been doing this afternoon, Jack?”
“Playing ball. It’s great, I tell you what, teacher, means of hunting horns combined to form a “horn
when I grow up and can do as I like, I’m goin’ to play band.” Each performer produces only one note,
ball all the time.”
Iwhich he plays whenever it occurs in the music. '
"P° you have hard work hanging onto the bill
While hymns as we know them to-day are a
Jack?”
comparative recent innovation in church services,
“0, no, ma’am when I once git aholt of it, I hang
they are a very ancient institution and existed long
on for real life.”
■
°re ft7e ChnstIan era- Many important collec¬
He was waxing warm on the subject and exercises
tions of hymns date back to about 500 years before
were forgotten. Presently I said.
Chnst though of course hymns existed long before
ball1 now ^ ^ 1 Want y°U ‘° Pky 3 new game of
cime PH™d' iAm°ng the c°dections which have
The merry eyes brightened and a joyful “O!” Ria Vert
n ru- US fr°m t,len arr t,le Sanscrit
escaped him.
Hvmnf th arChlneSet/°0A' of 0des- ‘he Buddhist
“Your balls are the notes and I want you to throw Pindar Th G,re^.a"//ow"'<' Hymns and the Odes of
ru,
The
Latm Hymns, or hymns of the Western
these and catch them again and be sure they d#f
slip out of your fingers.”
whileC theatL/frm th;, 4th t0 the 121,1 centuries,
It took but a second for him to catch the spirit Stteh
cenSrv Th * if™ Ch°ra'es dale
‘he 16th
a bounding of notes wasmever heard before. If &
Par in 2" ^ which
Imminent a
slipped away the little catcher would immediately go churd l !„S!rV.1CeS 01 ^e modern Protestant
back and putk it up. When the hour was over aid churches were r
wide general use until about
“Thit’ Cl ,
7 /reC aga!"’ he surPrised me by .saying
tThats lots of fun, teacher, let me do it again some
It is not the mere playing of the notes that makes
Ier~n-'t is brt3thing mto our music, our hopes
our desires, our ambitions-it is the pouring out of
J „b.C5 “ °Ur. ,,vcs; So when the breath of spring
is in the air and we feel that it is good to be alive w
us carry this feeling with us when we shut ourself un
for lessons or study hour.
uurseives up
the message of the robin.

°,r”K,r„staTr ” »■

o
m«, I remember the lesson the robin isiib,
“
dreary afternoon when the rains of March were
mg sway. , seated itself at a window to sce if l'
could fine inspiration in any living thing. I had tr J

i r like;Ham,et

h- 2

out.
Lessons had seemed a failure
c„jj ,
plump robir. red-breast flew to the ground ^ 7 ,3
body looked drenched, but he didn’t mind! He hadn’t
any home and it was cold, but he didn’t care W ,
head thrown back lie noured nut
care* With
song. And he was doing it all by

half way and all the^3 ^°Uld be Pressed dow
wou,d be affected Fu^thir1"88 0" the instrume'
would raise
T the ped
chromatic notes are vJ £jiharp- An>' PassI11
the harp at a amVt
ery dl®cul* to perform c
work.
3 qU,ck rat« a^ they need quick ped

He (Beethoven 1
‘■on had become correct T* S‘rict 1111 the
h« liked an easy I," t0 ,he min>
violent, threw the mi 7 °f playing' He rea
took no money, though h” ^ fl°°r °r t0n
“me linen articles he h Was poor- bu‘
,them- • ■ • He did nT,eithe Cnuntess
hut merely improvized aJ'*7
pIay his
made he got up and leftd r ^ S,ightes1
interview with.] ah* eft-~1Count Gallf.n

The Road to Expression
From an Interview Secured Expressly for
The Etude with the Eminent Pianist

HAROLD BAUER
(The first section of Mr. Bauer’s interview appeared
in the March issue.)
“Our sole means of expression, then, in piano playing
lies in the relation of one note to the other notes in a
series or in a chord. Herein lies the difficulty, the
resistance to perfect freedom of which I have spoken
before, the principal subject for intelligence and careful
study, and yet so few students appear to understand it.
Their great effort seems to be to make all the notes
in a given series as much alike as coins from a mint
They come to the piano as their only instrument and
never seek to take a lesson from the voice or from
the other instruments which have expressive resources
infinitely superior to those possessed by the piano, the
principal charm of the piano lies in the command which
the plaver has over many voices singing together. But
until the pianist has a regard for the individual voice
in its relation to the ensemble he has no means with
which to make his work really beautiful.
“There is a great need for more breadth in music
study. This, as I know, has been said very often, but
it does not hurt to say it again. The more a man
knows, the more he has experienced, the wider his
mental vision in all branches of human information,
the more he will have to say. We need men in music
with big minds, wide grasp and definite aims. Musi¬
cians are far too prone to become over-specialized.
They seem to have an unquenchable thirst to master
the jargon and the infinite variety of methods which
are thrust upon us in these days rather than a genuine
desire to develop their musical aims. Music is acquir¬
ing a technology as confusing ■ and as extensive as
bacteriology. There seems to be no end to the new
kinds of methods in the minds of furtive and fertile
inventors. Each new method in turn seems to breed
another, and so on ad nauseam.
“Among other things I would suggest the advisability
for pianists to cultivate some knowledge of the con¬
struction of their instrument. Strange as it may seem,
it is nevertheless a fact that the average pianist knows
practically nothing of a piano, being in many cases
entirely unaware of such simple things as how the tone
is produced and the function of the pedals. This
ignorance leads frequently to the employment of
motions and methods that can only be characterized
as ridiculous in the extreme.
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variety the spice of art.
“It can hardly be questioned that the genesis of all
musical art is to be found in song, the most natural,
the most fluent and the most beautiful form of musical
expression. How much every instrumentalist can learn
from the art of singing!
"It is a physical impossibility for the voice to pro¬
duce two notes in succession exactly alike. They maysound very similar, but there is a difference quite per¬
ceptible to the highly trained ear. When a stnger
starts a phrase a certain amount of motive power is
required to set the vocal apparatus in vibration. After
“the first note has been attacked with the full force of

“What I have said about the voice applies equally
to all other instruments, the piano and the organ alone
excepted. It is obvious that the playing of the wind
instruments must be subjected to the limitations of the
breath and in the case of the violin and the other
stringed instruments, where the bow supplies the motive
power it is impossible for two notes played in suc¬
cession to soqnd absolutely alike. If the first note
of a phrase is attacked with the weight of the whole
bow behind it, the second note will follow with just
so much less weight, and if the violinist desires to
intensify any of the succeeding tones, he must do so
by the employment of the nervous energy I have men¬
tioned, when a diffeVence in the quality of tone is
bound to result. The pianist should closely observe
and endeavor to imitate these characteristics which so
vividly convey the idea of organic life in all its infinite
variety, and which are inherent in every medium for
artistic expression.
PHRASING AND BREATHING.
“'it would take a book, and by no means a small one.
to go into this matter of phrasing which 1 am now
discussing. Even in such a book there would doubtless
be many points which would be open to assaults for
sticklers in psychological technology. I am not issuing
a propaganda or writing a thesis for the purpose ot
having something to defend, but merely giving a fewoff-hand facts that have benefited me in my work. I
am glad to learn that The Etudf. does not open itself
for polemical discussions, for the very discussion of
such a subject as this would become rapidly so in¬
volved that little profit could come from it. However,
it is my conviction that it is the duty of the pianist
to try to understand the analogy to the physical limita¬
tions which surround the more natural mediums of
musical expression—the voice and the violin, and to
apply the result of his observations to his piano playing.

MUSIC first, the instrument afterwards.
“From the manner in which many ambitious and
earnest students play, it would seem that they had their
minds fixed upon something which could not be con¬
veyed to the world in any other form than that of the
sounds which come from the piano. Of course the piano
has an idiom peculiarly its own, and some composers
have employed this idiom with such natural freedom
that their music suffers when transposed for any other
instrument. The music of Chopin is peculiarly pianistic.
but it is, first of all. music, and any one of the wonde-ful melodies which came from the fertile brain of th ■
Polish-French genius could be played upon one of
many different instruments besides the piano. Th ■
duty of the interpreter should surely be to think of the
composition as such, and to interpret it primarily as
music, irrespective of the instrument. Some students
sit down before the keyboard to “play” the piano pre¬
cisely as though they were going to play a game of
cards. They have learned certain rules governing the
game, and they do not dare disobey these rules. They
think of rules rather than of the ultimate result—the
music itself. The idiom of the Italian language is ap¬
propriate here. The Italians do no say “I play the
piano.” but rather “I sound the piano.” (Suono it
Pianoforte.) If we had a little more “sounding” of
the piano, that is, producing real musical effects, and a
little less playing on ivory keys, the playing of our
students would be more interesting.

Harold Bauer.
the breath, there is naturally not sr> much weight or
pressure left for the following no-es. It is. however,
possible for the second note to be as loud, or even
louder, than the first note. Bit in order to obtain
the additional force on the second note, it is neces¬
sary to compensate for the lack of force due to the
loss of the original weight or pressure by increasing
what might be called the nervous energy; that is to
say. by expelling the breath with proportionately
greater speed.
MUSCULAR AND NERVOUS ENERGY.
“The manifestation of nervous energy in this man¬
ner is quite different from the manifestation of mus¬
cular energy, although both are. of course, intimately
'connected. Muscular energy- begins at its maximum and
gradually diminishes to the point of exhaustion, whereas
nervous energy rises in an inconceivably short space
of time to its climax, and then drops immediately to
nothing. Nervous energy may be said to be represented
by an increased rapidity of emission. It is what the
athlete would call a ‘spurt.’

THE NATURAL EFFECT OF EMOTIONS.
“There is another relation between phrasing and
breathing which the student may investigate to
advantage. The emotions have a direct and imme¬
diate effect upon the breath, and as the brain
informs the nervous system of new emotional im¬
pressions the visible evidences may be
brst
observed in the breathing. It is quite unnecessary
to go into the physiology or psychology of this,
but a little reflection will immediately indicate
what I mean.
“It'is impossible to witness a disastrous accident
without showing mental agitation and excitement in
hurried breathing. Joy, anger, fear, love, tranquil¬
ity and grief—all are characterised by different
modes of breathing, and a trained actor must study
this with great closeness.
“The artist at the piano may be said to breathe
his phrases. A phrase that is purely contemplative
in character is breathed in a tranquil fashion with¬
out any suggestion of nervous agitation. If we go
through the scale of expression, starting with con
templative tranquility to the climax of dramatic
intensity, the breath will be emitted progressively
quicker and quicker. Every musical phrase has
some kind, of expressive message to deliver. If a
perfectly tranquil phrase is given out in a succes¬
sion of short breaths, indicating, as they would,
agitation, it would be a contradiction, just as it
would be perfectly inhuman to suppose that in
expressing dramatic intensity it would be possible
to breathe slowly.
“In conclusion, I would urge students to cultivate
a very definite mental attitude as to what they
really desire to aciiotnplish. Do you wish to make
music? If so, think music, and nothing but music, all
the time, down to the smallest detail even in
technic. Is your ambition to play scales, octaves,
double notes and trills? Then by all means con¬
centrate your mind on them to the exclusion of
everything else, but do not be surprised if, when
later on, you want to communicate a semblance of
life to your mechanical motions, you succeed in
obtaining no more than the jerky movements of a
clock-work puppet.”

How many students of music in this country are
sighing to go abroad to study, or to go to some great
teacher? Yet if they but knew it. success in music
lies in themselves. Success is more often than not
the outcome of inborn talent and never-ending per¬
severance, or as Wordsworth expresses it, “A few
strong instincts, and a few plain rules.”
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VACATION RAMBLES

PLEASANT THOUGHTS-R. GEBHARDT.
This is a very satisfactory teaching piece of about
the third grade. A good all-around teaching piece
of this grade should afford opportunities for drill
in rhythm, technic, phrasing, style and melody
playing. “Pleasant Thoughts” gives all these, and
in an agreeable manner.

MRST MAZURKA DE CONCERT—L. GREGH.
Louis Gregh, the accomplished Parisian composer,
was born in 1843. A number of his lighter piano
pieces have achieved decided popularity. The First
Mazurka de Concert is one of his more advanced
piano solos. This number is both graceful and
brilliant and quite within the range of a good fifth
or sixth grade player. The Mazurka rhythm has
been a favorite with composers as a subject for
idealization ever since its possibilities were ex¬
ploited so marvelously by Chopin.
PETIT MENUET-A. KOPYLOW!
A. Kopylow is one of the most promising oi
modern Russian composers. His “Petit Menuet” is
a charming reproduction of the old style dance.
The “Minuet” was invented about the middle of
the seventeenth century. It was a slow and stately
dance in triple tune. Originally it consisted of two
portions of eight measures each. Later a second
minuet was added, usually in a related key and of
quieter character, to alternate with the first minuet;
this was called a Trio. Kopylow follows the old
form closely, although the various divisions are not
marked.
TO THE HUNT-G. HORVATH.
Good sonatinas by contemporary composers are
scarce, but occasionally one comes across a satis¬
factory specimen.
Geza Horvath’s “Sonatina in
D” is one of the best we have seen. The first
movement ‘To the Hunt” is a complete piece in
itself. It follows the conventional form of the first
movement of a sonatina. There is the first theme
in D, with a transition to the second theme in A;
this constitutes the “exposition,” ending with a
double-bar and repeat-sign. Then there is a short
“working-out section,” leading to the return of the
hrst theme in D; the second theme, also in D, and
a short coda. A sonatina is a little sonata, the dif¬
ference being chiefly that of condensed treatment.
BAGATELLE—W. A. MOZART.
This is one of the composer’s fugitive pieces, not a
movement taken from a sonata or other larger piece
It is a very bright and attractive number, written in
what is known as the simple rondo form. In this form
the first or principal theme is repeated after the ap¬
pearance of each additional theme.
BLUSHING ROSES-R. M. STULTS.
Mr. Stults’ portrait and a sketch of his career
wi I be found in another column. While Mr. Stults
is known more particularly as a writer of melodious
songs, his piano pieces are also deserving of atten¬
tion, displaying an equal grace and originality. Mr
Stults considers "Blushing Roses” one of his best
pieces, and we are inclined to agree with him.
FORTUNATA IDYL—G. S. SCHULER.
This is a graceful drawing-room piece by a prom¬
ising American composer. It will afford practice
in chord and arpeggio work, in octaves, and in com¬
bining a melody and accompanying figure in the
same hand. This piece is exceptionally melodious.
MY FIRST PARTY-P. RENARD.
This is a very pretty waltz movement for a sec¬
ond grade pupil. It lies unusually well under the
hands. This waltz may be used for dancing as
well as for teaching or recreation.
GENERAL BUM-BUM—E. POLDINI.
This is an early composition of Poldini, but it is
one of the best of his easier pieces.
It i s a
burlesque march movement with a mock heroic
dignity that is positively fetching. Note the pomp¬
ous bass melody of the Trio and the clever transi¬
tion into C minor in the fourth measure before the
Fine. Play this piece in rather moderate time and '
somewhat heavily.
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CARL MOTER

VACATION RAMBLES-C. MOTER.
This is another excellent teaching piece by an
experienced writer. It is rather easier to play than
the preceding, but it has educational value. This
piece must be played with vigorous rhythmic swing
in order to obtain the best results. It will require
a crisp, distinct touch.
THE TRUMPET CALL—M. LOEB-EVANS.
This is a still easier teaching piece, which will
prove particularly attractive to young players. This
little march has all the fire and go of much larger
works, and it is as correct in form and in structure.
It may be used for marching purposes.
TARENTELLE—H. VAN GAEL.
H. van Gael, the Belgian composer, has had much
popularity as a writer of teaching pieces of the bet¬
ter class, well-made and of pleasing musical con¬
tent, but easy to play. There are many tarantellas,
but there is always room for another good one. It
is a brilliant type of piano piece, affording excellent
finger practice and drill in velocity and rhythm.
CAVALRY MARCH (FOUR HANDS)—G. F
HOMPESCH.
This is a brilliant and stirring military march
which duet players will enjoy thoroughly. In this
particular piece the two parts are of unequal diffi¬
culty, the Primo part being about one grade harder
to play than the Secondo part. In many cases this
is a distinct advantage, as two students of exactly
equal attainments are not always to be found
This piece should be taken at a brisk pace and with
strong accentuation.
AIR ROI LOUIS XIII (PIPE ORGAN)_H
GHYS.
As a piano solo this piece has been a favorite for
a long time. As arranged for organ by Mr. Lacey
it will make a very agreeable recital number. Pieces
of this type are much in demand for use at wed¬
dings and occasions of festal character The res
istration suggested by Mr. Lacey is practicable on
most organs, and will be found very effective.
DANCE CAPRICE (VIOLIN AND PIANOI—
GAYLORD YOST.
This is a decided novelty, written by a successful
^Z'C“nVi0lin 'Th,r "d
in„the n !‘kn°wn American violinist, Albert Spaldngr_ • V Is cl«verly constructed and thoroughly
modern ,„co„cept,
The theme is a very taking
one. This piece will afford excellent practice in
thes'e art^^Tf “d •“ artifidaI harmonics.

In

is a fine recital piece.

1S

Robert Morrison Stults was born at Bights town,
N. J., and in 1872 removed to Long Branch, N. ].
He received his early musical education from vari¬
ous local teachers. After graduating at the Long
Branch High School in 1880, he became musical in¬
structor at that institution, at the same lime con¬
tinuing his musical study under Frederick Brandeis,
the distinguished composer and pianist.
Mr. Stults removed to Baltimore in 1886, and en¬
tered the music and piano business. He studied
the organ under various teachers in Baltimore,
where he remained until 1898. For several years
he has been actively engaged as head of the retail
department of a well known Philadelphia piano
ouse. Mr. Stults is best known by bis song, The
Sweetest Story Ever Told, which had an enormous
sale. He is a prolific writer of ballads, songs and
instrumental pieces in the better grade of popular
Pieces. Among the best-known of his works mav
be mentioned the popular piano pieces, . 1 Pit of
Nonsense and Clover Bloom, while his songs include
Unce m the Bygone Days. Redemption, and Sing Me
Some Quaint Old Ballad.
He has also produced two
light operas.
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SLEEP ON, DEAR HEART

EUGENE GOUDEY

ELLEN GOUDEY
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stars have fa - ded
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wait their com - ing
clouds are gath-’ring
safe
at home once

greet his
lit - tie
may
be left
a
anx - ious hour is
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Sleepon,

Sleeps on,
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Dear heart, Sleep on._

fa-ther’sboat has
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Thy
fa - ther brings no gifts
Dear babe, I press you
to
His child
I
lay up - on

wait their com - ing
'The clouds are gath - ’ring
. He’s safe
at home once
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But
For

cot - tage safe
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Lul-la-by,

Stars are shin-in*

he’s

of gold to
my heart, we
his arm, the

world to him, Dear heart, be - lov - ed
world to me, Dear heart,be - lov - ed
world to us, Dear heart, be - lov - ed
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Andante moderato
No attention paid to letters received without full
name and address.
Owing to the fact that it is frequently necessary to
answer certain questions privately, we have been com¬
pelled to make a strict rule not to pay any attention
to any letter received without the full name and address
of the sender. For this reason the letters of Mrs. C.
H. C., Mrs. J., Etude Friend, and many others recently
received cannot be answered. We shall be glad to
assist these friends if they will kindly comply with the
above rule.
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TIME AND SMALL CHILDREN.
“Will you please suggest an attractive method of
teaching time to pupils from seven to nine years of
age?"—G. L. li¬
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WATCHING THE KEYS.
“I have a pupil in- the fourth grade, who reads
well and is a good time-keeper, but has a habit of
watching her hands. She does not seem to be able
to find the keys readily without looking. I And
she has been allowed to do this for years. How
can it be overcome?"—M. M.
Excessive confinement of the eyes to the key¬
board may be overcome by beginning with very
simple music, first on five keys position of the hand,
and placing a light cloth over them, an apron for
example, so that it will be impossible to watch
the keys. Gradually proceed to pieces a little more
difficult, although it will be impossible to leave the
cloth on the hands if much movement is necessary.
You may be able to devise a temporary screen
from one chair back to another, which will allow
it to cover the hands without touching them. Let
the student practice in this manner a little while
every day. Sight reading may be included as a
part of the exercise. Procure some of the numer¬
ous albums of simple music, and let the student
practice the pieces at correct tempo at sight, stop¬
ping to correct no mistakes nor look at the hands.
Meanwhile, do not forget that no one plays with¬
out occasionally glancing at the keys, especially if
the music is difficult for the one playing or has wide
skips. Technique should be practiced without notes,
which favors the pupil watching the keys, but he
should be taught that he should constantly study
the fingers in technical work, to observe quickly any
incorrect motions. In playing without notes vir¬
tuoso players constantly keep their eyes on their
work, notes being dispensed with. Nevertheless
they are able to read music from notes without
excessively watching the keys, and your student
will doubtless learn to do the same by following
your directions.
FAULTY MEMORY.
“I am an advanced piano player and can read
difficult music readily, but cannot memorize. Under
supervision of my teacher I have tried various
methods, but without success. Perhaps you can
advise me so that I may be able to conquer this
great fault.”
C. I.
There are three main classes in which those with
defective memories may be divided:
1. Inability to concentrate attention.
2. Defective memorizing faculty in the brain.
3. Memorizing faculty untrained.
Some pupils possess all three defects. In such a
complete state of demoralization, it will be evident
that little can be accomplished in the way of a cure.
It is really rare that the trouble can be diagnosed as
due solely to any one of the defects. But frequently
one or other of them predominates.
It is easy to locate students who are unable to
concentrate the attention.
In addition to indica¬
tions along general lines, they often have the faculty
of memorizing quickly, but forget at frequent inter¬
vals, and almost never at the same point in the com¬
position. They never fail to forget, but always at a
different place. In such cases the attention needs
long and severe training along general fines, and
such training will react greatly on the musical mem¬
ory.
In the second class the fault may fie in the physical
construction of the brain. Even in such a case as
this, however, modern physiological psychology
tells us that much may be accomplished if the trainjng begins in the child’s earliest years, almost in
infancy in fact. Unfortunately most children begin
fife in conditions vvhere such things are rarely

thought about, to say nothing of being noticed.
Ignorance is a terrible handicap in this life, but
most children are surrounded by it from birth. It
is only in intellectual circles that the minds of in¬
fants are closely analyzed, tendencies noted, and
training modified to fit these conditions. In coming
generations it may be possible to arrange so that
all children shall be trained along scientific lines.
At present this is not the case. They are all put
through the same mill, regardless of physiological
or psychological conditions, or their mutual inter¬
relation.
The same thoughtlessness in regard to the train¬
ing of children allows multitudes of them to grow
up needlessly in the third class. Many of them
might have fine memories, were it not that no effort
had ever been made to develop them. In the ma¬
jority of cases the training of children needs to be¬
gin with the parents.
Can you determine to which of these three classes
you belong? If so, you _will know where first to
concentrate your energies. Possibly your fault is
complex, due to the interaction of various troubles.
If so, your efforts will also have to be complex in
character. Whatever you do, however, begin your
memorizing of musical compositions by selecting
such as are very formal in construction, and confine
your efforts to a four measure phrase, then eight
measures, and finally a sixteen measure period.
Divide your piece into phrases in this manner, and
work at them thoroughly and diligently.
SCALE FINGERINGS.
— In accordance with it I have made rules for
both major and minor fingerings and submit them
for your inspection. Please let me know if they
beat or note?"
Your application of the formula is correct. When
there is more than one black key, however, you
should say following the black keys—not key.
You are sadly confusing the meaning of the words
note and beat, in a manner that is very common.
Note does not mean beat, nor does beat mean note.
A note is the visible character representing a sound.
A beat is a given unit of time, and may include one,
two, three, four, or an indefinite number of notes.
Therefore if two notes of a given value make one
beat, if we write three notes of the same value, and
place a figure 3 over them, the three will be per¬
formed in the same unit of time as the two notes,
and will be called a triplet. For example, in 4-4
measure, two eighth notes make One beat. Playing
three eighth notes upon the beat forms a triplet.
UNSTEADINESS.
“One of my Interested pupils, after playing for
eight or ten measures, has a tendency to slacken
speed, and in some cases to stop completely. Is
there any way of assisting her to become steady in
her tempo?”
a X
Is she not afflicted with wavering attention? If
so you will need to train her in mental concentra¬
tion. Her mind probably wanders from one thing
to another, and she has therefore acquired the habit
of not keeping it fixed upon her work. There are
no special keyboard exercises that will help her in
this. You must be very careful, however, to select
music that is not over difficult for her. Another cause
of stumbling is the common habit of beginning the
practice of a new piece of music too rapidly. No
student should ever practice a new piece faster than
it can be played and counted steadily. It should be
divided into phrases, and each one gone over re¬
peatedly until it is learned. If it presents any diffi¬
culties, each hand should at first be practiced sepa¬
rately. When the pupil begins to “pick it out” too
rapidly, the stutterings are generally painful to listen
to, and often lead to the condition of affairs you
mention in your query. It is a good plan for every
teacher of young pupils to give an occasional “how
to practice” lesson. Carefully analyze all your
pupil’s work, in and out of the studio, and see if
the cause of her stumbling is not in this kind of
practicing.

lt is a difficult matter to teach measure and its sub¬
divisions to pupils who know little or nothing of arith¬
metic. It is hard to make them understand the real
meaning of the fractional time signatures before they
have studied fractions in arithmetic. What informa¬
tion you give them will have to be of a purely arbi¬
trary character. Most children find fractions a difficult
topic in arithmetic. It assumes new terrors to them
when it concerns something that must be conceived
as an auditory phenomenon, and not merely some¬
thing to be figured out with pencil and paper, or by
seeing an apple cut into quarters. Oftentimes when
they can clearly understand that the four quarters
make the apple they are in great confusion when they
try to understand how four notes go on one, count.
At the start, time-beating should be treated as a
department by itself. Pupils are prone to plod along
without being made to realize that the counts are
fixed beats, in which the notes must be made to fit.
Very often they allow the notes to drag the counts
into all sorts of irregularities, not even realizing that
such is not what is meant by counting. Kindergarten
methods generally take these things into account, but
many teachers using average methods are puzzled by
the problem encountered, especially with little tots
to whom they are unable to explain time divisions
in accordance with fractions.
The only thing that can be done with such small
children is to tell them arbitrarily that so many notes
of a given value must be made to go evenly on a
count. In this connection not enough time is spent
on counting entirely apart from playing. Unless a
good deal of time is spent in this way children are
apt to learn to conceive counting, or at least to gain
•their first conception of ft. as something to be made to
fit the music, instead of something that the music
must be made to correspond with. It must be im¬
pressed upon them that counting is something that is
fixed in its successive beats, instead of something that
changes as the pupil carelessly wills. Hence, you
should give your pupils counting exercises, and in
these you should teach them to feel that the accents
come on the first beat, placing a strong emphasis on it.
Then the secondary accent on such measure groups as
have sub-divisions. Then count aloud the beats, and
tap the notes either with a pencil on the table, or with
the fingers of one hand on the palm of the other.
“Studies in Time and Rhythm,” by Helper, or “Studies
in Rhythm,” by Justis, will provide you with the exer¬
cises you need. In addition to this, all pieces, studies
and exercises in process of study should first be tapped
in same manner, the treble and bass staves separately.
Marching exercises are especially valuable to pupils
whose rhythmic sense is defective. Get them together
in class, and give them concerted drill. Give them
all sorts of “stunts,” counting with a heavy step on
the accent, with two steps on a counts, etc., and sing¬
ing and reciting poetry as they march. Teach them
to sing in this manner, with the syllable la, the little
melodies they are learning to play on the piano. Class
exercises of this sort you will find invaluable to your
little, students. In conclusion, I would say that there
are many grown-up pupils who need this drill worse
than the little ones. The struggles of singers espe¬
cially, who have good voices, but no sense of rhythm,
are pathetic to behold, often months without apparent
result being spent on a song.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS DEPARTMENT.
It is. the desire of The Etude to make this depart¬
ment as useful as possible. In order to do this only
those questions and inquiries. can be presented which
hare the greatest interest for the greatest number. For
instance, questions regarding the performance of par¬
ticular pieces or special measures in certain pieces can¬
not be answered for the simple reason that the answer
would not be of special interest to the great body of
Etude readers.
'
It is also very desirable for our friends to send their
questions to the proper department. Mr. Corey’s de
partment (Teachers’ Round Table) is reserved for
questions pertaining to the best methods of study the
most effective means of interpretation and the latest
and most practical ideas in pedagogy. Mr. Elson’s de
partment is reserved for questions upon theory, nota¬
tion. history and everything pertaining to general musi¬
cal learning.
'
v
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is an impossible person; he says abso-

SOME PENALTIES OF EXCESS¬
IVE PIANO PLAYING.

The general public seems to have an
idea that those who must listen to prac¬
tice are the ones who most suffer from
usical excessive piano playing. John Warren,
. ,7 brought in,. «, but°
e nature of the game, there was always
Wh£N you listen t^ en(kavor to in the Sunday Magazine tells of the pi¬
so much bantering that the game suffere
composition you
than the mere
anists’ personal sufferings, due to ex¬
in ns earnestness. At these gatherings hcar something
accompa„iment cessive practice. The Etude learns, for
^ melodies which add so the first time, of the method described
As a boy Wagner possessed remark¬ 1 iszt would entertain the company b> mel0dy. 1
elections from Bach or Beethovem and the conn
melo*e
any
for protecting the fingers by means pf
able skill in climbing, as well as in all
wads of cotton attached to the tips of
other acrobatic feats. His people soon
the fingers with collodion. I With an ar¬
became so much accustomed to these
mor of this kind there is apparently no
capers that they no longer felt any
limit to the wear and tear to which the
anxiety, but. on the contrary, at t.mes hu,
ambitious piano student may subject his
brothers and sisters would call on him
to entertain friends by the turning of
fingers.
When Ignaz Paderewski last toured
somersaults, standing on lus head, and
this country he was forced to abandon
similar gymnastic exercises.
The master retained this peculiar sup¬
a number of concerts toward the close
Robert Selfuman
YYand certainly of his season because of muscular rheu¬
pleness of body even until old age, and all fours!"
reliabli witnesses have reported that
the drudge of the orchestra.
^n;sithobut melody' is naught. But matism in both hands, brought on by
often through excess of joy relative to
excessive
piano playing.
Pianist’s
some unexpected visit, some happy ex¬
cramp is more painful than writer’s
perience, exuberance of animal spirits, °
cramp, and is the bane of all virtuosos.
some particularly merry mood, he has
It is caused by the constant contrac¬
been seen to stand on his head. I'or in¬
tion and expansion of the muscles con¬
e»y
stance. Erik Heckel relates that once at
trolling the fingers. It becomes chronic
give a first ^
J vou n a thousand different lights.
a piano rehearsal in the hotel Zur movement
Venusberg, the master suddenly rapped you
^ ^
^
weary when not guarded against, and many a
Sonne',' in 1875, at Bayreuth, at the age
for silence, and, turning to
^
threadbare monotony of the so- promising virtuoso’s career has been
of 62 years, he showed his appreciation
blighted in this way. The only remedy
players, said: “Before me the
Italian operatic melodies,
by standing on his head.
only the drudge of the orchest^ While caUed^
this at the time is to rest the over:axes muscles and
One beautiful day when the pupils were
the other instruments proudly w
when Italian opera was simply a string then work them up radually to meet
all assembled in their respective classes way. this instrument was allowed_o y
playing.
lodieS; often very commonplace the strain of con-:
in the Kreuzschule a holiday was an¬ to pick lentils, or, in other words simply
All concert piau
are subject to
‘
always quite without depth
nounced unexpectedly. This rare experi¬
“ accompany and to fill in! Now, al “d .
ity.
Then came Wagner split fingertips. Toe constant stroke of
ence occasioned great excitement. Masses !his is Changed. Sirs, you should be most ^ ^ was at first considered the balls of the 'ingeffl on the hard
of surging boys streamed tumultuously grateful to me because I have made you
lodyless music.
Now Wagner s ivory makes the ilesh so delicate and
to the street; outcries were loud, caps fnto human beings. Hence! to the. work,
is appreciated and we rarely tender that frequently playing become,
were tossed high into the air. Richard and with gusto!” Bachrich. to whom we question its melodious qualities.
acute agony. When the tips of the lmseized upon the cap of another boy. and -re indebted for the anecdote, adds: In
when 0ne hears a great many mel
gers split down into the quick beneath
bv an unusual effort he threw it upon
the finger nail playing becomes a torture
the roof of the school building, ‘he un¬
that can be likened only to the sensa¬
happy owner of the cap burst in o i
tion of a dentist’s drill in an inflamed
tears.
™.od!;
Festival March,- m
,h„
’ tC>Some pianists suffer more than others
WAGNER’S NATURAL DARING.
from delicate fingertips. Lhevmne, who
which Wagner wrote for the Centennial previously heard. He takes no t
Wagner
could stand seeing
can extract as much tone from his in¬
Wagner never euum
~ ;
strument as any other living player, has
one weep. With that lightning decision
fingertips that are like cushions But
so characteristic of his whole life, he de¬
they are exquisitely sensitive and con¬
termined to recover the cap He rusliea
M,
tinually breaking open. At his Ameninto the building, up the stairs to the
can debut he mystified his audience b\
attic, and out through the trap-door to
coolly twisting absorbent cotton about
the roof. Below the air was l e wi
his fingers during the rests m the *° °
hurrahs; but the youths now held the
part of the Rubinstein Concerto. That
breath when the rash Richard on all
already spent it!
think about them. Often the reason was his way of protecting his finger¬
fours slid down the roofs steep slope.
And again, Prof. Franz Muncker, son
Bach .g n(jt appreciated is that his
tips. Later, someone showed him now
®
„ave
wav
to
intense
terror.
Jubilant cries gave waj iu
of the burgomaster, reports that when mJodies move so rapidly that the un- he could fasten the cotton firmly with
Some in their anxiety ran to ^h the Wagner was questioned concerning Ins
ear has not time to comp re¬ collodion, and thereafter he was enabled
aistos of the school. Directly he came personal connection with this composi- jj:?ad tfiem properly. You will find
to pad all his lingers effectually for
with a ladder and slipped in the narrow tion he replied: “If only I had not re- melodies jn Beethoven, Mozart and
every public performance. The trick is
stairway to the attic, the boys pressing
much for it!” August Le- Haydn that are perfectly entrancing, now extensively followed by other pian¬
simple also, dates
states that when Wagner re- especially l-because they arc accom- ists, especially during the long and try¬
^Meanwhile, our daring climber gamed evived the American cablegram announc- panied with the right harmonic back¬
ing hours of daily practice
his object, returned to the opening m he ing the great success of the piece he ground
said: “Bo you know the best thing about
the march? It a
hind a board partition, and did not clis for il
When Lohengrin was newly being put
close himself until the cuslos placed the
All the Major Attractions of
upon the stage in Vienna Wagner was
ladder so as to look out on the roof.
a World Music Centre, Com¬
Half in fear and half in the way of seated at the conductor’s desk in the
a joke, but with no embarrassment, he orchestra room of the Court Opera
bined with Economy and the
asked. “What are you ook,ng for-a House, giving some directions to Elsa
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Musical Philadelphia

bird7” “Yes, a gallows-bird! was the
cutting answer of ^e fierce custodian
who was nevertheless happy to see the
little dare-devil with a whole skin.
Many years afterward his brother
Albert recounts the correctness of he
whole episode, and adds that upon the
3 Rivard was seized with dizziness
and thought himself to be lost With the
words “My dear, little mother upon his
lips he recovered his courage.
Eduard Hanslick, who as critic was
the exact opposite of Wagner says that
one time he asked Robert Schumann if
he had ever met Wagner social!*
No;
for me Wagner is impossible. While he
is a talented man. yet no one can say
anything because he does all the talking.
And Wagner said of Schumann : He

and Ortrud relative to their duet in the
second act. The orchestra resumed and
played the posthide. The violins played
so as to arouse the master’s astonish¬
ment because of the beautiful, warm tone
of the Viennese violins. Turning to the
players he said: “You have played much
more beautifully than I composed it!”
On the evening of the performance.
• during this same passage, Wagner laid
aside his baton and let the orchestra play
independently. .At the close of this
episode there came a storm of applause.
Wagner was forced to rise and show his
gratitude. Directly he turned to the
nearest musicians and said: “It seems as
though the people are better pleased when
I do not conduct!”
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Department for Singers
Conducted by Eminent Vocal Teachers
Editor for April
. PERLEE DUNN ALDRICH

vocal department for the present month, began role I know that was written for this
Ms musical studies at the Netc England Con¬ voice is that of Benvenuto Cellini in
servatory of Music under Dr. Louts Atuas,
Stephen Emery, George Whiting and IF. n. the opera of that name, by Eugene
Daniell. He afterwards studied 'with Shakes¬ Diaz. The compass may be about that
peare and Henschel in London, Trabadello in of a high baritone, but its characteristic
Paris, and finally with Sbriglia, the famous
teacher of Jean de Reszke, in Paris. He feature is the tenor quality of-the upper
lived in Sbriglia’s family, played the master’s notes.
accompaniments and acted as his assistant
teacher. Mr. Aldrich has a rich, high bari¬
Another voice that is most mislead¬
tone voice and is an accomplished singer, but ing is the high mezzo-soprano. This
Ms devotion to teaching prevents Ms giving
very much time to public work.—Editor op voice is the exact counterpart in women
The Etude.]
of the “Baryton Martin” in men. The
upper part of this voice so much re¬
sembles the full soprano quality that
CLASSIFYING VOICES.
A young man went, once upon a time, the temptation is strong to put it in
to a well-known singing master—not this class. One of the surest tests in
one of those piano players who teaches both these cases is to watch, as the
singing, but a real singing master—to voice develops, the ease with which
have his voice tested. After given a the words are pronounced in the upper
If they are difficult and
few songs and exercises he asked, register.
“What kind of a voice have I?” To fatiguing, one may be quite safe in
which the master replied, “I don’t keeping the voice down. If they be¬
know.” The young man, in appealing come easier and easier, and the color
to me about it afterwards, said that he of the voice becomes more and more that
was dutnfounded that a master of his of the high register, then we may take
eminence should have hesitated on a courage to place the voice high.
question like that, for he thought it
REMARKABLE VOICES.
ought to have been a very simple mat¬
ter to decide. To which I replied, “On
The temptation to place these voices
the contrary, it is sometimes a very high is very strong for purely commer¬
difficult matter to decide, and the wise cial reasons. The baritone tenor who
and honest teacher will not fear to sus¬ can sustain high roles has such a
pend judgment on certain voices until strong voice that it “gets over the foot¬
the natural tessitura of the voice de¬ lights” amazingly, to the great delight
clares itself by a natural and easy emis¬ of 'the multitude, and therefore is very
sion of the tone.”
useful in the theatre. Jean de Reszke,
Twenty years ago I decided these for example, was a second-rate bari¬
matters at once without fear of error, tone until Sbriglia changed his voice
but now, having sometimes gone wrong to a tenor. Doeme, one time the hus¬
myself, and having seen the greatest band of Nordica, developed a beautiful
masters of the age misclass voices, I tenor voice from a baritone, under
have come to the conclusion that it is Sbriglia’s teaching, and sang Parsifal
safer and wiser to wait, in uncertain at Bayreuth with great success. Sims
cases, until, one is sure of his ground. • Reeves, the great English tenor, started
• as a baritone; Zenatello began as a
POSITIVE CLASSIFICATIONS.
baritone; old Manuel Garcia started as
Now let me explain: Most voices a baritone, afterwards became a tenor,
are easy to classify because their com¬ and later in life again sang baritone.
It must be remembered that we only
pass and quality is such that there can
be no question about them. But there hear of these brilliant successes, but
are many voices which in the “raw” the unhappy failures who have tried to
“put
their voices up” are legion and
state appear to be what they are not.
I refer to those voices that might have gone to unknown vocal graves.
be high baritones or tenors, mezzo- When Jean de Reszke was in his prime
sopranos or sopranos.
It is by no half the baritones in America tried to
means easy to decide which way the howl their way to his high notes, and
voice will develop when it is properly some of them are howling yet.
posed,” and the only way which suc¬
MEZZO-SOPRANOS.
ceeds is to await the development
which is necessary to a correct diag¬
Now, as to the mezzo-sopranos, we
nosis. Even then there will be some all know how Fremstadt, after some
voices which will be a puzzle, for they years’ singing of contralto roles, re¬
g Ve«3S rtluc*1
the “high” quality as placed her voice as a dramatic soprano.
the “low,” and the greatest wisdom is Marion Weed did the same thing, and
necessary to decide which way will be Edyth Walker left Conried because he
best after years of singing.
would not let her sing soprano roles,
and she has since sung them all over
“BARYTON MARTIN.”
Europe with great success.
9ne of the most difficult of these
Now, it is a serious undertaking to
voices is that which the French call change the register of a voice from a
arytOn Martin. Some years ago a low one to a high one, and in a'ma¬
celebrated French singer named Martin jority of cases it is fairly sure to fail.
Possessed a voice of this class’ hence Even when it succeeds the voice is
the name. We should call it a lyric short-lived, because the pose of the
iaritone or a baritone tenor. The voice is more or less artificial and cer¬
ower part of the voice has the color tainly can only succeed where the
and action of a baritone and the upper singer has a superb physique, endurance
register, sometimes extending to B flat, and persistence. All the singers men¬
ls tenor in quality, although the voice tioned above have powerful physiques
cannot maintain high roles. The only and intelligence far beyond the ordinary.

The normal way for a voice to beepme
dramatic is to grow to it. I remember
some years ago—I dare not say how
many—hearing that wonderful woman,
Nordica, sing “Rejoice Greatly” from
the Messiah with a pure lyric voice.
The most venturesome prophet would
never have dared to prophesy that she
would ever have developed into the
Isolde that we now know. The breadth
and power of her voice grdw gradually,
more especially after her studies with
Sbriglia, but she never lost the deli¬
cacy of touch that kept her voice
beautiful. If she had not had the wis¬
dom to retain that delicate touch of the
voice and had insisted on forcing her
tones all the beauty would have long
since disappeared from her singing.
It is this that makes it more difficult
for dramatic tenors and voices that
have been “put up” to maintain their
beauty. It is more difficult for the
tenor voices of this class to maintain
their register, for it is not exactly nat¬
ural for them to sing with a delicate
touch. There is a constant tendency
to sing more baritone quality than
tenor, and, as it is the natural tendency
of the voice to deepen with increasing
age, these voices naturally turn toward
a baritone color and make the tenor
quality more difficult. To guard against
this the singer should maintain the
“tenor” quality as carefully as possible,
and avoid the tendency to sing “big.”
THE NATURAL MALE VOICE.
The baritone voice is the natural male
voice, and there are many, many beau¬
tiful voices of this class, but also npt
many beautiful singers. The tendency
of the times toward greater sonority
and no agility at all plays havoc with
this voice as well as others.
So many operatic baritones sing so
persistently, too open to obtain greater
sonority, that the younger singers fol¬
low the example to their detriment.
Others go to the other extreme and rob
their upper notes of all their brilliancy
by pushing up the back of the tongue
and smothering the voice—what they
call “closing the voice.” The result of
this process is a very dull and muffled
upper register that does not combine
well with a good lower voice.
Another defect of many baritones is
a peculiarly “hollow” delivery of about
three notes from B flat to D (just
above the staff-bass clef). This gives
the voice three distinct registers and
results almost always in singing these
three notes flat. All these defects are
remedied with comparative ease in the
hands of a good master.
THE REAL TENOR VOICE.
The tenor voice, when it is a per¬
fectly natural tenor quality, is not so
difficult to train, but in these later days
so many tenors try to sing so loud that
they appear to be as much baritones as
tenors. The charm of the true tenor voice
is the pure lyric “tenor” quality with its
dear silvery ring that is so appealing. To
force this out of the voice by this eternal
struggle for sonority is to deprive the
singer of his greatest treasure—for, after
all, the greatest charm of the singer is
the art of singing beautifully.
The chief defect of the tenor voice
i; about E and F, where the higher
notes commence. The only sure way
to overcome this weak spot in the
scale is to persist in singing these notes
like the high ones until the delicacy of
touch is established.
For a time the notes will be less
sonorous than the more open way of
singing, but if persisted in it will make
a smooth and sure scale and give these
notes an expressiveness not otherwise
obtainable. The first recitative in the

What is Lovelier
than the soft, tender cheek with that youth¬
ful glow and brightness which persuade the
eyes like the first flowers of Spring ?—Then
use ELCAYA, Nature’s true aid to Beauty,
the one toilet cream known the world over
for its distinct quality and purity.

CREME ELCAYA

"Makes the Skin like Velvet
renews the complexion, gives it that clean, refined,
inviting look after the harsh, dull Winter. ELCAYA
will please you, for it delight! every “Weil-Groomed"
American Woman Let it be your choice, too;
purity and quality mean just as much to you as to any
one else—remember, ask for ELCAYA.
All Dealers. Nation-Wide, SellELCA YA
CREME ELCAYA CERAT ELCAYA
SAVON ELCAYA POUDRE ELCAYA
Sample for 2c. Send Dealer's Name
| JAM ESC. CRANE SoleA ent 107 Fulton St. N.Y.

Winter Coughs, Colds
and Sore Throats
from exposure to rain, wind,
snow or sudden drafts are
quickly checked with

LTDEN’S
MENTHOL

COUGH DROPS
Why risk pneumonia, bron¬
chitis, tonsilitis, etc., when
these little wonder-workers
ire only five cents ?
Keep a package handy.
LUDEN’S HAS A HUNDRED USES

’s Menthol Cough Drop*
Give Quick Relief"
Sold Everywhere
Wm. H.Luden. Mfr., Reading, Pa.,U.SJV.

__TEACHERS USE PIANO
KEYBOARD
SKETCH
rti ir»P|\|TS USE
STAMP
Outline of Keyboard for Intervtalsand Scales
. SO.05

WITH NOTE BOOKS

CO ,w£od1awn, !■«.

GEO. W. MUNRO
Voice Building
a specialty
LOST VOICES RESTORED
. COME to CHICAGO to study'
Music—where you haoe the oppor¬
tunity to hear Grand Opera, Orchesarti <s Krf>’
^ SKal vl,illrV

S16 Kimball Hall
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requires the greatest possible wisdom
Messiah is an example of this need. It
advise wisely in these cases, and 1 cc
is very essential that the singer should
fess that I dread this responsibility me
be able to take the E with a delicate
touch in order to obtain the necessary than anything else in my life as
when it reproduces ^the delivery
__
expressiveness in the words “comfort teacher.
ye.” The same is true in other places
-BIG” AND “LITTLE” VOICES
Sembnch
^ The performin this beautiful number where this
The surprise expressed by many people p e
singers is precisely on the
fata! note occurs. But it is rarely sung over the fact that Bonci’s ’ little voice ance o
® -ed by the playing of
as it should be, for the tenors of to¬
Commencement piece by a long trained
day pay so little attention to beauty in fills the Metropolitan Opera House
as well as it did the Manhattan, and that *
;1 who has been working
singii'.;?.
the singer evidently makes no grea e
.
thing under his teacher for
The contralto and true mezzo-soprano effort in the larger than in the smaller on that one
voices have one characteristic in com¬ auui’o: ium, shows that there is still much months.^
: who has taught singing ramon. They both have a tendency to confusion in the public mind about the JM*
...11 understand at once that the
break in the middle for the very simple
ability to get under the single notes and
reason that the singer thinks she must
volces,,
,
in
any
grasp
the
relations of each and all of
sing the low notes way down in the
Bond s voice would not be b,S
J fheni to the whole phrase and of the
chest and the high ones way up ill the auditorium,
but it will sound approxt tnern
.
•
ajjj
head. The result of this process is that mately as big in the Metropolitan Opera phrase to the entire song requires first of
T,
when he all a "complete comprehension of form.
the high notes become higher and the House as » Mendelssohn
KM whence ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ fflust
h
lower notes lower as time goes on, and
my father carried the Emerson
is all tone
more than what is commonly called form
the poor medium notes are left high sings his fully vitalized
cause his tone is pure—it is all toi
Piano as a leader. As his successor I,
i the curricula of conservatories.- Meand dry with neither vitality nor res¬
Many of the “big” voices heard ...
too, make it my leader, not as a mat¬
;
what
is
generally
meant,
onance. When this break in the voice
ter of sentiment, but rather of sound
is once established it is very hard to opera houses '^^ "'ium^^would'the whereas a knowledge of harmonic form
business principles. The Emerson,
remedy, and it is very hard to under¬
.
or . i.
all through these years, has thor¬
stand why our singers continue to
oughly satisfied my most exacting
pursue this stupid method of using Se”b;"b- Ti.” te°'e,»”ne.h”n” “h“ » » “i»g«r approach .he stud*
patronage, because in tone, touch,
such as Iso[de or Melisande
the beautiful voices which abound in sounds bigger in a targe
durability and in artistic treatment
small one.
vibSs in the air without that solid musical foundation
America.
of design, it has proved itself to be
frontal voice.
whereas a which makes the printed page of Wagner
a wonderful instrument. No other
There is one characteristic of the lyric big but impure tone would kill the air or Debussy an open book? Are we not
make, selling at the price, has
soprano voice that needs spec'.?.! mention. vibrations by its own dissonances. This justified in suspecting t at some o
e
seemed to me to be in a class with
It is that peculiar resonance of the voice is a crude way of stating a well-known interpreters of opera roles know them
the Emerson.”
called frontal voice. It sounds sc high principle of acoustics, but it may suggest only rote fashion, note by note phrase by
The judgment of both dealers and
in the head as to lie right behind the to some of the people who wonder at the phrase and scene by scene, and that they
users is conclusive evidence of
forehead, hence the name frontal. This carrying quality of small voices a solu- sing for the passing moment without
Emerson quality.
voice hardly seems like real voice but tion of the phenomenon. Sembrich and realizing its place m the witching hour?
rather like the so-called falsetto voice for Bonci both possessing comparatively
Dealers in principal cities and towns.
The singer who does not know music
men’s voices. The peculiar characteristic small ’voices, have no difficulty in making is partly blind and must always go about
Illustrated catalogue free.
of this voice is its tendency to sound a their tones tell in the furthermost corners in the hands of a leader. On the other
EMERSON PIANO CO.
little sharp all the time. Even if it is in of the big Metropolitan, while some of hand, the true artist who can penetrate
tune it sounds “out of tune.” Further¬ the singers in that house with big voices to the heart of a composition, to whom
Boston, Mass.
more, it has a peculiarly hollow sound
expend twice the physical effort with less the constituent parts of the melodic
that does not mix well with other voices
satisfactory results.
structure and the subtler atmospheric surand is peculiarly artificial.
Here is another object lesson to show rounding of the harmony are clearly in¬
When this habit is once established in
students of the voice that they should telligible, can stand and walk alone. This
the voice it is extremely difficult to cure.
concern themselves with quality of tone singer makes his own readings. He is
Where it is the natural pose of the voice
and let quantity take care of itself.— not parrot chattering the ideas of a
and has always been there it is almost
Musical America.
coach. And these singers are usually to
hopeless and the singer may as well give
be found at the top—IF. /. Henderson,
up the idea of public singing. Where it
in New York Sun.
is simply an acquired habit from singing
MUSICIANSHIP FOR SINGERS.
“in the head" too mpeh, it may be reme¬
Two things have recently struck with
SHEA
died by cultivating the middle voice and
PARIS, 5, rue Gounod
then coming to the high notes slowly much force upon the notice of those who
AVOID QUICK TRAINING.
one by one with a more normal emission dwell in the world of music study. One
Alberto Randegger, who died in Lon¬
VOCALJNSTRUCTION
is
that
the
young
persons
who
desire
of the tone. In fact, the lyric soprano
don a few days ago, is the type of musi¬
^'^to'sing in Opera
“The Choice of a
should from the beginning make the ardently to become opera singers are un
cian who will be sincerely mourned. As
in France
Voice-Teacher”
greatest effort to cultivate a good cen¬ willing to be musicians. The other i
a teacher of singing, Randegger was as
tral voice for the upper notes present no that the inability to speak English prop¬ successful as Francesco Lamperti and
problem whatever when this has been erly is one of the most formidable ob¬ Manuel Garcia, and his method of in¬
well done. This advice has been given stacles in the way of acquiring a good struction, like that of the Italian and
by the great masters for many genera¬ quality of tone in singing.
BARITONE
The resistance of th°e singer to musical ^"'sh 1^tce'developmenj ^"should
tions, and those singers who have fol¬
Correct Tone Emission and The
lowed it have never had occasion, to re¬ TSSZgSS'*be studied daily by all vocal teacher,
Science of Singing
gret it. There is no better advice we can
tories which compel them to study the Above all, the modern teachers ought to
276 Madison*Ave!LED ^ ' ‘ New York, N. Y.
give the young singer than this—Culti¬
art of music. These students always de- remember that Randegger, Lamperti and
vate a Goon Central Voice—It makes
Clare that they can easily find masters Garaa never practiced any of the quick
all the crooked ways straight for the
.®
singer if they will only heed it. I will who will prepare them for the stage in trammg ™et ods Preval irjS °
pe - y.
not say it is easy. On the contrary, it two years and who will not require them extent 'n tb,s country an
to learn harmony, sight reading, ear With few exceptions, the greatest singers
takes much time and patience and the
°f our tjme,s dlc,no* t;mt>res* a"y one 0
very best instruction. Any lyric soprano training or the other “hard things.”
This is incontestably true. It is also the beginning of then student days by
can sing somehow on high notes, but
to maintain an even scale from C to C— undeniable that many opera singers can- their phenomenal voices but they reached
not learn a single role without the help **
by «
hard work
two octaves—is a hard battle.
of a coach. They often have to acquire
after year.—Musical Courier.
BE WHAT YOU ARE.
new parts by ear. They sit beside a piano ----In this article I have only attempted while an accompanist drums the melodies
bronchial
to generalize in such a way that some into their memories. It seems rather
Give wonderful relief in throat and voice trouble. Introduced to the public
readers may be led to think carefully _ mean and pitiful to think of a great
more than fifty years ago, they have never been suipassed as a specific for
where they are going and what is going' public idol who knows so little about his
hoarseness,
loss
of voice and bronchial trouble. Entirely free from opiates.
to be the results of that going.
own business, but any person familiar
Price, 25c, 50c, and $1.00
Sample mailed free on request.
It is of the utmost importance to one with the inside history of opera houses
JOHN L BROWN & SON.BOSTON, MASS.
who hopes to do professional work to can tell you that this story is no idle
have the voice well made and trained in
the class where he belongs. If he be a
Furthermore, these same singers must
ROM a large number of letters received in answer to my December ad in The Etude, page 851,1 have
selected a number of questions representing information most sought after by vocal students.
baritone he must be a baritone and not have every accent, every phrase, every
I shall print these questions with replies in a small volume. These replies, have helped many vocal
howl away at a tenor repertoire. On the significant point in the declamation and
studio successfully 20 years. There will also be included other helpful suggestions for singers. ONE
other hand, if he be a tenor and is try¬ every climax in the lyric passages pointed
DOLLAR,
Postage prepaid.
ing to support a baritone repertoire his out to them. They do not know enough
GEORGE CHADWICK STOCK, Teacher of Singing
voice is bound to be too insufficient to about music to perceive these things for
Studio, Y. M. C. A. Bldg., New Haven. Conn.
be a successful professional singer. It themselves. Now what is the result?
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A FIRM FOUNDATION.
I know a number of singers who are
reaching the prime of life and who are
not filling the promise of their younger
days. Most of these are failing from
one cause—they were not well trained—
their careers were not built upon a firm
foundation.
By reason of the great circulation of
The Etude these lines cannot fail to meet
the eye of some—-perhaps many—young
singers who are longing for a career as
singers. Let us sit down together and
consider a few thoughts on this subject
that suggest themselves to me as the
result of many years’ experience.
Please read this over very carefully.
A career in any profession is something
that grows. It is not an incident that
happens in one day or one week or one
year. The big things come to you only
after the little things are well done, and
if you cannot master the big things you
can only be second rate. Whatever you
are these larger opportunities come to
you usually rather unexpectedly, and if
you are not equal to the occasion you
must fall down.
The important thing for you in your
career is that you have a sure founda¬
tion. If you are to be a singer your first
duty must be to see that you have per¬
fect control over your voice. This has
been borne in upon me so impressively
by certain singers I have known of who
have failed at the critical moment for no
other reason than the lack of knowledge
about using their voices.
When one has to use one’s voice pro¬
fessionally day after day it is necessary
to use it in such a way that it will “wear”
as little as possible. One may push the
voice for a time by reason of superior
physical powers, but the voice will soon
lose its beauty if it does not break.
GET THE BEST TEACHER OBTAINABLE.
Therefore, if, after looking the matter
over very seriously, you have decided to
become a singer get the best teacher of
the voice you can find. Not a pianist
who “teaches singing a little,” or even a
great deal, but a real master of the voice
who knows. Stick to the fundamental
principles of singing until you know
them and then never depart from them.
Make your preparation long and sure so
that when your opportunities come you
can grasp them and “make good.”
How many times have I heard the
wail “I have had opportunities, but when
it came to the test I did not know how

SOME AXIOMS FOR SINGERS.
Singing is the simplest thing in the

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
FOR

Great artists are conspicuous for their
beautiful singing and not for the quantity.

Brain Workers

A great singer without radiant health
is an impossibility.

Strengthens the exhausted and con¬
fused brain, relieves nervous head¬
ache and induces refreshing sleep.

Singing should be spontaneous and
natural, not forced and artificial.
Cultivate assidiousiy the middle of the
voice and the ends will care for them¬
selves.

The

Bayreuth Festival

'Opera in London, Paris

Cultivate the lyric a long time before
attempting the dramatic.

BACK-HANDED AXIOMS FOR
SINGERS.
To learn to sing go to some piano
teacher. Don’t trouble to go to a real
singing master. He will be too slow for
you and make you practice scales and
other disagreeable things. The piano
teacher can play fast enough and loud
enough so that you will never learn how
badly your voice sounds.Don’t try to keep time when you sing.
Just dislocate the rhythm as much as pos¬
sible and they will think you have tem¬
perament.
When you sing in public sing as loud
as you can. The fellow on the back
seat has paid his money and he wants to
hear. Then, too, you look so nice when
you get red in the face.
If you make a mistake lay it to the ac¬
companist. What are you paying him
for, anyway?
Above all things do not pay for your
singing lessons in advance. Your teacher
would drop dead if you tried it on him.
Make him wait for his fee a year or
two to cultivate his patience. Then for¬
get all about it.
When you practice sing as high as you
can most of the time. The neighbors up¬
stairs like that sort of thing.

PIANO

TEACHERS

“Little Journeys in Melody Land’
“Poetical Thoughts,” "Melodic Sunshine”
and other compositions by NETTIE I). ELLSWORTH, gems
thematlc’circulnr u nTb. KLLSWOIIT II A “co!|
Publishers, 7700 Hangul.,,,!, St., Chicago, HI.

MUSIC MATERIAL
FOR

Kindergarten Teachers
children and has invented many devices which lead by
easy graduated steps, from simple child play to intelligent
study of the Tone Language.
The Color Bird Scale; Color Note Scale; Small
Color Scale; Music Staff Peg Board; Music Staff
Folding Board, etc.
Write at once for descriptive catalog and information
regarding Correspondence Course.
DANIEL BATCHELLOR & SONS,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Penna.

Your Complexion Needs Protection

Dr. T. Felix Gouraud’s

Oriental Cream

Get lessons for nothing if possible.
or Magical Beautifier
The young teacher has to vivisect some¬
Renders the skin like
Again, I say, make your foundation one's voice, and yours will do. Then,
i! e softness of velvet,
firm and sure.
too, its nice to belong to the tramp
leaving it clear and
There is no profession which should be family. They never have to pay for anypearly white.
A daily necesa steady natural growth more than the
stty for the
singer’s, and it would be very easy to
Get
a
job
in
church
if
you
can,
and
point out a number of singers who gave
little evidence of great promise in their then try to drown out all the other
home or while
earlier years but who by reason of their singers. The deaf lady in the front seat
traveling, as it
steady logical development have achieved likes to see you work.
protects the
success. The voice reaches its maturity
skin from the
harsh
Spring
by a slow growth and is rarely an ac¬
“Those who imagine that a creative artist
winds. It is a
complished “fact” in the beginning. As can, through the medium of his art, ex¬
perfect non-greasy toilet cream, and positively
a matter of fact the best voices are press his feelings at the moment when he
will not cause or encourage the growth of hair,
the greatest disappointment to singing is moved make the greatest mistake. which every lady should guard against when
teachers.
Emotions, sad or joyful can only be ex¬ selecting a toilet preparation. GOURAUD’S
They seem to presume upon the gifts pressed retrospectively so to speak. With¬ ORIENTAL CREAM has stood the test of
nature has bestowed instead of adding out any special reason for rejoicing, I may PUBLIC APPROVAL FOR 65 YEARS,
to these gifts all that art has to offer. be moved by the most cheerful creative /the surest sign of its harmless nature. At any
Some of the greatest voices of our time mood, and, vice versa, a work composed first-class druggist or department store.
have gone to early vocal graves as a amid the happiest surroundings may be
penalty for disobeying the natural and touched with dark and gloomy colors.”
simple laws of the voice.
—Tsdhaikowski.
Why disdain the profound study of
these laws when it is by following them
A little book of perfumed powder leaves to
that you are to mount to your success.
carry sn the purse, to use on all occasions to
quickly improve the complexion. They are
Great artists depend upon their firm
■very refreshing.
foundation for the great achievements of
their career, and this foundation is the
FERD. T. HOPKINS, Prop.,
correct and natural production of the
37 Great Jones St. NEW YORK, N. y!
voice.—P. D. Aldrich.
Please mention THE ETUDE « 1 addressing our advertisers.
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Dr. Smith Newell lVui
Oberliu, O., In 1837; a
studies there with local t
grew them, and came to N
York, where he
took up piano and organ
rueruu. ne eoterJR college aiu!*wa«
• organ hnd an oxi
h the player faced tl

ADDITIONAL TONES.
....
, ,
„
The general term diapasons means,
0f course, metal open diapasons, whether
.
\
of 16, 8, 4, 2% or 2 ft. Of these, the
8 ft. tone is necessarily the normal and

U"YmIN"EGISTRATI0NF0R
ENSEMBLE MUSIC.

of various degrees of power from ff to

THE DOMINATING TONE.
It may be assumed with confidence that
the universal organ builder will build his
great organ on this foundation. The
swell organ too will always have its
diapasons. Too often, alas, these are too

diaPason and not a lrue diaPason at 3,1
In the old Broadway Tabernacle, at
Thirty-fourth street and Broadway, New
York, now replaced by a great business
block, there was a three manual Erben
organ on which the writer of this article
officiated for a few years. This contained
that ram avis, a choir organ with genuine
diapasons.

for fanciful effects only? Any organist
can experiment with the 8 ft diapason,
and he w,11 surely discover the thinness
and unsatisfactory effect, the lack of fullness and brightness that is wanted. On
hand, the open diapason needs
the incisive cutting “me of the gamba or
viol di gamba. and c the other the large
&
’
v..
““5^
and .round doppel floete and the stopped
diapason with the slightly husky tone
which answer as a foil to the sharpness
of the gamba.
MIXTURE STOPS.
These in combination round up and fill
it the diapason tone. Still we are con¬
scious of a certain dullness of tone. Let
4 ft. stop, the so-called
“principal” or a 4 ft. flute, and lo! the
dullness gives place to brightness. Experimenting farther, we add a 2 ft. stop
and tdlc brightness becomes brilliancy
though if the 2 ft. stop be strong the
effect may he a bit screamy and the
ensemble top-heavy. So we add a 16 ft
st0P. and this broadens out the bottom
teine> which balances the high tones. Most
*arSe organs, especially the old-timers
have a,so “mixture” stops which sound
for every, note played two or three or
’norc harmonic tones at a distance of
8th- 12th, 15th, 17th or 19th above the
fundamental. The explanation of all
,hese high tones (their raison d'etre) is
found m the attempt to supply for all
‘undamental tones the important
lones which are always present
human voice,
«nl» the piano
...
human
and all orchestral
instruments except flutes.
tfWWe" known that these overtones
various proportions give
the
give the
timbre or special tone color of the voice
or the instrument. But the organ •
mam!y deficient in overtones TW t 1S
these artificial overtones. Bui their weak!
ness, and specially such a, , I T
17th, is that they add a set of .,
&
each note played and th
them to
the 17ths, will swear at oth SC’ SpeClally
instance, a chord bplavwTt^ F°J
i„ addition to these fs heard ’
taneously. for the C C F rt
■
c.-u, tor the E,

THE

E-GI-B, for the G, G-B-D. To be sure,
the fundamental tone is the louder and
predominates; still, the discordance is
there, and asserts itself to a degree.
Modern builders have mostly abandoned
the use of the 12ths and I7ths. The addi¬
tion of 4 and 2 ft. stops, especially in
soft or mezzo passages, calls for judg¬
ment.
harmonics needed.
It will generally be found that when the
harmonics lie low the high stops are useful,
often essential, but when the harmonics
range high the 2 ft. stop and probably
the
The tr~
— 4- ft.- may
, well be avoided.....
of 16 ft. stops must have special consideration. The bass part of all music is
naturally the "base” part. In other words,
it is the foundation on which all the harmonies are reared; 16 ft stops in the
manuals affect all the voices alike, upper,

weak and insipid, too much thrown ii
be
the background when full swell'is to b,
used, gut the choir organ is generally a
mere collection of solo stops, and this
oftentimes even in four manual'organs,
.so that a full choir organ, or, indeed, any
choir combination, is not practical. If
it has a diapason it is generally a violin

After graduatk
... 1 ,intf abroad1 towww'ffi at
Leipzig and Fails. including lessons with
the8CUnlted * State™* and *not ^“definitely
located. lie received n flattering offer whlrh
tounded'n conservatory*and°a''dualh settle ty!
' ■stral and choral, the Mozart Club.
sojourn t
s of five
malarious, and be
‘ '
‘.
prominent In its musical life as org ulst
and teacher of the piano, organ and
inony. In 1SS4 lie whs elected preside
National Association,
1K85 he received from the University
v York the degree of Doctor of Music
h‘‘ '\'?s ‘wlw elected president of the
s. M. I. Association. His composllire numerous, vocal, orchestral, piano
•gan. Editor of The Etude.

three or four manuals and great variety
of registers is growing year by year,
becomes ever more important for the
ganist to be personally well posted on the
coloring and effect of all the single
registers that are likely to be found,
well as of the most practical and most
impractical combinations. It is easy to
,i„
(i, __ .
a
A
.
classify the registers into flue stops and
reed stops and to subdivide“ *the“ flues |tt|
diapasons, string tone and flute tone.
This is but the beginning, and there are
now found flue stops which cannot be
properly classed under either of the above
heads. There are numerous different
..
flutes, and a similar thing can be
said of
the reeds. New stops ari
sented and
constructed every yi
The task of the organ student should
simply the mastering of the fecitfficuities of martual and pedal playing, but the compiling of a classified list
of tonal effects likely to be found in
large organs by single registers or by
combinations and a more limited list for
smaller two manual organs. Then beyond all this comes, of course, the fitting
out of the various movements and the
various parts of the same movement with
the appropriate registration. To be sure
the desired registration is often printed
in the compositions, yet such directions
are frequently perfunctory, and are always only approximate, as organs ever
differ in number of manuals, in lists of
draw stops and even in the tone quality
or power of any given register from different builders. But if there
law
in these matters, the organist ill learn
that there are certain general and foun¬
dation principles which will aid him to
become a law unto himself.
versally recognized that the distinctive
and dominating organ tone is that of its
diapasons

ETUDE
THE CHOIR CONDUCTOR.
SHALL IT BF. THE ORGANIST OR A SINGER?
WHICH AND WHY?

middle and lower.
When the harmonics are contrapuntal,
e., when all the voices are independently melodic, the 16 ft. tone materially
interferes with this. It is on an entirely
different footing from high stops (4 and
2 ft.). These latter are in a sense absorbed into the 8 ft. or normal tone as
overtones. But the 16 ft. tone is not thus
absorbed. It interferes to an appreciable
extent with the voice or voices below, and
the effect of parallel octaves is frequently
noticeable. But in the lower part it
broadens out the “base” and does not in¬
terfere with the voices above. The pedal
therefore the appropriate place
^th 16 ft t
^ will ever be a demand for 16 ft.
high Mopt
fevt^ere thT^nS
must discriminate. In solid harmonics not
essentially contrapuntal, the 16 it. tone
mav he verv valuable o*
It will, however, be notfeed ^hat rell
contrapuntal passages are seldom ff, so
that big body of tone is not so requisite ;
16 ft. aiwps
stops uu
on swcii
swell manual are generam
general!.!
abominable in close position chords, low
lying, say about an octave and a half
below middle C. The pedal 16 ft. tone
should not be overworked. Its invariable
use, and certainly without the 8 ft., be¬
comes insufferably tedious. Yet how
common a mistake of our organists it is.
’

A PLEASING RELIEF.
What a pleasing relief to have occa¬
sional bits of harmony with only 8 ft.
tf all sort should be
and abuse of reed
stops in combination requires thought,
listening and experimenting. Seldom will
reed stops fit to rapid running passages,
even in solos. Certainly trumpets and all
powerful reeds should be reserved for
martial effects, stately passages and spe¬
cial climaxes. The oboe is generally good
in combination as well as in solos. For¬
tissimo usually means full great and swell
combined without reeds.
Small organs can have but few practical
combinations. Large instruments should
have quite a number of available ones,
including some in which the string tone
should predominate and others where the
!L?tes should be specially in evidence,
Then the organist should take special care
^at a" t*le incidental melodic bits be
glven as far as is practicable a tone
give"
treatment that will allow them to have an
,ndividual character apart from the rest
of the composition
—_'
.
i
A MAN sholjld hear a little music.
read a ,ittle Poetry, and see a fine
P’cture every day of his life in order
worldly cares may not’obliterate
Jhe Sense of the beautiful which God
has lmPlanted in the human soul —
Goethe. ■

American Guild of Organists

Choir conductors are, as a rule, either
the organists of the churches or solo
singers in the choirs; more commonly
the former. Each plan has its advantages
and its disadvantages. Let us discuss the
problem and its conditions.
By the way of prelude we mention
some circumstances and essentials which
have a bearing on the question and its
solution. In the first place, conductors
should be assured and confident, and this
will count for much, for in general the
world is disposed, prima facie, to take
people at their own estimate. Yet selfassurance and self-confidence are not a
guarantee of merit. Indeed, these are
often specially in evidence where there is
slender musical ability.
Time is the test, and a conductor who
makes good for a matter of two years
will probably hold the position. In the
second place, a choir conductor must have
a quick and true ear and a good knowl¬
edge of harmony and part writing, and
should he able to spot and correct any
misprints or careless work of composers.
The actual conductor must have ever
running in the ear every note of the
music, voice parts and accompaniment.
Farther than this, a good knowledge of
human nature and a lot of tact are essen¬
tials.
Now for the problem itself. The studies
and instruction which fit one for organ
playing make the student (or are sup¬
posed to) a good sight reader, quick and
resourceful in registration, and furnish
at least a fair knowledge of harmony and
harmonic construction. If ambitious and
plucky, counterpoint follows on, possibly
instrumentation, and a composer and all¬
round musician develops. This is, of
course, a great advantage on conducting.
Yet the organist actually plays only the
organ part and this must have the special
attention.
Then as to the other side. A solo
singer has presumably had vocal instruc¬
tion on forming good or bad tones,
breathing, sight singing, phrasing, tem¬
perament, and possibly (but far too sel¬
dom) enunciation. All this makes for
good singing, but more than this, it is
stock in trade for guiding other singers,
for the better singing one can secure
from the choir the more successful the
conductor. Yet the singer actually sings
but the one part, and this must have the
special attention.
Now, an organist-conductor must have
some practical knowledge of voice pro¬
duction, pleasant tones, nasal qualities,
etc., and must make the singers all phrase
together. Likewise, the singer-conductor
must have some knowledge of the organ
and of its manipulation, for the accom¬
paniment is an integral part of the
musical composition. A poor accompanist
can entirely defeat the wishes of the con¬
ductor. Then there are drawbacks on
either side of the case.
A DIFFICULT POSITION.
It is a simpler matter for the con¬
ductor of a singing society. He stands
•n front where he can equally hear every
Part, faces the singers, and beats the time.
This is very seldom done in a church
choir. A singer-conductor must stand in
line with the other singers and face the
congregation. If he beats the time the
singers cannot see it. and with chorus
choirs he cannot well hear voices behind
nim and on the outside lines. Likewise,
the organist-conductor is ordinarily placed
ichind the choir or at one side, where the
choir cannot see him.
if the console is extended in front of
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the choir, the case is much better, for
the organist can see the singers and better
hear them, and, what is more important,
they can see him. This is of special im¬
portance in starting off or at some special
accent. A slight nod of the head may
suffice, for he cannot beat the time and
play, too, although some make ridiculous
attempts to do so.
In comparing the two supposed cases,
organist-conductor and singer-conductor,
we find that a player, sitting always at a
little distance from the singers, will gen¬
erally better hear the vocal ensemble than
one singing at the time himself or herself
and right on the singing line.
The efforts of the two conductors to
keep the choirs up to promptness and pre¬
cision are noteworthy, sometimes amus¬
ing, sometimes painful. Yet whatever the
handicap, a lack of perfect unity or pre¬
cision of attack- can never be excused. A
way must be found. Some organists ac¬
quire the habit of playing just in advance
of the singers, thus dragging the singers
after them. Occasionally, not so often,
do we find singing leaders dragging the
other singers after them. There is al¬
ways, too, danger of the conductors, or¬
ganists or singers magnifying the im¬
portance of their own part. An obligato
organ part may seem to the player the
“it” of the composition, and be made un¬
duly prominent, or a very simple accom¬
paniment figure which should be entirely
in the background be made obtrusive. On
the other hand, singers are a little apt to
select their anthems with special refer¬
ence to their own solo singing, also to
absorb an undue share of the offertory
solos. As a result of this, a one-sided
choir and probable hard feelings on the
part of the other soloists, if there be
such.
Perhaps a singer-conductor is more
successful in a quartet choir than in any
other.
In general, an organist is a more all¬
round musician than a singer, and knows
more of singing than a singer does of
organ playing. All this has to be consid¬
ered in deciding which shall conduct.—
Y. N. Penfield, in The Choir Leader.

THE FEATHER-WEIGHT TOUCH.
Concert pianists long ago acknowl¬
edged that a light piano action was
a positive disadvantage. There is a
sympathy between the mental and
finger operations which is in evidence
when you feel your keys, but is largely
absent when your fingers simply fly
through space. The tone heard from
the piano is then the only assurance
that your fingers are on the right
track.
Now come the organists expressing
the same sentiment but more urgently,
because in most large concert organs
the tone comes perceptibly late to the
player’s ears, and while the concurrent
course of mind, fingers and feet is
striving to depict faithfully the mind’s
conception of the tonal structure, he
hears, not what he is playing, but what
he has just played—a sort of canon ef¬
fect as it were. Thus the actual tone
distracts rather than assists, and you
are largely dependent on feeling your
way. But if you can neither hear nor
feel, you are, in slang phrase, “up
against it.”

A STUDY IN REGISTRATION
FOR SOLO MUSIC.
The study of solo stops and of ap¬
propriate accompaniments is a study
by itself and usually receives less
thought and judgment thaq it de¬
mands. In general a solo stop should
be selected which will bring out as
far as possible the individual and char¬
acteristic tone suited to the passage.
The composer for orchestra under¬
stands his business and knows what
to give to a violin, a violoncello, a flute,
and oboe, a clarinet, a cornet, a French
horn, etc.
It is mainly a matter of varied timbre,
of richness of tone, of warmth, of earnest¬
ness, of tenderness, of delicacy, of real
vocal quality, of agility, etc. So the organ¬
ist must size up the special tone color
called for by his various solo passages
and select for them the solo stops
most suitable in timbre, in body of
tone, in agility, in brightness, in som¬
breness, etc. In small organs and alas!
sometimes in larger ones, it is “Hob¬
son’s choice” and the oboe is the only
good stop.with possibly a fair melodia.

One Reason— •"
for Its Popularity
is the known superior merit which
has made Pears’ Soap famous.

It

holds its fame by deserving it—by
highest quality never let down by
introduction of impure or inferior
ingredients.

Another reason for

its popularity

Is That Everyone Can Afford
to profit by its delightful emollient prop¬
erties. It is absolutely pure. Its price
is as low as common soaps which so
often do harm. It lasts far longer. It
keeps the skin in perfect health and
matchless for the complexion is

THE USE OF THE OBOE STOP.
The oboe is, par excellence, a utility
solo stop. It has decided individuality,
warmth and fair vocal quality. The
melodia has no vocal element, but is
large and round and is fairly agile.
It is surprising hpw few solo stops
have names which correctly indicate
their character. The oboe, bassoon,
viola, violoncello and cornet would
naturally suggest imitations of the or¬
chestral instruments of same names.
The vox humana ought seemingly to
give to us the tohe of a Sembrich or
a Caruso, and in the vox celestis we
should find a reflex of Gabriel’s voice.
They are all misnomers, unless it be
the latter.
We have, however, our
suspicions on this head, which can not
be verified, as no one has heard the
angels sing since the shepherds on
Bethlehem’s plains which long ante¬
dated the vox celestis stop.

Pears9
S OAP

FREDERICK MAXSON

GONGERT ORGANIST
Instruction in Piano, Organ, Theory
1003 South 47th Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

A MISNAMED STOP.
As to the vox humana, if any sing¬
ers actually sang with the nasal tone
of the organ stop we would gag them
or send them right off to a vocal
teacher to have their voices rebuilt.
The orchestral instruments above named
are in all cases entirely different in
their tonal effects from those of the
organ stops named. The cornet stop
of the organ is a mixture flue stop of
two, three or four ranks. Now the
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dissimilarity of tonal effect of these
organ stops from that suggested by
their names is.not an indication that
they are not useful or even desirable
stops. They might as well have been
christened with any other names, per¬
haps Tom, Dick or Harry, and it
would have been as it is now our place
to test them and use them as we found
them suitable.
THE FLUTE STOPS.
Flute stops are of great variety, of
16 ft., 8 ft., 4 ft. and 2 ft., and mainly
made of wood. Of 16 ft. we have the
bourdon; of 8 ft. we find doppel floete,
clarabella, melodia, and in modern
organs we find a so-called concert
flute, also the stopped diapason which
belongs to the flute family in spite of
its name. Of 4 ft. there are flute harmonique, chimney flute, spitz flute,hohl
flute, wald flute and others. Of 2 ft.
the piccolo. Occasionally the double
bourdon of 32 ft. The most useful
of these in solo playing are perhaps
for f or mf in 8 ft. tone the concert
flute which is rich and round and the
melodia which is milder and a fair
imitation of the French horn. In 4
ft. tone the wald flute has usually the
most tenderness and delicacy.
Of
stops generally classed as string toned,
useful stops are violin diapason, viol
di
gamba, keranlophen,
salicional
aeolina.
A dulciano is really an open diapason
of small scale and quite soft and deli¬
cate. For loud and confident solos the
open diapason is sometimes admirable.
Of the reeds the oboe easily leads the
van followed by cremona, clarinet and
a mild trumpet. For ff the tuba mirabilis and for pp the vox humana. We
note that a number of stops, viol di
gamba, trumpet, vox humana and
others, especially in the lower octave
are sluggish in starting.
PROMPTNESS OF ATTACK.
Promptness of attack is generally
secured by addition of a stopped diap¬
ason.
The double bourdon and many
big pedal pipes are sluggish. For solos
requiring great rapidity flute stops are
generally the most effective.
CARE IN THE ACCOMPANIMENT.
Then the accompaniment requires
care and attention. That this should
i little softer than the solo part'
goes without saying. Also unless it
has a melodic character of its own, in
a sense" contrapuntal to the solo’ it
should have a somewhat colorless tone
which will support the solo, yet not
distract the attention from it. But if
time cone—.... - i
“
should be auite diff " * r
6 quabty
oerhaos an th
erent from the solo,
perhaps anther solo stop, so that it
will prove simply a foil. Accompanymg hgures m sprightly arpeggios are
,
g‘V<;n ° a st°PPed diapason, as it
grea agility. Suitable accompanymg s ops and combination should be
ound in all the manuals.
Organ builders of the present day
are applying their inventive genius specially to the construction of mechanical
appliances, for working the registers
and making instantaneous changes
without removing the hands from the
keyboards.

THE PUPIL WHO WON’T
OBSERVE.
BY OSCAR HATCH HAWLEY.
For the pupil who always gets many
chords wrong when reading at sight,
and does not seem to have ear enough
to detect there is anything incorrect
about it, there is only one cure, and
that is making him spell the chords by
letter before striking them. This kind of
pupil is, I think, the most exasperating
of all because he seems to have a total
lack of the idea of tonality. A resolu¬
tion of the dominant seventh to the
sub-medient chord is his especial pitfall,
for in nine cases out of ten he will
take the chord of the tonic and never
seem to feel that anything is wrong.
Frequently he plays the sub-dominant
chord for the sub-medient, and the
dominant for the six-four chord of
the tonic, and never seems to know
the difference, and altogether he is a
most unsatisfactory pupil.
But his
fault is lack of observation. He has
never been trained to see all the notes
in a chord, and his ear training has been
neglected so that he does not have an
idea of irregular chord progressions,
and, consequently, cannot understand
the necessity for absolute accuracy in
striking his chords. Many a pupil has
said to me: “Well, I don’t see that it
is such a terrible matter; there’s only
one note wrong.” And the fault is
not altogether with that pupil’s sense
of hearing, but largely with his funda¬
mental training. So, to cure him, it
is necessary for him to spell out the
chords for several lessons, perhaps,
until his mind naturally grasps chords
as they are written.
But this whole problem of reading
is an important one, and if you are a
pupil, and have not conquered it, I
should advise you to begin at once and
teach yourself how to read correctly.
If you are a teacher, you must apply
yourself to the task of making your
pupils readers, for that is one of the
most important departments of music
study.
NO WORDS WASTED

About food, the following brief but
emPhatic letter from a Georgia woman
goes straight
g?es.
straiSht tto the point and is convincing.
“My frequent attacks of indigestion
and palpitation of the heart culminated
in a sudden and desperate illness, from
which I arose enfeebled in mind and
body. The doctor advised me to live on
cereals, but none of them agreed with
me un il I tried Grape-Nuts food and
Postum.
“The more I used of them the more
I felt convinced that they were just
what I needed, and in a short time they
made a different woman of me. My
stomach and heart troubles disappeared
as if by magic, and my mind was restored and is as clear as it ever was.
“T gained flesh and strength so
raP*dly that my friends were astonisIled- Postum and Grape-Nuts have
benefited
so greatlyjthat I am glad
bear this testimony.” Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
raust be nervy, quick
“There’s a reason,” and it is ex¬
of apprehension, resourceful, confident
yet open to conviction, thoroughly i„ plained in the little book. “The Road
earnest, a sight reader, tactful, and at to Wellville,” in pkgs.
Ever
read the above letter? A new
all times a perfect gentleman or lady
Organists must ever, in three words one appears from time to time. They
USE THEIR WITS
’ are genuine, true, and full of human
IUICIC5I.
interest.
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VOLUME THREE

Music !lr Child World
Compiled by
MARI RUEF HOFER
is now published and on sale. A long
promised book, delayed for various rea¬
sons, but in contents it would not have
been so attractively complete had it been
issued earlier, so there is some gain in the
waiting. It will be found a fitting climax
to so excellent a series, while in grade of
difficulty it is throughout the simplest of
the three books.
We give the section headings to denote
the variety of subject-matter covered:
I. The Children’s Hour; II. Familiar
Friends; III. Doll Suite; IV. A Long
Time Ago; V. Harvest Festival; VI.
Christmas; VII. Easter; VIII. Music
of the Springtime; IX. Serious
Music; X. Fairy Themes; XI. p’airy
Stories.
Sections I to X each contain from 5 to
12 numbers; section XI contains 27 num¬
bers. 15 pages are devoted to descrip¬
tive and instructive matter, and there are
132 pages of music alone.
_ The engraving and printing are of the
highest type of excellence and the book
is strongly bound in cloth, uniform with
the other two volumes. Price, $1.50.
A fine collection for piano teachers
wanting pieces in the 2d and 3rd grades
of difficulty.

Publishers
225 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, I

Your Music is Torn!
S-yard roll of white U„en or 10-yard
roll of paper, S5 cento each, postpaid.
Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissu
If your music dealer does not carry it. send 1
THEO. PRESSERCO., Philadelphia,Pi

ABOUT THE PIZZICATO.
Every student of the violin should
make himself master of the pizzicato,
both in the left hand as well as right
hand forms. Right and left hand pizzi¬
cato are met with constantly in solo
violin compositions.
In orchestra
work right hand pizzicato is principally
used, the left hand form being rarely
employed. Pizzicato is an Italian word
meaning “pinched” or “plucked,” and
in music for string instruments signi¬
fies that the strings are to be ‘picked”
with the fingers instead of being played
with the bow. Hardly any device for
string instruments is used more fre¬
quently in orchestra and chamber
music than the pizzicato, and when
used legitimately and appropriately it
never fails to produce an excellent ef¬
fect.
RIGHT HAND PIZZICATO.
When pizzicato is played with the
right hand, the bow is held at the frog
by grasping it with the second, third
and fourth fingers, thus leaving the
thumb and forefinger free. In order
to steady the hand, the thumb is held
against the edge of the fingerboard,
at the corner, and the strings pjeked
with the first finger.
It is possible
also to hold the bow with only two
fingers of the right hand, thus leaving
the first and second fingers both avail¬
able for picking. Many good violinists
teach this method, and use it in their
own playing, and it is certainly best.
By using the first and second fingers
alternately in playing pizzicato, much
greater speed can be acquired than by
using a single finger, just as a man
with two legs can run faster than one
hopping along with only one. The
majority of violinists, it is true, play
pizzicato with the first finger only, but
many of them find it* difficult to exe¬
cute a fast passage in that manner. For
this reason I think all violin teachers
should instruct their pupils to play fast
passages in pizzicato with two alter¬
nating fingers.
I have occasionally
met violinists who claimed that they
could play pizzicato as fast with one
finger as with two, but I am quite sure
the reason was because they had never
practiced the method with two fingers.
Occasionally passages are met with
in violin music where the pizzicato al¬
ternates so rapidly with passages played
with the bow that there is no time to
place the hand in the usual position
for pizzicato with the thumb against
the fingerboard.
In such cases the
bow is held, in the usual manner, and
the pizzicato notes played by the ex¬
tended first or second finger, which is
taken from the stick. Chords and sin¬
gle notes can easily be disposed of in
this manner, but pizzicato scales or a
°ng series of pizzicato notes are some¬
what difficult played without the sup¬
port of the thumb against the finger¬
board. Some violinists, however; suc¬
ceed very well in playing pizzicato in
his way. A familiar example of pizziCat°, alternating rapidly with bowing
Passages, .is that of Wieniawski’s
Ulawnak, in which the pizzicato chords
are Played by the extended second fin¬
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ger, the bow being held in the usual
manner. The notes marked with a
cross are played pizzicato and the
notes with a line with the bow. The
passage is as follows:

the beginner’s fingers sore at first, but
nature soon comes to his assistance
and toughens the skin where the finger
touches the string. Care must be taken
to make a good quality of tone. The
fleshy portion of the finger is used for
the pizzicato, and the fingernails must
not touch the strings. The pupil must
pick the strings sideways and not try
to “tear it up by the roots” perpendicu¬
larly from the fingerboard. As little
as five minutes daily given to the prac¬
tice of pizzicato will give the student
great facility in time.
When there are very long passages
in pizzicato, orchestra musicians some¬
times hold their violins under their
arms and pick the strings with the
thumb, although some orchestra direc¬
tors frown on this practice. Three and
four part chords can be played very
effectively with the thumb when the
violin is held in this position.

BERLIOZ’S METHOD.
Hector Berlioz, one of the greatest
masters of instrumentation the world
has ever known, suggested a method
by which the scope of pizzicato pas¬
Another example of a very quick sages could be greatly extended. In
change from bowing to pizzicato is his work on Modern Instrumentation he
found in Suppe’s Poet and Peasant says: “In the future, doubtless more
original and striking effects will be ob¬
overture.
If nothing is said in violin music the tained from pizzicato than have hither¬
to been essayed. Violinists, not con¬
bow' is used. The word “pizz.” directs
sidering pizzicato as an integral por¬
the player to pick the strings and re¬
tion of violin playing, have studied it
mains in effect until the words col arco
but little. Even yet they have only
(with the bow), or simply “arco,” are cared to use the thumb and forefinger
found, when a change back to the bow in playing pizzicato, so that they have
is indicated.
never been able to execute passages ot
Any note on the violin can be played arpeggios more rapidly than the semi¬
pizzicato, but above the sixth or quavers of a bar in four-four time, at
seventh position is not of much effect. a very moderate rate. Instead if, lay¬
Harmonics can also be played pizzi¬ ing down their bow, they were to use
cato in the same manner as harmonics the thumb and three fingers, letting
are played on the harp and guitar. Piz¬ the little finger support the right hand
zicato harmonics are rarely used, but by resting it on the violin as when
beautiful special effects could be ob¬ playing the guitar, they would soon
tained with them, if used in appropri¬ obtain facility in executing passages
ate places. They have a peculiar bell¬ such as the following—impossible at
like tone and can be' produced with
(The figures placed above the notes
considerable volume on a good instru¬
show the fingers of the right hand that
ment.
are employed; a + indicating the
TO PRODUCE A GOOD TONE.
thumb.)
In order to produce a good tone in
pizzicato, the fingerboard of the violin
should be perfectly smooth, for if there
are little grooves worn in the surface
(caused by the long-continued pres¬
sure of the fingers in practicing) the
pizzicato notes, instead of sounding
like the sonorous, pure tones of a
harp, will have a distressing, false, me¬
tallic twang, caused by the inability of
the strings to vibrate properly when
pressed into these little gutters. If the
fingerboard is warped, or if the surface
is not perfectly level and true in every
part, or has little humps and hollows,
the pizzicato notes in that part of the
fingerboard will suffer in quality. In
such a case a new fingerboard should
be put on, or the old one leveled. It
is also important to see that the bridge
is not too low, thus causing the strings
to lie too close to the fingerboard, as The double and triple iteration of the
this also interferes with a clear pizzi¬ upper notes in the last two examples
cato.
become extremely easy by the success¬
ive use of the first and second finger
PRACTICING THE PIZZICATO.
on the same string.
Teachers, as a rule, are very lax in
Notwithstanding the entire feasibilinstructing their pupils in this branch
of the violin art, but it should be sys¬
tematically studied like any other. Any
good exercise can be used. The Kre'.’tzer bowing exercise No. 2, in his Forty
Etudes, is as good as any other. The
exercise should be played slowly with
great evenness, and the tempo grad¬
ne from $8 to $10. The II. Bnuei
ually increased as the pupil’s profi¬
Chords with + under them to be played pizzicato.
Notes with lines under them to be bowed.

PRACTICAL HISTORY OF
— THE VIOLIN —

ciency grows. Pizzicato practice makes
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THE
ity of Berlioz's suggestion, this method
of rendering fast passages in pizzicato
has not as yet come into general use.
Long passages in right hand pizzicato are more frequently met with in
orchestra violin parts than in solo compositions for the violin, although short
passages, chords and single notes in
right hand pizzicato, and striking effects in left hand pizzicato abound in
the latter.
Of the use of pizzicato in orchestrations, Berlioz, quoted above, says:
“The sounds obtained by vibrating the
strings with the finger produce accompaniments approved by singers, since
they do not cover the voice; they do
well for symphonic effects, even in
vigorous orchestral sallies either in
thc whole band of stringed instruments
nrjn one or two parts alone. If the
pizzicato be employed in ‘a forte it becomes necessary to write it, generally,
neither too high nor too low; the extreme upper notes being shrill and
wiry, and the deeper ones too dull,
Pizzicato chords of two, three and
four notes are equally valuable in a
fortissimo; the single finger which
violinists use then traverses the strings
so rapidly that they seem struck altogether, and vibrate almost simultaneously. Soft Pizzicato accompaniments
always have a graceful effect; they
afford a sense of repose to the hearer
and impart—when not abused—variety
to the aspect of the orchestra.”
Solo pieces, arranged for the violin,
in which right hand pizzicato forms
the predominant feature, are occasionally met with, such as the Pizzicati
from Sylvia, by Leo Delibes, which usually pleases audiences, especially when
used as an encore piece. This was a
favorite number with the late Edouard
Remenyi, the eminent Hungarian violinist, who, in fact, died suddenly while
playing it on the stage of a San Francisco theatre.
COL LEGNO.
There is another form of causing the
strings to vibrate without using the
hair of the bow, which, while it is not
produced with the fingers, might still
be classed with the pizzicato, since its
general effect is very similar—the
drumming on the strings with the stick
of the bow, which is held with the hair
uppermost and the stick below when
producing this effect. The directions
in the music when this effect is to be
used are, “col legno” (with the wood),
It is employed principally for producing chords, and it is not possible to
produce sounds of much volume. An
analogous effect is produced on .the
guitar by drumming on the strings
with the thumb. Leonard, the famous
French violinist, has used the col legno
in one of his Scenes Hmnoristiques
The Serenade of the Martial Rabbit,"
with great skill. This is a novelty
which never fails to make a hit with an
audience.
Taken as a whole a thorough study
of the pizzicato m its various forms
should prove of the greatest interest
and utility to students of the violin,
and it should.be thoroughly mastered,
In a future issue the technic and uses
of left hand pizzicato will be taken up
and discussed.
~ ~
.
Most of the English regiments have
regimental marches by which they may be
ldentified on parade, providing one knows
the tune. When the Coldstream Guards
approach the “Milanollo March” is heard,
When the Scots Guards come down the
street one hears the ‘Highland Lassie.”
F.nglishmen are particularly fond of listening for the regimental marches.

“FAKE” CREMONAS.
Although the fallacy that the existehce of a Cremona label in a violin
proves it to be a genuine instrument
has been exposed hundreds of times
within the past few years by the newspapers and magazines of this country,
it simply refuses to “stay exposed, ’
and the public refuses to be enlightened on the old violin question. Peopie write every day or two to The
Etude: "I have a violin which I can
trace back fifty years. The following
is a copy of the label (Description of
the label follows). How much is my
violin worth?”
When one can go to any music store,
second-hand shop or pawn shop and
get violins for from $3 up, which contain labels galore, guaranteeing them
to have been made by Stradivarius,
Guarnerius, Amati, Gagliano, etc., the
supposition would be that people would
soon become aware of the fact that a
clumsily printed label, which can be
bought for a cent and pasted in any
violin, does not guarantee it to be a
$10,000 Stradivarius.
The daily press, even the metropoli.tan press, fairly teems with articles
of which the following is a fair sample:

GENUINE STRADIVARIUS DISCOVERED,
, Oshkosh, Dec. 14th—(Special).—Mr.
Peter Henderson, the well-known ice
man of this city, is being congratulated
by his friends on the discovery of a
genuine Stradivarius violin of rare
value. Mr. Henderson went to his attic
to clean out some rubbish. While
sorting out the rubbish he found an old
violin which had been in the family
fifty years (1 1) and had been forgotten,
Happening to look inside the instrument he caught sight of an old
label (I ! 1). His curiosity was aroused
and he carefully cleaned the interior
of the violin so that he could decipher
the label. He finally discovered that
the violin was made by the greatest
violin maker of the world, Antonius
Stradivarius, and probably valuable,
He showed the violin to Prof. Jones,
leader of Jones’ Three Star Dance Orchestra.
Prof. Jones unhesitatingly
pronounced the violin a real Stradivarius. Several leading local musical
authorities have pronounced it worth
from $5,000 to $15,000. Mr. Henderson
has refused several handsome offers
for it, believing he can do better in
New York. Mr. Henderson’s good fortune will give great pleasure to his
friends. He expects to spend the summer in Europe and contemplates buying a handsome residence as soon as
he sells his violin,

genuine OLD’ VIOLINS EXTREMELY
RARE,
Articles of similar description are of
almost daily occurrence in the daily
papers, and this in face of the fact that
almost every fourth family in the United
States owns; a violin with one of these
fake labels in it. Now, the point is this:
it is not absolutely impossible that a valuable violin should be found in an out-ofthe-way place, but such an occurrence is
extremely rare. It is possible that one
might find a $50,000 diamond necklace in
the gutter while walking down the street,
but the chances are enormously against
i‘t- What is so remarkable about the fake
(violin business, to a connoiseur of violins,
is that any one should mistake some battefed old tub of a violin for a matchless
creation of art like a genuine Stradivarius. We must emphatically request
our readers to refrain from sending us
inquiries about old violins. It is impossible to answer these satisfactorily by
correspondence.
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LETTING DOWN THE STRINGS.
Thcre is a senseless custom among
many violin players, who have had no
chance of receiving good instruction, of
letting all the strings down as soon as
they are through playing, to prevent the
strings from breaking. A player who
follows this custom will have nothing but
trouble, for the reason that he will never
be able to keep his violin in tune. In
order to stay in tune the strings of the
violin should be kept at one pitch at all
times, as in this way the pressure on the
bridge and belly are kept even and con¬
stant, the pull on the tail gut is always
the same, and the strings keep stretched
to the same tension. The loosening of
the strings alter all these tensions, and
when the strings are strung up to pitch
again it takes endless- tuning to get them
adjusted again. As an experiment it
would be a lesson for a student to let
down his strings over night, only to see
what a large amount of tuning he would
have to do the next day to get them so
that they would keep in pitch again. It
is surprising how little tuning is required
in the case of a violin which is always
kept at the same pitch. For a few cents
the student can purchase a tuning fork
at international pitch, with which he can
keep his violin always at the correct pitch.
Even from the point of saving money,
the habit of letting down strings is not
a success, for the constant sawing at the
strings with the pegs when tuning by an
inexpert player, and the changes of posi¬
tion of the bridge resulting, will result
in more broken Strings and bridges than
if the violin were kept constantly tuned
up to pitch, and will cause more expense.
DOUBLE VIOLIN CASES.
It is strange that double violin cases
are not used more frequently by violin-,
ists. Such cases, which will accommodate
two violins and four bows, can be ob¬
tained from the music houses at a price
little more than that charged for single
cases. They are very little larger and
not much heavier. For concert arrists,
professional violinists, teachers, in fact
for almost every one who has much
violin playing to do, they are of the
greatest convenience. For the concert
violinist, such a case furnishes another
violin ready tuned, which will enable him
to take up an interrupted solo with the
minimum delay if a string breaks. Noth¬
ing can be more annoying than to keep
an audience waiting for a broken string
to be replaced. Even if the extra violin
be of inferior quality, the artist will feel
far more confidence and be more at ease
with it than he would be with a new
string hastily adjusted on the other. For
the teacher who gives lessons away from
his studio at times the extra violin is a
great convenience, in case his own or the
pupil’s string breaks, since the putting on
of a new string takes time, and its con¬
stant stretching converts the rest of the
lesson hour into a “tuning matinee.” In
a small orchestra, such as is employed in
many theatres, the first violinist usually
hastily exchanges violins with the second
violinist in case his string breaks, but as
second violin players, in small orchestras,
where the bulk of the second violin work
consists of chords on the lower strings,
are somewhat neglectful of keeping E
strings of good quality on their violins,
the first violinist would far better have
an extra violin of his own close at hand
for an emergency. Broken strings are
not the only accidents which may happen
to make an extra violin come in handy.
The tail gut, one of the pegs or the
bridge may break, or some other accident
happen. As a preventative of delays, and
refuge in case of accidents, the double
violin case is certainly entitled to come
into greater use.

HOW MUCH TO PRACTICE.
At a meeting of the New York State
Music Teachers’ Association a letter on
violin playing, from Arthur Hartman, the
well-known violinist, was read. Among
other things, Mr. Hartman wrote:
“Technic is simply and purely a mani¬
festation of the brain and the will, and is
mathematical. It is simply the means to
an end and, to the author and the com¬
poser, stands for grammar and good spell¬
ing, as well as sequential development and
logical construction. How many learned
musicians have written excellent fugues—
but how few poets have translated the
wistfulness, the charm and the very frag¬
rance of the wild rose, as Edward MacDowell felt it!
“To attempt to fix the amount of work
and time necessary to the acquiring of a
practically flawless technic would be as
impossible and absurd as to prescribe one
diet for all the inhabitants of New York
City regardless of organic, national, racial
and other inheritances.
5
“Personally, I should place the limit at
four hours a day; for I believe, few with
the delicate sensibilities that make artists,
could stand the wear of mental and phys¬
ical effort and concentration and the effect
on the nerves. Psychology teaches us that
the brain lapses momentarily after twenty
minutes or so of concentrated effort. I
believe if each student would understand
this warning, it would mean the first step
in acquiring poise. Instead of whipping
your nerves to greater tension, it is better
to stop if only for one full minute, open
the window wide, inhale! two or three
deep breaths very slowly., or do some
free-hand exercises. Relaxation does not
mean idleness, and in dropping the work
in hand, for the moment, the brain gains
freshness and elasticity by again concen¬
trating on a foreign employment.”
HARD TO DROP
But Many Drop It.
A young Calif, wife talks about coffee:
“It was hard to drop Mocha and Java
and give Postum a trial, but my nerves
were so shattered that I was a nervous
wreck and ■ of course that means all
kinds of ills.
“At first I thought bicycle riding
caused it and I gave it up, but my con¬
dition remained unchanged. I did not
want to acknowledge coffee caused the
trouble for I was very fond of it.
“About that time a friend came to
live with us, and I noticed that after
he had been with us a week he would
not drink his coffee any more. I asked
him the reason. He replied, ‘I have not
had a headache since I left off drink¬
ing coffee, some months ago, till last
week, when I began again, here at your
table. I don’t see how anyone can like
coffee, anyway, after drinking Postum I’
“I said nothing, but at once ordered a
package of Postum.
That was five
months ago, and we have drank no cof¬
fee since, except on two occasions when
we had company, and the result each
time was that my husband could not
sleep, but lay awake and tossed and
talked half the night. Wc were con¬
vinced that coffee caused his suffering,
so he returned to Postum, convinced that
the coffee was an enemy, instead of a
friend, and he is troubled no more by
insomnia.
I, myself, have gained 8 pounds in
weight, and my nerves have ceased to
quiver. It seems so easy now to quit
the old coffee that caused our aches and
ails and take up Postum.” Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read the little book. “The Road to
Wellville,” in pkgs. “There’s a reason.”
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.
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JVERS & POND PIANOS: BOSTON
HTHE piano of the day is the small grand. All the
best qualities that the word “grand” implies,
and yet a piano not too large for the tiniest home
is our new

PRINCESS GRAND
TT is a musician s piano, with its rich, noble quality,
and its satisfying action-touch. It is an artist's
piano, with its refined Colonial design case. It is a
home piano that can be depended upon for service—
the service that in nearly 400 leading Educational In¬
stitutions and 50,000 American homes has earned the
reputation the Ivers & Pond enjoys today. Write
for description and a paper pattern showing the exact
floor space the Princess Grand requires.

HOW TO BUY.

A piano is an important purchase.
...
=
Distance should not deter you from
securing the best. If we have no dealer near you, we can make
expert selection and supply you from our factory at our risk of
pleasing you. Our unique plan for furrtishing’pianos on deferred
payments anywhere in the United States may interest you. Liberal
allowances for old instruments in exchange.
For catalogue, prices and information of great value to any prospective purchaser write us today.
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IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY BO* STO N * °nMSril!
life!

CHARLES DICKENS’ MUSICAL
TENDENCIES.
No sooner does a great man’s cen¬
tenary approach than the adepts in dif¬
ferent occupations attempt to discover
the relation of the hero to their own
lives and work. Dickens was a most
versatile man, and he has been classi¬
fied and re-classified by so many re¬
viewers that it is not surprising that
the musicians have laid hold of him
to claim their share. W. F. Arnold
in the London “Organist and Choir¬
master” reveals the following interest¬
ing facts regarding Dickens' musical
leanings.
“In the first place, it is interesting
to note that Dickens himself was a
singer. That he possessed a voice of
unusual power and quality is borne out
by all those who had the good fortune
to hear the novelist’s own rendering
of his works at the popular “readings.”
Had not his genius been directed into
ether channels, there is no doubt that,
with proper training, his voice would
have made him one of the most
famous vocalists of his age. His sis¬
ter Fanny was a professional singer,
having studied at the Royal Academy,
where she met another famous vocal¬
ist, Henry Burnett. The pair formed
a deep friendship which ripened into
love, and in due course, they married,
afterwards being professionally en¬
gaged together for a considerable time
at the old Sardinia Chapel. Thus
music “ran In the blood,” so to speak.
Dickens contracted friendships with
many professional
musicians, and
among the multitude of celebrities en¬
tertained at his house at Devonshire
Terrace were Sir Julius Benedict, J. F.
Halevy and Sims Reeves.
Perhaps it is not generally known
that Dickens wrote the libretto of an
°Pera, which was set to music by Hul-

ih. This work, entitled, “Village Couettes,”
enjoyed
a
considerable
mount of popularity, and the separate
angs were much sung by the vocalists of
lie day.
.
References to music to be found in
>ickens’ works are many and various,
iut are mostly allusions of a facetious
,r metaphorical kind. In “Dombey
nd Son,” Dr. Blimber, that awful
nan, is described as like “a clerical
lianoforte, with round turned legs,”
vhile Mr. Feeder, B.A., “was a kind
>f human barrel-organ with a little
ist of tunes which he was continually
vorking, over and over again, without
my variation.” Mr. Toots being des>erately in love, is recommended by
tlr. Feeder “to learn the guitar, or
it least the flute; for women like
nusic, when you are paying your ad'resses to ’em.” In “Martin Chuzzlevit” Tom Pinch’s chief characteristic
s summed up in terms of music. “To
iay that Tom had no idea of playng first fiddle in any social orchestra,
aut was always satisfied .to be set
down for the hundred and fiftieth vio¬
lin in the band, or thereabouts, is to
express his modesty in very inade¬
quate terms.” Yet, that Dickens un¬
derstood and was in sympathy with
that delicacy and refinement of tem¬
perament and nobility of character
which is naturally associated with the
• rue musician, is abundantly detnpnstrated in his masterly delineation of
Tom Pinch, musician and organist to
boot, and one of the novelist’s most
beautiful, lovable characters.
Poor,
simple, great-hearted Tom, he is the
personification of the musical genius.
Sensitive, shrinking ever from ^ the
world’s rough touch, yet quick to hear
the cry of the less fortunate, chival, defence of the weak, withal
flreams. the meanings

generous nature is akin to tnat of the
Great High Priests of Music.
His
whole character has about it the es¬
sence of a Mozart or a Mendelssohn,
a Chopin or a Schubert, and only lacks
their artistic greatness.
Dickens in “Martin Chuzzlewit” deals
with the uplifting power of music with
no uncertain hand, as all who have
read that remarkable work will read¬
ily agree. In the last chapter, where
he makes Tom pour out the music of
his heart and tell his life story through
the medium of an organ, he has suc¬
ceeded in accomplishing a task, which,
when essayed by the average novelist,
brings down upon his head the scorn
and ridicule of the musician, who feels
that the .true function and meaning
of his Art has been outraged.
It is only in comparatively recent times
that the musician has taken the same
place in the social scheme that his liter¬
ary brother has long enjoyed. Many of
the musicians of olden times knew little
outside of their professional work. Nev¬
ertheless, there was at least one who was
no less distinguished in a literary way as
in a musical one. This was Dr. Burney,
a contemporary and friend of the redoubt¬
able Dr. Samuel Johnson. On Johnson’s
death, Burney had serious thoughts of be¬
coming his biographer, and thus narrowly
escaped wearing the mantle which fell
on Boswell’s shoulders. Dr. Burney was
a man of exceptional charm, and it is
said that he had all the grace of the
Chesterfieldian school, with none of its
stiffness or lax morality. His daughter.
Fannie Burney (Mme. d’Arblay), became
famous as a writer of books while still in
her teens. She was probably the first
woman novelist, and her works Evelina
and Cecilia are classics.

WHY WE HAVE NO GREAT
COMPOSERS.
Mr. William Shakespeare, the wellknown English voice teacher, whom, it
will be remembered, has had an exceed¬
ingly broad and comprehensive and gen¬
eral musical education, recently gave the
following opinion to the representative
of a Los Angeles, Cal., paper:
“I would not say there were no great
American composers, except that it is true,
but it is true of England also. And there
are few great composers anywhere. Your
McDowell had his great side. Nobody
could deny that he had genius. Some of
his compositions are indeed beautiful.
“The Italian composers are amateurs
for the most part. They are not devoted
to the art, but to the idea of pleasing
the taste rather than cultivating it. Some
of the great performers are the same.
Joachim appreciated the truth. He was
an artist.
When called before the cur¬
tain after a splendid performance he
would say to the audience: ‘Why, I am
onlyan interpreter.’ That shows’ the art
and the soul of the musician. Pader¬
ewski is a great player, as all the world
knows, but he lacks somewhat this deli¬
cate sense. He is a wonderful performer,
yet the professional gymnast does marvel¬
ous feats.
“Even ragtime, has its merits. Tt may
lead to better things. Of course, it is
rot. written by people who do not know,
and played by those who do not car,'
but yet it may awaken the desire—touch
the chord and evoke intell’gent response
The great art is to move people, riot
merely to astonish them.
It is in the
ability to make the most of the instru-

.
.
,
------..
uc euniina
America has been too busy for this
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sopranos are the robins, very joyously
they go, like this:
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will

THE WAY TWO FAMOUS TEACH¬
ERS TAUGHT.

play

ANTON RUBINSTEIN.
(Born 1829: Died 1894.)

^Before you can play with the fingers
0„ must first learn to play with the
“Come, John,” said Miss Marsh,
bringing the bashful John from the
back row. “I wonder who can tell how
many tones we will have to use for
John.”
“One!” shouted all the class.
“Then let’s have it on ‘G,’ like this:

FOLK SONGS AND FOLK DANCES.

AN APRIL DAY.

One of the greatest pleasures in the
world is derived from singing and
dancing. Even savages make an effort
to sing, for they utter queer grunts as
they dance around their war fires, beat¬
ing upon queer drums or hollow logs
to keep time.
Before the days of pianos people
sang to the clapping of the hands or
to the accompaniment of odd-looking
harps, violins and guitars. Their songs
were of harvest-time, of love, of battle,
of hunting, or about the every-day
things that happened in their lives.
Long before men knew how to write
music, or-to print it, songs were kept
in tile memory and passed from one
generation to the other. Every country
had its own songs and dances, and
these were passed down from father to
son for hundreds of years.
In our time people have become
very interested in these songs and
dances from different nations, and
many collections have been made of
music sung by the “folk” of other
days.
School children have been taught to
sing and to dance these melodies. On
the recreation piers of New York City
children of the East Side have been
drilled in these dances* and not long
ago “A Children’s Folk Dance Fes¬
tival” was given on one of these piers
under the auspices of the Park and
Playground Association.
The pier was gaily decorated with
flags and plants. Classes from other
piers, who had shown proficiency,
joined in the festival, so that little
Italians, Russians, Hungarians, Amer¬
icans and others had this pleasure
added to their lives during the summer
months.
There were about one thousand who
took part in the dances, all in costume,
and presenting a strikingly gay appear¬
ance. The dances included an Italian
tarantella, an Irish reel, an English
rustic dance, Norwegian, Spanish, Swed¬
ish and other folk dances.
Bands provided the proper music,
and the usual popular dances of the
day were given. It was a true festival,
and many came to witness it.
While New York City has 'shown
great interest in the Municipal Music
Movement, many smaller cities have
felt the same impulse to re-create the
folk dances of other nations and many
little school children over our land are
being drilled in the practice of these
charming dances and songs.

“This is April, the time of year when
nature sings. Birds, trees, flowers, the
water, even the little bugs in the earth
feel the stir of music, and this thrill
passes along into everything and we
are all very sure that something pleasant is going to happen.
“So first of all I'm going to tell you
how we may feel that pleasant thrill
ourselves this April day.

The Greens had a new piano, and
Eleanor was telling Mildred and the
girl across the street about it.
“What’s the name of your piano?”
Mildred inquired of the girl across the
street.
“Steinmake,” was the answer.
“The name of ours is ‘Pickering,’”
said Mildred.
"Well, ours just came last night,”
piped Eleanor, “and we haven’t named
it yet.”—Woman’s Home Companion.

ipigapligl
until some one frightens them, and
then they go up and down the scale
faster than any of us can play, like
this:
Ex. 7.

0 n<
Then tbey went around the class
finding the names and singing them,
“How do you suppose we could say
‘Good-morning?’ Should we say it in
tones that go up or in tones that go
down?”
“In tones that go up,” said Mary,
decidedly.

“Every one must have a robin in his
yard, so it will be quite easy to listen
to the bird’s scale practice and to his
song. I wonder who has a pheebe bird
that sits on the piazza rail and sings
this queer little refrain in German:
‘Phoebe ver-bliebt, Phoebe ver-bliebtl’
(Phoebe remain, Pheebe remain!)?
“For the woodwinds of our orchestra
we must go just outside of town to
some marshy place and listen for the
red-winged blackbird. He sits on some
swaying stalk, perhaps a cat-tail, and
gives out a reedy tone like Pan’s flute.”
“Oh, please tell us about Pan’s flute!”
John said, opening his big brown eyes
wonderingly.
“Some other time, John; there’s so
much in April, and Pan really belongs
to summer, when the reeds are big and
ripe.
“Perhaps* next time we can go out
to hunt the red-winged blackbird. It’s
a strange thing that no two people
seem to catch his words aright. Some
say it’s ‘O-ka-lee,’ others that it is
‘Conk-a-ree,’ or ‘Kong-quer-ree,’ or ‘Gloogl-ee,’ or ‘Gug-lug-gee,’ but you will
see that all agree on the vowel, so for
short let’s call his song ‘A Study in E.’
He will be gurgling it at the edge of
ITALIAN FOLK DANCE IN SPRINGTIME.
some swampy place in April.”
“Please, Miss Marsh, can’t we go to
“Instead of the plain prosy way we
“Yes, indeed, we should never say
have been saving our names, let’s put ‘Good-morning’ in tones that went the swampy place next time?”
“If it is warm enough,” Miss Marsh
them to music like this:”
down hill.”
said,
as she gathered up the lesson
“How would it sound this way?”
books. “Anyway, we can try this April
Ex‘ '•
Ex. 4.
to find music wherever we can, for it’s
hidden away at the heart of every
beautiful thing in nature; we shall hear
it if we only listen deep enough.”
Good
morn - ing.
Oh, that’ll be fun,” said Mary, clap¬
ping her little hands with joy. It was
the baby class, the kindergarten chil¬
dren, and Miss Marsh wanted very
much that they should remember this
April day at her studio, because she
knew that even a tiny seed of beauty
planted in the memory of the littlest
child will grow and grow and never be,
entirely forgotten; so Miss Marsh be¬
gan planting seeds of music just as
farmers plant seeds in springtime, and
her ground was fertile and rich, and
the seeds grew and grew.
“And now, Bonita,” said Miss Marsh,
going over to the piano. “Let’s put
your name into tone; what shall it be,
I wonder.”
*Tse got fre notes to my name,”
lisped Bonita.
“Well, how did you know that?”
“ ’CaUf 1 kn0ws
Bo-ni-ta, teacher
says so, and the little maid folded her
little hands to put an end to the ques“You are right, Bonita, and I think
it will sound very sweet in tone if we
say it this way:”

“We must not forget the name of
our month. Come, let’s all play it in
every octave on the piano, like this:
Ex. 5.

“Who knows the flowers in April?”
“I do,” Miriam answered. “They’re
crocus, violets, Johnny-jump-ups and
snow-drops.”
They put them into tone, just as any
of you can do if you try very hard.
“Now we come to the most joyous
festival of the year; who can tell?”
Miss Marsh looked around the class
and waited, but no one answered.
“Oh, can’t anyone remember about
the bunnies and eggs and lilies and
“Easter!” shouted the class.
“Good, and I shall want every one
of you to put that glad Easter name
into tone for our next lesson, and then
we will give a prize for the best tonal
picture of that name.
“We must not forget the real singers
of that April festival—the birds. We
can listen to this choir every day; the

FIND

SEVEN AMERICAN COM¬
POSERS.
(A Game in Acrostics.)
The first letter of the following
plants will spell the name of an Amer¬
ican composer. Print the words upon
separate cards and distribute them as
follows: To number one give Marigold,
Alfalfa, Salvia, Orchard-grass, Nuts.
By arranging the cards in correct order
the player will get the word “Mason.”
To the second give Fern, Oxalis,
Oleander, Tuberose, Evergreen. To
the third, Cherries, Herbs, Artichokes,
Dandelion, Wormwood, Iris, Clover,
Kale. To the fourth, Marigold. Azalea,
Carnation, Dahlia, Orange, Wistaria,
Elder, Lilies, Lilac. To the fifth, Palm,
Apples, Raspberries, Kale, Elm, Rose.
To the sixth, Nuts, Egg-plant, Vines, Ivy,
Nasturtium. To the seventh, Honey¬
suckle, Endive, Rosemary, Bittersweet,
Egyptian-lotus, Rhododendrons. Trum¬
pet-vine. To the eighth. Rhubarb,
Onions, Gourds, Elderberry, Radishes,
Sage. As favors, give American flags.
After the game the leader should tell
about each composer and his work,
playing short pieces to illustrate points.
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Publisher’s Notes

It was in the St. Petersburg Con¬
servatory. Some one was playing the
A Department of Information Regarding New
Carnival of Schumann, and, as it did
"“"Can’t” leads to No Where.
not go, there was thunder in the air.
Educational Musical Works
Don’t watch the clock.
Rubinstein
became
more
and
more
rest¬
Each day. a new phrase memorized.
Fingering counts for more than you less and fidgity. Now and then he
would bring his hand down with a
bang in the bass, or else run his fingers
imQ^nien all of your daily practice.
through his hair; but at last the storm
Hold the tied notes.
A reliable source able and necessary musical works at
Industry is good fuel to use when broke and he called down the furies Music Supplies
from which to the actual cost of paper and printing,
upon every piano student born or to
v0U take up music study.
be born. Finally he smiled and sat procure promptly and economically all and we, as the publisher of these
■ I0in your local music club
It will
down to the piano and played the that the teacher requires for every pur¬ books, have the advantage of introduc¬
Ive you a place to play publicly.
Carnival to suit himself. At the last pose connected with professional work ing our works among a large number
.Keep right on trying after every
measure he struck one tone and, turn¬ means a vast saving in time, energy of interested persons promptly and at
ing to the miserable student, said Jn and money; there are many music little expense.
'"Left hands are like the drums in the triumphal scorn, while he pointed stores, but very few really complete
Remember that the price of advance
orchestra, they give character and must downward to the tone that he was stocks of music and music books
of publication offers is just about the
never wobble, but come out strong and holding with his other hand; “Do you stocks from which one may select or cost of manufacture, just the paper and
hear that tone? Well, that tone is order anything outside of the ordinary printing expense, and that the works
ClMetronome- were invented for your worth your life and more!” Then with every day publications; and very often are delivered the moment that they
use Do veu ..wn one?
a wave of the hand he dismissed the even in that respect the limited variety appear from the press, that the price
Nobody can do your practicing for class and turned to solace himself with leaves much to be desired.
is always so low that no one can be
so practice well- and then stop a cigarette.
There are reasons for this condition disappointed. One of the reasons for
grumbling about it.
One of the conservatory professors —most music dealers are mainly inter¬ writing this explanation is to impress
Overcome bashfulness and nervous¬ who was present at the lesson excused ested in the sale of pianos, organs and on our readers the fact that it is not
ness. Stiffen up and say, “1 can.”
the student by saying: “It is wrong small instruments and depend almost possible to send the work ordered inr
Prepare e> < ry lesson as though it to expect so much from a boy.” But entirely thereon for their profits; if advance of publication until it is pub¬
were for pub ;c performance.
Rubinstein replied: “I expect very they carry a stock of music it is largely lished, and that it takes time after a
Quick linger action gives vitality and little, but they come here, and because because such a stock is likely to at¬ work is announced in press for it to
luster to your playing.
they put their fingers down any way tract possible customers for other mer¬ become a reality.
Rests must be practiced also. Have on the piano think that is enough, and chandise, and as music selling is un¬
Our new Easter
Service, The Risen
great respect for the rests; they are that they are players, whereas the real profitable the least amount possible is The Risen King.
made for your consideration quite as difficulty of piano playing lies not in invested in-a stock of music. If there is The Dawn of Hope Kjng has met
Complete Easter
wjth a very favormuch as the notes.
the playing of scale passages and much displayed it consists almost ex¬
a b \ e reception,
Suppose you put more mind and less octaves, but in the production of a clusively of flashy titles of alleged Services for
and QUr Service
“popular” music, bearing about the Sunday-schools.
time in at your practice.
certain quality of tone.”
same
relation
to
music
proper
as
does
of last year, The Dawn of Hope, is
Time is the most important thing in
Rubinstein’s tone was of phenomenal
the
“Police
Gazette”
to
“Harper’s
still . in demand. We aim to fill
music. If you know what time is, then timbre; he spent hours trying to imi¬
Magazine;” in fact, we would not be promptly all demands for musical
you can play, then you can sing.
tate Rubini’s voice in his playing. “It
Unless you study Musical History, is only with labor and tears, bitter as surprised to see the former displayed material for Sunday-school work of
next to the latest “hit” from “dear old whatever description. Those who are
music is as empty of meaning as a death.” he said, “that the artist arrives
still in need of Easter Services, music
at perfection. Few understand this, Broadway.”
language long dead.
For these and for other reasons that and books may rest assured that their
Very accurate playing is not always and consequently there are few artists.
we could cite, the earnest music teacher orders will be filled with the utmost
musical playing.
is often compelled to ignore the local despatch.
Copies of these Services
Widen the distance between yourself
FRANZ LISZT.
dealer and to send elsewhere for the may be had in quantities at our usual
and all cheap music.
(Born 1811: Died 1886.)
material required for purposes of in¬ liberal rates.
X-ray every new piece;.play into the
struction.
The
one
all-around
reliable
Liszt rarely indulged in anecdotes
__ .
We always aim to
composition, not over it.
MUSIC STORE is that of THEO¬ _
have a number of
You can do all that others have done, during the lesson, though he often said DORE PRESSER COMPANY, of Easter Music
and Books.
novelties for each
droll and sarcastic things about people,
if you will.
Philadelphia, a house not interested in
Zeal pays you back in compound in¬ and the self-satisfied pupil rarely es¬ the sale of pianos, but one from which of the great Church Festivals. This
caped
without
some
cutting
rebuke.
year
we
have
four
new
Easter anthems,
terest.
it is always possible to get all music
One day a certain young Englishman
supplies of a standard character—no all of which have met with much
came to the lesson with more arm
matter where published—on terms more favor. In addition to these, many of
PRACTICE PASTIME.
power than brains. He chose the A
liberal than those quoted by any other last year’s anthems of the old favorites
flat Polonaise, by Chopm, and played
(AN AMUSING GAME FOR LITTLE
house in a position to furnish promptly have been in demand. We can sup¬
it in a deafening style. LiSzt said
ply promptly anything in the line of
FOLKS.)
everything a music teacher needs.
nothing for a time, then he got up and
The merits of the Presser Catalog Easter music for churches of all sizes
Seat the class in a circle. One player slammed the windows with such a bang
are too well and too widely known to and attainment; also for soloists and
goes around the circle and whispers in
that even the pianist J«nPed and require special mention here; every for Sunday-schools.
each one’s ear an answer which he is
We are always glad to give advice
to make to the next player who shall ?^”toPKee Ke luS teacher who reads The Etude con¬ and assistance to any choir leader or ,
sciously or unconsciously recognizes
follow him.
cried.
“Nothing, nothing,”
replied
organist in the making up of suitable
Use expressions that apply to prac¬ Liszt, smiling. “I .only happened to the position of this house in the field programs for any and all occasions.
of practical music teaching in all its
tice time; for instance. Charles whis¬ see a sparrow out in the Sar<len,
_
e, ■
,
There is hardly a
pers to number one, “With each hand f didn’t want (to have him frightened branches, and every reader who is also Summer
Schools.
progressive teach¬
a patron of our “Order Department”
separately;” to number two, “A little
knows that we make no claims that are er or ambitious student who nowadays
at a time;” to number three, “Practice
regard" to practice, Liszt said: not borne out in actual practice.
rests for the whole summer. It is get¬
makes perfect;”
to
number four, “And never fofget, when you have at¬
Teachers who are not already in ting to be more and more the thing to
“Forte;” to number five, “With curved : tained to the heights of virtuosity and
touch with our mail order system spend part, or even all the summer, in
fingers and good tone.”
intellectual possibilities, you have no
recreation and study combined. Many
should get acquainted with it.
Jane comes after Charles, and asks finished your work. For to remain at
We desire to draw schools and leading teachers have
any question that may come to her at fhe dtey altitude of artistic possibility
Advance °f
the particular at- found it very much to their advantage
the moment. She asks number one. ..... i,ave to continue your daily slav
Publication Offers. t e n t; 0 n Qf aIl and very pleasant work to establish a
How did you come to the lesson? ery otherwise your highly trained
school at some mountain, country or
Number one answers, “With each hand muscles and nerves and brain will relax earnest music students and musical
people to
these
Publisher’s
Notes seashore resort, and turn their sum¬
separately.” She asks number two, to a more normal tension.
mer into profit as well as pleasure.
‘Do you like your teacher?” Number
“It is this fact which so often dis¬ pages, and particularly to the special
The March number began announce¬
two answers, “A little at a time.” She trusts the executive artist. I myself offers in advance of publication men¬ ments of this kind, and following our
asks number three, “What is the baby s ,
had soells of some such nausea, tioned hereon. To the best of our attractive form last season, we are
knowledge
not
one
of
these
advance
name?” Number three answers, “Prac¬ and for ^aysl have locked my piano
offers has ever disappointed one of our grouping the summer school advertise¬
tice makes perfect.” She asks number -nd dven up music altogether.
patrons, many of whom have standing- ments on certain pages. This issue will
four, “How old are you?” And number “whin asked ho. much he practiced
orders with us for every book we pub¬ carry a number of these announce¬
four answers, “Forte,” and so on
Lisat replied: “I
ur
lish. It is one of those happy com¬ ments, the May and June numbers
around the circle.
For very little
binations of interest that is sometimes more.
P|ayers this is extremely amusing, and <■» T!lln?££ H ~ rr«v”r less
We- draw the particular attention of
presented. Our patrons receive valu¬
Sives many valuable practice hints to £1 S. ho«s a da,."-/->«“"■
the class.
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all those who contemplate having sum¬
mer classes to the value of these col¬
umns as the means of publicity toward
reaching those teachers who desire to
brush up, to those students who desire
to continue their studies with promi¬
nent teachers, during the summer. We
make a special price for such adver¬
tising. We desire to draw attention to
the fact that the circulation grows
larger and larger, and it is necessary
that the issues go to press earlier and
earlier, and the May issue will go to
press on April Sth, so all orders should
be sent to us promptly.
Editions of Theo.
Presser Co. Publications Reprinted
During March.

As usual, we have
a number of piano
collections being
reprinted. This is
not hard to un¬
derstand, because our collections are
different from those of any other pub¬
lisher.
Every composition in every
one of our books is inserted for its
own merit. Usually one piece of music
sells a book. Understanding the above
it is not hard to understand why our
collections sell to a greater extent than
any other collections published.
Those reprinting during the month
past were Album of Favorite Composi¬
tions, Engelmann; Album of LyricPieces; Musical Picturd Book, Octavia
Hudson.
The .above are all 50-cent
albums. MacDowell’s Six Poems After
Heine is reprinting, as well as one of
the popular 50-cent collections of an¬
thems, the one entitled Anthem Devo¬
tion. The Coming of Ruth, by Noss,
is also on press, as well as a number
of volumes of the Presser Collection,
including Schumann Op. 68 and 15
combined, and the well-known Tech¬
nical Studies for the Pianoforte, by
Plaidy. The Violin Method, by Tours,
is also printing.
Of our later works those published
for the first time during the past year
we mention Musical Dictionary and
Pronouncing Guide, by Redman, and a
small volume which has found great
favor among teachers and earnest stu¬
dents, Master Rules for Successful
Pianoforte Practice.
Any of our works will be sent to
teachers on inspection at our usual lib¬
eral professional discounts. Complete
catalogues- cheerfully sent for the ask¬
ing.
A Long-Needed
Scale-Book.

Mastering the
Scales and. Arpeg¬
gios, a new and
comprehensive work upon this most im¬
portant branch of technical musical
education, by James Francis Cooke, is
now in preparation. The book is first
of all a thoroughly practical scale-book
comprehending all of the standard
forms of scale exercises, suited for all
the needs of regular daily scale prac¬
tice. This said, the work starts out
. l,Pon vastly more comprehensive lines
and although it may be used with any
system or method of music study it is
in many respects entirely original in
its presentation of hundreds of difficult
points which continually bother the
student. The preparatory section of
four chapters gives the material for
teaching everything the beginner should
know about the keys, introducing many
ideas which are the fruit of the writer's
twenty years of practical experience as
a teacher. In other words, this book
starts to teach the scale principles in
such a way that the youngest pupil may
undertake it at once. The scales arc
given at first in one octave form. The
scale fingerings come later in the vol¬
ume. The chapter on velocity is unique
since it gives a systematic means of de¬
veloping the scales to the highest pos¬
sible velocity, showing how a speed of

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY
IN

PRESS

NEW CONCERT WALTZ

MOSZKOWSKI
THE MOST IMPORTANT PIANO PIECE EVER
PUBLISHED BY AN AMERICAN FIRM
We have much pleasure in calling the attention of the
musical public to the most recent composition by this eminent
modern writer, which he has named:

Grande Valse de Concert
In G flat. Op. 88.
That this work is destined to surpass in popularity the
same composer’s wonderfully successful waltz in E, Op. 34, as
well as his other well-known waltzes, is the opinion of com¬
petent judges. The principal theme of this piece is one of
those rare melodies which seem to haunt one after even a
single hearing. All the themes are of exceeding interest and
the technical working out is brilliant and masterly. There is
not a single superfluous note. As a whole, the work is not
more difficult than the waltz in E, but it will prove more
interesting to practice.
Concert players in search of a novelty or teachers in need
of an advanced exhibition piece need look no further. This is
a permanent addition to the classic repertoire
We have obtained the exclusive rights to this compo¬
sition for all countries.
p
For Introductory Purposes, we are offering
copes of the new waltz at the Special Price in
advance of publication, of 40 cents, postpaid.

Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

one thousand notes a minute and even
higher may be attained through systematic work. All the minor scales
are explained and there are many in¬
valuable writing exercises in the work.
One chapter is devoted to the History
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the announcement at as early a date
as possible. The utmost care will be
hiken by the judges. All unsuccessful
'“,npts wiI> be returned as
promptly as possible after the final
decision has been reached. The inter

with the greatest care, and it will
tain the cream of our anthem
tions for the past three years.
‘Ca"
All those who are desirous 0f B
curing a copy of this new anthem boni
as a sample may do so by remitti,
to us 15 cents, and the book will ]S
sent, postpaid; or two volumes wil' h*
sent for 25 cents.
Album for the
Young, Op. 131.
By F. Spindler.

This volume will
be continued „
special for th
current month6
This work is an old one in a n
dress. There are three books in shm
form, and in our new edition these
three books will be published in on
and the price of our edition will be
less than one-third of the price at
which they could be purchased in sheet
form. Our advance price is but 20
cents on the entire volume. This work
begins with the first grade studies and
passes through the second grade. The
studies are all short and pleasing. The
work will receive a thorough revision
before it comes out. This volume con¬
tains excellent teaching material for
any practical teacher. It will be pub¬
lished in the Presser Collection.
Remember that the work may now
be purchased for 20 cents, postpaid.
Operatic Album for We have been acthe Pianoforte.
tively engaged in
compiling a mod¬
ern work of operatic melodies. The
work is about finished, and this month
will no doubt be the last that it will
be offered at reduced rates. It will
contain the most pleasing numbers
that are played in parlors at the pres¬
ent tim.e, and all the old forgotten
opera tunes will be avoided, and this
will be a modern operatic album.
1 hose melodies that have retained
their hold on the public, such as the
Sextet from Lucia and the Quartet
from Rigoletto will be retained.
The volume will be as attractive as
it is possible to make it. The special
price will be 20 cents, postpaid.
Vocal Studies.
By H. W. Petrie.

This volume is
now undergoing a
revision in the
form of adding words to each exercise.
I his makes a decided improvement,
and will make the studies all the more
valuable.
The advance price will continue dur¬
ing the present month. That price is
25 cents.

New Beginners’
The New BeginMethod.
ners. Method is
_
progressing finely.
1 1e work is about complete and we
are almost ready to send pages to the
t\Jhe fCi°e' The Arpe8«io section Is
P| inter. It is a work in which every
adequately treated. The aim of the
h*S b"" piano teacher who has work with be¬
author has been to make the most com¬ mo,«rSUVhiS
ginners should be interested. There
plete and yet the most simple and direct
will be nothing in the volume that has
work of its kind. Some time must na- An^Boo,
ever appeared before in an instruction
l"™"* e apse before, this work can be
book. The material is all new and
not „ . v
them book which
wm Jled as,the engraving and printing has
has not yet been named. For the time fresh. The work will be as close to a
will demand much painstaking work
kindergarten method as it is possible
As usual with a new work of this de¬
‘°rke a P'anoforte method, and any
scription we shall offer it to our read¬
C,
, wbo is three or four years old
ers prior to the actual date of miblishould
be able to take up this work
cation at a price which just about covwith the assistance of the teacher. Let
every teacher who has to do with be¬
ginners procure at least a sample copy
Pdceb is°k30
°f this new method.
Our advance
$60° Prize Offer for On the 31st of
price is 20 cents.
Vocal Compositions. March The .Etude
the new volume, as it will h P
New Parlor Album We have in prepJ! WI . be aI°ng or the Pianoforte, aration a new
petition came to a cTo^1 Theresa similar lines
surprisingly large number of contest- ko»k wrpojw'kf'™»
.
,
pianoforte album,
work for which there is always a
.ints from practically all over the civi- than those in somenf thS d? s,mpler
°ther?’ and f/.eat demanch The pieces selected for
li^ed world. It may take some litH* will contain mo™e a„
his album will be chiefly in or about
as to the winners, but we shall make
the third grade. Pieces which one can
P ay for home entertainment or recreaion such as will appeal to the average

3^

,
er. The pieces will all be new
115. attractive, such as have not apred in any previous volume. The
pe?uine will be printed from especially
plates, and will be gotten out in
andsome style.
.
For introductory purposes in adCe of publication the special price
•jl be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash accomnanies the order. If charged, postage

and will be sure to prove entertaining.
The special introductory price during the current month will be 35 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. If charged, postage will be additional.
Nursery Songs
and Games,
hereby withdrawn.
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This work is
ready, and the
special offer
We feel sure

ntiou to the new Princess Grand, c
test successful productions of t
low t house. The Boston Transcript, o
ui. tl
me country and an
e hading newspapers of
authority oh matters musical and artiste,
recently printed the following:
nearly as well known on the Pacific coast as
»n the Atlantic, and enjoying a national repu¬
tation it is a significant fact that the Ivers
& Tond has always had its largest sale in
the home field. While many changes have
Ad- come into the piano industry of late years,
and old names, once familiar, have lost sig¬
nificance,^ the policy antydentlty ofth" T”“-“

Special Notices
PIANIST (Lady)
dresaX*S'

desires position.

ticm of its t
3 its merit.”

Instructive Piano
Pieces or Studies,
Op. 123. By
Geza Horvath.

Wec will
v,w, continue
WUUUUC
flnrincr the nres
during the present month the
snecial introdurtory price on this
new volume. The volume is nearly
ready, and this will probably be the

the opportunity
-- of securing
- this c
MUSIC WRITTEN to words. Manuscripts
THE VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
prehensive little volume of traditional corrected Dr. Alfred Wooler, Composer, But- educational work is making rapid
,
exrentionallv fal°’ N’ Y’_advances throughout the country.
When
otlilclren s songs at an exceptionally
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS iu Har- printing was: invented by Gutenberg, the
low Pnce will be thoroughly satisfied. .m0ny and Counterpoint Stanley T. Reiff, scholars of the day predicted that the art of
We shall be pleased to send the work
hv expEi
for examination to all who may be in- piano teacher; lady; Mus. 3. degree. Address writing
tested.
vieg 1

,ast month for the special offer.
«
l thoroughly modern teaching work,
containing a number of characteristic
and well contrasted studies,
sort of a wo,rk the study of which
will result in increased technic, as well
as more comprehensive musicianship.
Teachers and pupils alike are always
t the lookout for a good, new study
book. I his work will prove satisfactory in all particulars.
The advance price will be 20 cents,
postpaii!, if cash accompanies the or¬
der. If charged, postage will be addi¬
tional.

Playground.
Ten Tunes for
Beginners.
By M. : . Willis.

News Gradus ad
Parnassum.

The nex
of this

vo ume

Double Notes.
tion is devoted to
double notes,
This is a highly
branch of
- . important
.
mod,m technic. After a pupil is thorougidy familiar with the scale in
thirds, sixths and octaves, special studies should be taken up, which tend to
exemplify the use of the various double
passages in actual compositions
> new volume are assembled a
si endid lot of just such studies by
s lie of the best writers, classic and
>dern. We regard it as one of the
ost useful volumes of the entire

ber.

,
*.■

This is a set of
My" stood between the cottage __
short, elementary etude. _
-_opera house ^d the conceit hall. To-day
pieces which will
EXPERIENCED PIANO TEACHER the Talking Machine has made an_ opening
be published com¬
F„ c
possesses a machine can hear such wonderful
plete : one num¬
records as the new Caruso “Canta pe’ Me”
or the splendid Caruso-Amato duets from
DEBUSSY REVERIE DU SOIR.
These pieces are genuine first
Verdi’s Forsa del Destino. Id similar manner
'iano Piece of the Decade. Special, 20 ci
.
' Th
Da Pachmarfh, Sebumann-Heink, Maud Powell,
about as easy Catal0„
Teachers’
rat<
Catalog.
rates. Washington M
.P possible
k, to
. write. Both hands Co.,
Victor Herbert and the greatest artists c“
Washington, D. O.
tSfinSconservatory ' graduate~w^s ^h^
SSLfi ** SffiS
.. . keys
.
are used,
used and
and the
the Potion
A& Marv — to the Victor Company.3mden. page
New
no black
are
Harmo^6 XSSSisMa?y

:r

.
treble clef is used exclusively. The
pieces are surprisingly musical and in-

Ellen Shelly, Mus. B., Carlisle, Pa._
LADY VIOLINIST, graduate of German

at the disposal of the composer.
successful writer
B Willis
Wllhs is a highly successiui
of pieces for young players. These
espenumbers will be engraved in an espe¬
cially large note, rendering them easy

Highest ...„„._.- Address Violinist, Box 1023, Wichita, Kans. 1
TEACHERS ?0U^nad>Ln,iK
SPECIAL TRAINING for music newand
teachers, MUSIC
H'tioris,I, by oldest, largest, be
best agency service
--n£vel methodp of ciaBS teaching for beginners. South. Three
agencies, one «enrollment, twenPHK„ ,_
__ „-in teed. Sheridan
Mrs. Cora A. Beels, 903 Park Avc., Norfolk, Teachers’ Agelei7s
Agencies, Ho^e
Home 0
Office, Greenwood,
!. C.

interested in'new“elementary material
g^ki avail themselves of the opportun;ty JPfll__
0f ordering this
n
- at---?urk
the
_
extremely ]ow price in advance of pubj;cation.
T,
introductory price during the
current month will be 15 cents, postpaid,
i{
acCompanies the order,
charged, postage will be additional.

™aikd'ponReceipt.’ oVjl.OO.^
cbioago. ni.
POSITION WANTED by young man as
teacher^ violin^some |chort o^cons^rva;
experience. Address, Music, 495 G St., S. W.,
Washington. D. C.
_
PIA:v(l COMPOSlTlONS. ’-ropsy Turvy.''
exactly t
wards, 'ro
s in sta'mps. Novelty
duce, both f— — -—
Mnsic Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

pup;is’ Lesson
g00jj and Practice
pecord_ By
p.
Guard.

for I’iano; Serenade Po’etica,
Piano; and Cuore Infranto (Broken Heart).
Concert Song, 15 cents each. Tutela, 217
Hunterdon St„ Newark. N. 3.__
MUSIC TEACHERS can earn additional
“pocket money” selling to their pupils our
Automatic Sheet Music Binder. Send busi¬
ness card and ten cents for sample to Leo
Feist, Feist Bldg.. New York. N. Y.

JEWELRY

tiful ballad “Come Peep, Little Moon,’
the “Vizier of Venus.” Special during April,
15 cents the copy or both for 25 cents. P.
S. Gilman, Columbia, S. C.
LISTEN! Hav__
Two-Step?" A trifle raggy, but so fascinatjng that when given for lesson pupils enjoy
I he -“ce
practice hours.
hours, Carefully phrased and
fingered, a-—'"'
Special "■
pr!-

GIFTS AT SMALL PRICES

This little book
is ready and the
special offer is
hereby withdrawn.
This is one of the
best lesson books ever published; compact and comprehensive. It should be
largely used.

The volumes now ready are “Left
Hand Technic,” “Hands Together.”
“Octaves and Chords,” “The Trill” and
"Arpeggios.”
The special advance price on the Fundamental
volume will be 20 cents, postpaid, Exerc;ses for the
cash accompanies the order, If
arged, postage will he additional.
Instructive Album
for the Pianoforte,
By Carl Koellin^.

This volume is
now ready and
the special offer
is hereby withdrawn. The number of orders received
in advance of publication has served
to demonstrate that there is much intercst on the part of teachers in a
work of this sort. We feel sure that
none of those who have ordered will
be disappointed,
and we
uimcu, ami
»- shall be
.... very
glad to send it for examination to
o.h,r, who may be interei.ed.
The preparation
J. II e picpuiauvfu
of this new oporetti is rniw well
uruler wav but
we shall continue
the work
work tor
for a
a
the special offer on the
short time We have made the price
non time, we nave mane
v
especially low m order to afford all
those who mav be interested in oper.
y
■
a.
ettas an opportunity to examine the
dvance ot
work well in advance
of preparation.
y
This is a very bright and
melodious
work, and should prove very effective

The Pennant. An
Operetta by Frank
M. Colville and
Oscar J. Lehrer.

PehoelPr°TdiUCed ^ 3 ’T^uitedTor
people. It IS especially suited for
those attending preparatory schools,
high
^iw.a
Tt mav he
gh schools and colleges. It may
prnduced at very reasonable expense,

This work is now
ready and the
^
special
1 ,
.., , ..
ereby withdrawn.

”
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The
exercises
this volume have been used many
years by the author, who is one of the
ns teacners
aim wiuuuwi o. The
-—
leading
§(1 teadhers
.
,and composers.
r 11
1
^
..
edition has been carefully revised
and enlarged,
These ten duets
made Up of
nurserv
rhvmes
nursery
1 nymes,
but on an entirely
new plan
The
1.
melody notes which the pupil plays are
in
no, at a., difficult
and can be played by a pupil in tne
second grade. The teachers part is
O
|
ivirmoquite elaborate with modern harmo
nies, and is very attractive. Both parts
together make very attractive duets.
They would be very suitable for concert purposes
ceiii.u.j;v,v= .where^the pupil-appears
r--- ---for the first time with the teacher In
f h
numbers
tact, tnree or ionr
children’s
can be used at one time <
recital The author has done the work
rental. .
, th strik.
»i
m a musicianly manner,
manne , and .the strik■-work
is sure
sure to
ing
originality
of the work is
make many frmnds for it
op~
portunffy to^purchase copies at a very
p
advance uf publication, and
low rate in advance < P
will make the advance price but 25
nnctnaid on the entire volume,
cents, postpaid, on
.
.

Ten Duets for
Teacher and Pupil,
By Theodora
Dutton,

SO NG WRITERS ! EXTRAORDINARY
JHANCE! Well-known , composer will write
music tet your poems, secure you copyright
and deliver 75 printed copies for only $15.
Arranging, orchestrating done. Correspond¬
ence solicited. H. Bauer, 135 East 34th St.,
—PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS invited t
Correspond with LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL,
Oabnegie Hild, New Youk City, or the PubUsherSj reftaraing the introduction and use of
tbe Russell Systems of Music Study for Pianists, Vocalists, and Theory Class Work. The
Russell books are coming into use among
earnest musicians throughout the country.

illustrated booklet, describing new records,
gratis.

Teachers
Pianists
Organists
Singers

our nameshould appear in
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
(See page 294)
he cost is small.
images inestimable
The 1

For Music, Lovers

per set. Sold only in
Stickpins
Sterling silver, gold or sil-

These Pina
make an attractive, suit¬
able and lasting present
for T< achers or Pupils, and
may be used as a class or
club pin. Prices on quan¬
tities upon application.

^ cen(J.. ..Hana culture” 40c; “Pianist's
First Reader” 30c; “Graded Studies” 30c;
Rhythm and Accent” 30c; “Seales 30c;
Send for Catalogue
..Arpeggios.. 30c. “Sight-Singing” 30c: “Tauof other musical jewelry
sig Hand Expander” $1.00. All postpaid. Esnovelties: Violins, Drums.
s« Publishing Co., Carnegie Haft, New York
the professional standing of
ajmedl Tuni
oFPiano
b* the followil]
of the graduating
dass of 1912
«a Cannon, formarly Normal 1.—. New England
..
Conservatory of Music; Mr. R. T. Shaw, first
trombone, Second Regiment Band, N. G. S.
M. Bangor. Me.: Mr. G. F. Callaway, solo
clarinet, Hood's Concert Orchestra, Richfield,
TTtah; Mr. R. A. Boswovth. pianist. Academy
of Music. Northampton. Mass., and Mr. W.
D. Herrick, solo clarinet, Hotel Somerset
Orchestra. Boston. Mass
the first time
THEO. PRESSER CO.
the Ivors & Pond I’iano Company’s advertise1712 Chestnut St., . Phila., Pa.
is t0 be found in this number of The
Etudb 1nslde on page 289 instead of on the
hack coYer. Half a page is used to call ati
please mention the etude w n addressing our advertiser*.
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THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES
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NOW READY:

THE NEW GRADUS
AD PARNASSUM
In Eight Books
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ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER
We will Bend No. 5, Double Notes as soon as it appear
for only 20 cents, postpaid, cash wfth order. An exceptional
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

PIANO TUNING PAYS

NEW PUBLICATIONS

COMMENCEMENT
AND EXHIBITION

MUSICAL

LITERATURE
Life Stories of Great
Composers
35 Biographies of the Great Masters
Price $1.50
The lives of great men are charts
enable us to navigate our own careers.
They show us the rocks to avoid and
the ports to make. These 35 biog¬
raphies include all the greatest fact¬
ors in the development of the art of
music. Each chapter is followed by a
chronology of the composer. As a
book of reference, a book for the li¬
brary, and a book for study it will
be found a most profitable investment.
Illustrated with full-page portraits.

Our graduates earn $5 to 810 per day the yearronnd
We supply free a Tune-a-Phone, also a working
model of a full-Blzed, Modern, Upright Action, and
the necessary tools for each pupil.
Ourwonderful invention, the Tnne-a-Phone.gives
the exact number of beats that should occur tu the
test Intervals. With It the student knows what the
result should be. It eliminates guess-work.
Write today forfree Illustrated dcscrlptlTebooltlet.
Address, Niles Bryant School of Piano Tuning
15 Fine Arts Building, Battle Creek, Mich., U.S.A.

SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNINfi

Richard Wagner

REGULATING AND REPAIRING
Thorough practical individual instruction in repair
shop, enabling students to start for themselves in
a short time; free practice. Low terms. loth year
Diplomas granted. Prospectus.
ALEX. SCHEINERT
2849 N. I tth Street
Philcdelphia. Pa.

His Life and Works
By ADOLPHE JULLIEN
Price $1.50
The interest in a great novel is
the struggle. No musician ever strug¬
gled harder or triumphed more glori¬
ously than Richard Wagner. The
story of his fight and his victories is
told very graphically in this work.
It will prove a most stimulating and
appropriate Christmas gift, especially
for those who are struggling for suc¬
cess. Illustrated.

Faust School of Tuning

By GEORGE C. BENDER
Price $1.00.
This book is a compendium of the
latest and best ideas upon the most
practical methods of compelling your
professional work to yield you a larger
income. A glance at the following
will reveal to the practical teacher
the great desirability of possessing
this work:
v to make musical advertising pay.
v to write advertisements that will not
bring the right kind of pupils.

How to secure the right rewards, certifites, prizes, diplomas, programs, etc.
Nothing has been omitted from this
work which could be of value to
you in making your earning power
greater.
Remember, it is not the most
learned teacher who makes the most
money. If you are wondering why
your teaching does not pay, get this
little book and you will doubtless
locate the reason at once. Don’t
delay success. Order to-day.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Marzlais, Th.

the

Eventide..
Balm Brei ■
eet Evening Bells

THREE-PART SONGS; Female Voices
Goate. W. B.
King. 0.

a Me. .

ight Sinks On tl ,'e Wav
“mtch ID.
Scottisl
FOUR-PART SONGS; Female Voices
Abt. f. Good Night.'
Adams, S. The Owl.<
Buigmueller—Smith. Spanish SereI .tor—Smith. Old Uncle Ned..
Lt coca, C. Pancake Song. ....... .1
4 L.” (Arr. Smith). When Love
is Kind.
FOUR-PART SONGS; Male Voices
Smith, F. J. (Air.). All Through

Mistakes and Disputed
Points in Music

Business Manual for
Music Teachers

Loehr, F. K. Swing Song.
Iddgey. C. A. It Was a Lover and
Mendelsohn. ' I Waited for

loner11—-Smith.' ' My 'Old ' Kentucky

Make Yourself an Authority

By LOUIS C. ELSON
Retail Price $1.25
It is a magnificent thing to have
positive information and this work
will straighten out many a slipshod
musical education. The book covers
all the essential points from Acoustics
and Notation to Piano Technic and
Orchestration. You can buy this book
for a trifle of what you would pay for
the lessons at a leading Conservatory.

Brackett, F. H. Come Where the
Blue Bells Bing .
pinsuti, C. When Life is Brightest.
Wilson, H. Lane. Carmens, Waltz

NORTHWESTERN

OHIO

SCHOOL

? PIANO TUNING 5

incent—Smith. Blow, Soft Winds.
iabussl—Smith. The Fisherman..
Sired, W. G. Good Night, Beloved. .
Smith, W. G. If I liut Knew.... .
Foster—Smith. My Old Kentucky
Tours—Smith. Stars of the Summer

. Q. Is it tt i that n t all c; urch chimes
It means that t
-single stave, and that one of these !jiV6 Jhe impression of being slightly
Parts is at rest. You will find many ex- tuner M the chimes I have ever
araplcs of this mode of writing in the first have seemed out of tune to me_H Va:Ty!

CLASS PINS
fela^odrel£XrtaltheUmaSufa^SrSeS

BENT & BUSH CO." """
338 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

ztszm

/list beat, is the first beat falling in the left
hand accented with the same force that
naturally falls upon the first beat af a measuret Mrs. L.
receive„ at
t as strong would^prohably
___
first beat, l.since almost every syncopated
i is accented.
d. *= OJ
syncopation Is generally
establishment of
x
>f „» temporary false
that rhythm Is almost
-- always
- nted to) force it nnnn
upon tho
the min/i
mind.
Q. Can you give .....e „a few terse rules for
Pronouncing Russian namest—P. p. z.
JF1!?1?.ls no aeflnite rale possible. But
Jwo.oi!
.accent
on tiemanv
penultimate
,.\n.iim
iueie
are, “l3
however,
execu¬
tions. Thus Rachmaninoff Is accented unon
the second syllable Most people pronoXe
Rimski-Aorsakoft with the accent on the first
syllable of each name, but a nunil of tin ,
master assures me that he also accents the
penultimate syllable of the last name XS
Korsakoff. The
e role holdswith Polish
Paderewski, Moszftowski. etc.
Q. Are there traces of Scotch <
?'■*?*' 1 m,js,cf Does Puccini follow T
is he developing along n
■ntly ScandanaTfVhereTs 1

f176 tlle ln?Presslon of a deflection from pitch
t0 a .sen8jtlve ear. Yet If my questioner
ever heard the great carillons of Antwerp
or Bruges he would scarcely notice any
for'strikfnu
*M,aratu»
striking and sometimes_JR||H
,? is mo,r? carefully regulated than
or<iinafy chimes. In those cities there are
gl'ea,t “earilloneurs” who play quite complex
rn"=i'' upon the chimes or carillons
1

RAGTIME
PIANO PLAYING
TAUGHT BY MAIL
Write for free Booklet
CHRISTENSEN MUSICAL COLLEGE
Suite 87, Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago

The Musical Leader

===== PUBLISHED WEEKLY
_
$2.50 a Year
en week.’ trial .ub.eription, fifty eent.
The Recognised Authority on all Musical
Matters for the Central and Western Stales.
In conjunction with ETUDE, advantaoeou,
CLUB OFFER:
MUSICAL LEAltElt .. ■ N
• . I FOB BOTH
Address THE MUSICAL LEADER
McCormick Building,
CHICAGO

Blank Program Forms

Or
'Otkf™nowedfw!iffm™tpxa^°nS' PueclnI ha«
“ X|’mhthat tp°,world ,'las 1>pcn influenced

Q. What doc* “MS’: mean’ T hare seen it
over the notes in a French pianoforte piece.—
A. “Bis” means twice, and “Ter” (more
10 CEHTS
™ Vr'eM ,™e?ns "'roc times. In Europe
II your music dealer does not cany it, !end to
“Bis” after a well-executedRs'IfiotnmePanmgtthf
same as “encore," that is. “over nrain ••
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
inse mention THE ETUDE wh« addressing

CONCERT
given by

recital
BV THE PUPILS OF
The paper is of the very best -u,d the m
printed'in* t\v t3St-' anci ornamental ai
prnfiedror^1 ^
Progxam to'be^hh
meiit of The Etude on n^Ln li!01"10
makes the price but
t * V j PaJ
We
cannot7i
S to
perdo
hundred,
vve cannot
undertake
the nrintit
JfJJj? p,roSram itself. We shall be ve
uch pleased to send samples.
THEO. PRESSER CO.
712 Chastnut St,. Philadelphia

Smith,‘"f.1 J. Torn, Turn tiie Piper's
Brackett, T. H."Vocal March. Away!
Sired,'w'. G.' ' What Could k' Farmer
Do ..
FOUR-PART CHORUSES; Mixed V
Itathbun, F. G. Bells of Dreamland.
Knyvett, W. The Bells of St.
Michael's Tower .
cowen, F. H. Bridal 1 horus (from
“The :
jueiuaivnv, v.
Song.
...
Donizetti. ■ 0, Columbia, We Hail
DeReef, R. E. Come to the Gay
Feast of Sonp.
Wagner. Haill Bright Abode (from
Richards?'B.' Let "the Hills With
t'aning, 'IatOI?.0aTh(i Miller's Wooing
Gounod, C. Soldier' Chorus (from
“Faust") .
Molloy, J. L. Song of thi
Fanlng, Eaton. Song of th Vikings. .
Pinsuti, C. 8p '
-s 'What the
Parkor, H. Vi
Bells Say ..
Bellini (Arr. L. S. Reason)
Hunter’s Horn (from ' 1
CANTATA FOR WOMEN’S VOICES
GOLDEN VALLEY—Music by H. E.
Warner.“
OPERETTA FOR YOUNG FOLK
A DAY IK FLOWERDOM—Music by
Geo. L. Spaulding .
SONG CYCLE FOR CHILDREN'S
VOICES
SPRINGTIME—Words and music by
E. L. Ashford . 10
Besides these we carrv a complete stock
of all classes of Octavo Choruses, An¬
thems, etc., and are always prepared to
make up selections to bq sent for exami¬
nation. Liberal terms to schools and to

THEO. PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

SAINT-SAENS ON GLUCK.

Delsarte, a singer without a voice, a
much interested in finding half-trained musician of doubtful scholtheme mag L -. .rship, guided by impulse and yet pos•loped. I know _ .. can be inverted,
rut ted twdj 'hjide larger. What c- -*■*
the sessing something of genius, in spite of
his many shortcomings, has played
A theme may be
shed, '\ran«To"ed“\hythmlgcal“teClchanged; ™P°rtant part in the evolution of French
ailed. Inverted (contrary motion), reversed music during the nineteenth century. He
(played backwards, as In a Canone per
ordinary man. All who knew
et retro) and simplified. With figures
would be these same methods and a few
_
him will remember him as a visionary
such as expansion, contraction, rhy
prophet. After hearing him speak
mic Imitation,
with so much fire of works of the past
I have been reading your article on which the world has forgotten, one could
the
■" your dictionary, for authority
not help feeling that this oblivion was
) play the inn in Paderewski’
“Minuet.
/ could^not^ decide 'With which unjust, and that it would be well to learn
PtnnldtarL"0iltgimingheonnthe something of these relics of another age.
principal note. Why should it
It is to his ardor, no doubt, that I owe
The the necessary courage to make a thorA. Your edition is quite right,
tempo Is not very rapid and the note is a ough study of our ancient school, which
quarter-note. To play only four notes to It,
u
i it at first so little that is attracwhich would be necessary il we began" on
the upper note of the turn (the note above
Speaking 'of the works of Gluck,
the printed note), would make it sound
of which he had seen at the theatoo slow as an embellishment. There
his childhood, Berlioz declared that
i upon the tempo of the piece and t
listening to them was worse than hang¬
length c
ing; he could find nothing in this music
Q. Are ifie terms alto and contralto which was not “antiquated and childish.”
&mrent Without disrespect to the shade of Berlioz, these works deserve more tolerant
A. There is at present no difference be¬
tween these two terms, both meaning the judgment. When at the cost of some
lowest female voice. But there was a de¬ effort one has penetrated into their secret
cided difference even a century ago. Alto
is rewarded for one’s pains.
then meant a male voice of high pitch, while recesses,
There is grandeur and passion in these
contralto meant a female voice which sang 'r*'—
against tt. The very word “alto” gives us works, and an element of picturesque¬
an idea of Its old Usage, for tt means
ness
which
is
all the more delightful for
“high,” and It was decidedly high In its
compass, when sung by a male, but qult< being unexpected.
low when sung by a female voice. In :
At the present time little is known of
book of part-music of three centuries ago,
I once found each part defined ’
quaint
'
Gluck, in spite of the very praiseworthy
verse. Here are the verses:
representations of his works which have
been given during the past few years.
Dkscant. (Soprano.)
Ye little youths and maidens neat,
Nevertheless, if one delves into the obWe want your voices, high and sweet.
security which surrounds him, his genius
Your study to the Descant bring.
shines forth as in the days of his greatest
The only part that you should sing.
glory. ....
It is only just to render homage to
Tlie Alto suits to nice young men.
Who can sing up and down again.
Delsarte, a herald who all his life pro¬
This surely is the Alto's way,
claimed the high value of immortal works
So study at It night and day.
which the world does not know.
In middle paths are all my arts.
1 sing .agajnaL,the other parts.
They lean bn me throughout the song,
Or all tile singing would go wrong.
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WHY RUBINSTEIN WROTE
“KAMENNOI OSTROW.”

One of Rubinstein’s most popular
My s
r lot.
pieces is his Kamennoi Ostrow, Opus 10,
___ _ jr middle age hath got,
No. 22. This is one of a set of pieces
And growletu like a bear so hoarse,
Why let him- sing the Bass, of course.
named after an island in the Neva river,
This may show t character of each part Russia. The following short article from
... .. The tenor (derived fror_ . Musical Trades gives an excellent idea
word “to hold”) held the melody, which was of the source of Rubinstein’s inspiration:
then not in the soprano. The highest part,
(“Dlscantus,” meaning “against the mel¬
“Kammennoi Ostrow, .or Kamennoi Is¬
ody”) gave a counter to the tune in the land in English, lies in the Neva river,
tenor part. From all the above it will be
Seen that the word “contralto” Is a little near St. Petersburg. Any afternoon in
more exact, for female voice, than “alto,” summer, if you walk to the furthest ex¬
although both are used.
tremity of its pine-treed avenues, you
can see Finland in the distance, beyond
a strip of sea, silvered under this clear,
A FRANK CRITICISM.
northern light. The delicate white chalets
At dinner in a small town ... Scotland
- of the rich Petersburgers
it was found that every one had con- pearls amid its greenness. Verdure and
tributed to the evening’s entertainment silvering lights^ are so rare in raw, blizrdly Russia that they make of this fitly
bttt a certain Dr. McDonald.
a poetic spot, and when the chimes of
“Come, come, Dr. McDonald,” said the
the island bells break melodiously upon
chairman, “we cannot let you escape.”
your ear you are ready to believe' that
The doctor protested that he could n
Arcady is in Russia and not Greece.
sing.
like this when Rubinstein, the
My voice is altogether, unmusical and (jj-eamy-eyed, wandered here, happy and
resembles the sound caused by the act of enchanted with the bells. Their music so
rubbing bricks along the panels of a haunted his ears that on his return to
door.”
the chalet of the Grand Duchess Helene,
The company attributed this to the doc- whose honored guest he was, he wrote
tor’s modesty. Good singers, he was re- his famous composition, Kamennoi Osminded, always need a lot of pressing.
[row, in which the soft chimes of the
“Very well,” said the doctor, “if you bdl^ring as sweetiy as they do on the
island.
can stand it I will sing.”
“It was on the first night of his first
Long before he had finished his audi¬
: i , opera in St. Petersburg that the Grand
pain tul
,
ence was uneasy. There was
t him and told him
Duchess Helene
silence as the doctor sat down, broken ‘he would come t something yet.’ Their
t length by the voice of a candid Scot fr;endship grew until she made him
at the end of the table.
,
0f her own circle in Kamennoi Ostr
“Man,” he exclaimed, “your singin’s no an(j from that friendship of a great 1
up to much, but your veracity’s just for an outcast and wanderer and
idyllic surroundings flowed the work of
awful. You’re right about that brick.”— idvllic
Rubinstein’s that his lovers love the best.”
Tit-Bits.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressingour advertisers.
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SOHMEB
It i* the special favorite of the refinedandcultured
?uUal,w. ^LlledXTbat^are of de^n
andSrish. Catalogue mailed on application.
THE SOHMER-CEC1UAN INSIDE PLAYER
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS
Favorable Terms to Responsible Parttea
SOHMER & COMPANY
Warerooms, 315 5th Ave„ Cor. 32d St., New York

Moiey°ON TRIALS,0
No more lost, torn or
ragged Sheet Muaic
like: morocco
Holds 200 sheets firmly
Opens Flat.
Flexible.
Dealers write
W. A. KRAMER 00.
Box 6804,
Philadelphia

YOUR MUSIC
How to Keep It.
Tindale Music Cabinets
offer the only satisfactory method
of keeping your music. Find any
piece immediately. Your entire col¬
lection (any quantity) always in per¬
fect order; instantly accessible;

IVrite/or Catalog “A.”

TINDALE CABINET CO„
28 West 33rd St., New York

draff,Gray Hair.«
daKgln'jou. * Writ* ’lodafTo
WM.CHAS. KEENE, Pres.
Lorrinsr Institute
Deot.3121 Baltimore, Md.
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..ith their-freshness and fragrance — maybe
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Sight Playing for Pianists

LOUIS G. HEINZE

STUDY MUSIC THIS SUMMER AT THE

Director of the

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS

_ _

gnmungrtotlf

Heinze School of Music

58 West 97th St., New York City
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

SIX WEEKS COURSE forTeachers and Advanced Students
S70

remains open during the summer. New Haven
is noted as a seaside resort, lhis school, tier®;
fore, offers exceptional Inducements to music
teachers and pupils desiring to combine musical

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
CORRESPONDENCE
l8re0t8U“e88 0Beard8leyitpotrk, Brl lg | rt,C

Louise St. John Westervelt
Teacher of Voice
Pupils prepared for teaching and choir
work, concert and opera.
Special Summer Term, June 24tk to July 87th
Ohio Building. 509 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Could YOU pas
Real teachers of music are scarce. W e Have posi¬
tively the most thorough and yet easy coarse of
music instruction in the world. Circulars free.
Let us prove it.
TALI ESEN MORGAN, 1947 B’way, NewYork

... AND...

EDUCATIONAL AGENCY
MRS. BABCOCK
CARNEGIE HALL, I

A NORMAL CLASS IN THE FLETCHER
MUSIC METHOD will be opened on the first
of April in New York City, and taught through
the following eight weeks by Mrs. Fletcher Copp.

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL
In Harmony, Counterpoint and Composit
4632 Chester Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

With the exception of classes in London, England, it is
many years since Mrs. Copp has taught out of Boston.
For full information as to terms, etc., apply to

NEW
■ FRANK DAMROSCH,
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
be opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability with
i, ana no others will be accepted.
For catalogue and full information address Secretary, 120 Claremont

YORK

E. M. BOWMAN
Studio 12 (Dr. Mason’,). Steinway HaU, New York

>

WE GESTER V
NEW

VIRGIL

Practice

A. K. VIRGIL,

Summer School
vocal°fmusic

Clavier

AT ELMIRA, N. Y.

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

SPECIAL SESSION

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

A COMPLETE ANDSYSTEMATIC COURSE FOR SINGERS
AND TEACHERS

SPRING TERM BEGINS MONDAY, MARCH 25th.
ENROLMENT DAY SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd.
For catalogue and prospectus address :
45 East

2 2nd Street, NEW YORK

July 24 to Sept. 4, I 9 1 2
Superior training at moderate rates.

m ^■fc.ROBERT G.”wSoESTER^,
• Carnegie Hall, New York

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY

Kindergarten and Primary—Instruction for Teachers by Home Study.
e booklet will b

KATHARINE

July 1st to August 3d 1912

(Tbe Metropolitan College of Music)

212 West 59th St., New York City

u Address, F, S03 Carnegie Hal
BURROWES,
n Address, Dept. F, 346 Hlghl
land Park, Detro' Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our ad

etho§!d

NEW YORK COLLEGE
OF APPLIED MUSIC
9208 MetropolitanTower
New York City

will conduct
Two Special Summer Classes
July 17-30, in Oak Park
Aug- 1-14, in Chicago
For Teacher- Piano in the study, discussion, ilnets, etc. Mrs. Adair
■rial from world-wide so
ted it jn her own wide i

At Kimball Hall, Chicago

Crosby Adams,

Oak Park, Illinois

By GURNI EDWARDS
The long and fruitless voyage ofare much shorter, notwithstanding
Ponce de Leon for the mythicalthe fact that the pupils study longer
fountain of youth is hardly lesfeach day and also study during a
romantic than our modern quest finger term:of years,
success.
There are those win I ombroso and others have redeprecate success—who contend topeatedly shown that many of the
this endless striving to get ahead |Wfrld’s greatest masterpieces have
the world is debasing. While tijbeen produced in the summertime in
is unquestionably true, it is nevl^ ;where the climate is far
theless a fact that the very <Mmore torrid than in our temperate
to rise from one s surroundings to;
The same
le who com_
position where one may be of large . .
, ■
,, .
,.
. ,
benefit to the world is ennobling^'1 ’"about thf cold ^ the winter
itself
are tae ones A° make the loudest
Lord Beaconsfield, that $«coii. plain* £ ! summer.
If these
astute of Jewish statesmen, used ©“P1? would only do a little less
say: "The secret of success is coicomPlainmg about the weather and
stancy to purpose.” Perhaps theflgive a little more time to the kind of
could not possibly be a better key 4'vork which will prove of benefit to
the thing which seems to baffle s^hem they would be very much
many who work so hard for it. Fojhappier. -Jpg
many years the writer has been oi
__
the opinion that the reason why sue- WHY BE IDLE ALL SUMMER,
cess does not come to hundreds oj Summer Study Schools are not
pupils who claim, to be ambitious
America. As long ago as
that they simply throw away tlirei fifty
■ars some of the best piano
months of the year.
teacher realized that they could find
This practice of wasting the en- more (;me jn the summer to help
tire summer season is a most de-their pupils than in the winter,
plorable one. Think of it. Ninetj rhey also knew that only the
whole days given to indolence of ambitious pupils, the ones worth
self-gratification!
Many of th< working with, would;consent to work
world’s great masterpieces have beer jjj the summer. Consequently ithey
written in a
far shorter time carne j.0 i00k forward to the sumHandel’s Messiah, a work of o» mer season with pleasure.
No
hundred and eighty pages of pM “worth while” mam wants to be idle
and vocal score, was written ii
all summer, and the result, of this
than one-third of this time.
combination of an active teacher
and the ambitious pupil eager to
ALL EARNEST TEACHERS
Progress was invariably most satis¬
ENTHUSIASTIC
factory.
All of the teachers with whom thi
“Whatever became of those pupils
writer has discussed this matter fee
who did study in the summer ?” you
that
the
long
summer
vacation
is
tto
mat t* long summer vacano.1..
lsk. *"•
The writer knows of so many
ask.
S“SLevL,S...f^.erifASS
education. In Europe ithe vacations ?« of success that iit is hard to
Member them.

:0REST PARKI -4 ~ o'
i:S0ffrPifnO- Nordstrom Carter. Voice 52nd year.
schoo7pin’mi sTc opeSSJljne'ul
WdIv Slon’ September 20. Gym., Expression.

As UNIVERSITY

27th Season Begins October 1st.
Send for circulars and catalogue.

KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean.

American Conservatory
College of Music

DEGREES OF MUSIC CONFERRED
1511 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia
K. H. CHANDLER, PresL

Summer Stud Success Study

University School oi Music

Special Summer Session, June 24th to August 2d.
Unusual advantages for teachers.

,fr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams

PRIVATE LESSONS
TEACHERS’ MEETINGS
CONCERTS, INTERPRETATION CLASSES
Address EMIL LIEBLING
Kimball Hall
:
:
Chicago

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
i

EMIL LIEBLING
Piano Teachers' Institute

Piano, Organ, Voice, Violin, Other Instruments, Elocution, Etc.
Teachers educated in Europe, Leschetizky Piano Technic, Two Private Lessons per Week, Class
Lessons in Normal Methods, Public School Music, Harmony. Certificates, Programs, Catalogue
MARKS’ CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 230 West 75th Street, New York

JOHN B. CALVERT, D. D,President

n the

NEW HAVEN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE for TEACHERS and PROFESSIONALS
Our Instructors Will Teach You Just What You Need in Your Work
Our Teachers’ Diplomas Are Recognized Throughout America
Celebrated faculty including: Gustav L. Becker, Clarence De Vaux Royer, Ralfe Leech Sterner,
Harold A. Fix, Harrictte Brower. S. Reid Spencer Mabel V. Rivers, Guglidmo Lupar.ni Leonetti, Mme. Natalie Le Vinget. Bertha Firgau, T. E. King, Helen Wolverton and others.

The American Institute
of Applied Music

a poor Sight Reader
have difficulty in playing NEW MUSIC
at FIRST SIGHT, write for Booklet
giving full particulars of our complete
Correspondence Course.
A professor of Music in one of the
largest Colleges in the United States, to
whom reference i°
......

FOR MANY YEARS NEW YORK CITY’S PRE-EMINENT MUSIC SCHOOL
Delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River
REGULAR STAFF OF EMINENT TEACHERS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE
DURING THE ENTIRE SUMMER

ETUDE

Normal Conservatory of Music and
School of Fine Arts
Offers unequaled advantages for the thorough assimilation
of music at a very low cost. Voice, Piano, Organ, Violin
and other Orchestral Instruments, Theory of Music, etc.
Special attention given to Public School work, hence this
is a Superior School for Supervisors. Many well-paying
tabling particulars, ra
rrin., ra.
Dr. J, E. Ament, Prin.,
Pa. oiaie
State normal
Normal or
Pa.
Hamlin E. Cogswe" is. M., Director, Box A,
* Indiana,
' J'

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

304 S. WABASH AVE.,
Superior Teacher’s Training'department, Public School Music.

-

Unrivaled free advantages.

SUMMER NORMAL SESSION
of five weeks, from June 24th to July 27th, 1912. Lectures and Recitals by eminent artists and
educators. Terms moderate.
JOHN J. HA TTSTAED 7, President

HOME STUDY COURSES. Also condensed Personal Courses
for Teachers and Students in PIANO AND HARMONY
Address. Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.

COMPOSITION
OTHER SUBJECTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
as used in the Public Schools of New York City.
Eight years' work.
E. F. MARKS, 230 W. 75th St., New York

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training school for supervisors of music.
Voice culture, sight-reading, ear-training, bar-

BRENAU COLLEGE-CONSERVATORY, SUMMER SESSION
Summer Session begins June 27th. Equipment the mo& elegant in the South. Location
among foothills of Blue Ridge Mountains, a famous health and pleasure resort. An opportu¬
nity fojr the tired teacher or student to resft, and for the ambitious to continue &udy under
favorable conditions. Unsurpassed advantages in Music, Expression and Domestic Science.
Chautauqua affords splendid entertainment. Brenau graduates are in great demand as teachers.
Write for full information and catalogue. Address:
2
BRENAU COLLEGE-CONSERVATORY, Gainesville, Ga.

Box 11

methods, practice teaching. Graduates hold
-pot tant positions in colleges, city and normal

Keep Abreast of fheTimes-Takemy

POTSDAM, N. Y.

MASON METHOD

1

Normal Correspondence Course
In Modern Ideas of Touch, Technic, Pedal, Metronome, Hand
Culture, and How to Teach Them
Address, JOHN ORTH, Steinert Hall, BOSTON

CttcFafm OF IMPROVED

Studio l 50 Jefferson Ave.
Jersey City Heights, N, J.

It• *' Hr.' V uCuSar- ffUFt,

Moyer’s Music School

1870—1912
538.00 for a term of six weeks. Fine healthful
place to combine Study of Music and Vacation.
Terms open May 1st., June and July.
For particulars address
MISS ANNA J. MOYER,
Snyder Co.,
Freeburg, Pa.

MUSIC

Dunning
oystGin study for beginners
There is a reason why the Dunning System is the only one endorsed by the world-renowned

masters of music. There is a reason why a teacher taking this course should have a Dunning class of
seventy-two in six months. Teachers are proving every aay that it pays, Musically, Artistically, and
Financially, to take the Dunning System, for it is recognized as the best in use in its line of teaching.
That is the opinion of Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Busoni, Carreno, DePachmann, Gabrilowitsch. Dr.
Mason, Johanna Gadski and many others. For further information and booklets address
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING. 1 1 West 36th Street, New York City

THE *TEK”
Beautifies the Touch

- Every Girl -

Strengthens

Fingers

Makes Velocity Easy
Improves the Memory

_lplishment. What you need is a
Scientific musical education — the Combs
Broad Street Conservatory of Music kind—die
kind that will not only enable you to play or
sing artistically, but will give you a profession
as well to fall back on, if necessary.
The Combs Broad Street Conservatory of
Music of Philadelphia, teaches all branches of
music; is in its twenty-seventh year; can
accomodate 2500 pupils; the largest Con¬
servatory except one in the United States; has
a faculty of fifty-five teachers; confers degrees;
has dormitories for voung women; reciprocal
relations with the University of Pennsylvania ;
the only Conservatory in the world giving a
written guarantee to refund tuition money if
instruction is not satisfactory. Our beautifully il¬
lustrated 65 page year book is free for the asking.

YOU NEED IT
THE VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL CO.
42 West 76th Street
NEW YORK

Summer School, 1912

Information to

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, 42 West 76th St., New York
Also for catalog of Virgil Publications, bright and attractive for grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

The Piano Pedals

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

How, When and Where to Use Them
By Mrs. A. M. Virgil
Price, $1.25 Net

301
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in,,/ a >c LEADING MUSICAL
INSTITUTION : :

IOWA b

WESTERN SCHOOLS

MIDWESTERN mus?c

Mrs. Stacey Williams
The Eminent Teacher

of

DANIEL BONUS, President
S,„».rior faculty of initructon in all departments. Pupils
may enter at any time. Write for catalog.
263-276 K. P. Block,
Des Moines, ia.

Singing

In Chicago During Summer of 1912
The unprecedented success of last summer’s
session has determined her to remain in Chicago
the coming season.
Pupils taught from the rudiments of tone pro¬
duction to artistic finish for a professional career.

HENRI W. J.
Teacher of Piano.
Theory.
MARY C.
Art of
DES MOINES CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
K- P. Block
:
; Pcs Moines, Iowa

MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS

{“The Maximum Effect with
\The Minimum Effort.”

§tinuntt$rl)00ls
u.i.cumn

Halm Summer Normal Institute

CHAS. D. HAHN, Director
hie o] Leipzig, Gt - many, and New York City
4214 Ross Ave., Dallas, Texas
Special Courses in
the Art of Teaching
Piano,Violin,Harmony,
Theory. Ear Training
and Public School
Music for Progressive
Teachers.
>n Teaching Problems,
Pieces. Certificates to
: successfully completing the course.
FIRST TERM BEGINS JUNE 10

VLILL hold his usual summer term for
” singers and vocal teachers, begin¬
ning July first and ending August third.
The full course includes ten private
lessons, ten class lessons in the song

Suite 405-406 Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill.

Music Education

THE DRAKE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
full

orchestral routine for soloists
D. 6«h Floor Auditorium Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

r^KL°B.SI>KAKEfvrolfii-I»lreotor

|SEOOHKloC®.td°rccC p “
BLANCHE BLOOD. Violin—Aasoi Inti. Director

Summer School for Teachers

Color Music System
For terms, dates, place, and other particulars,
addresB

HUGHEY MUSIC SCHOOL
Musical Art Bldg.

Summer Normals
CALVIN B. CADY, Principal
Portland, Oregon, {JunlndJuiTek)
Los Angeles, Calif., {andJAugust
Address: MRS. CALVIN B. CADY, Secretary,
Box 84 Teachers- College,
Columbia University,
New York, N. Y

PRIVATE TEACHERS
Organize
your summer class
Under the
INTER-STATE SYSTEM
Encourages pupils to study through the whole year
E. H. SCOTT, Pres., Steinway Hall, Chicago

ST. LOUIS, MO.

CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS
. MARY WOOD CHASE, Director

:mbers of the Faculty and advanced students. For full
s, 630 Fine Arts Building, Chicago.

Caruthers School of Piano
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS, Director
Announces a Summer Training Course for Piano Teachers
Technic and Ear Training Classes in Harmony given by ELIZABETH WALDO McCREA
Lectures given by JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS
EVERY STUDENT RECEIVING INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION
Miss Caruthers is the author of the well-known work “Piano Technic
for Children’ ’ and her methods have wide recognition and acceptance. This
course meets the needs of teachers seeking a system capable of bringing to the
highest development the inherent ability of the child.

July 1st to July 26th, 1912
Send for circular outlining course of study.
724 Fine Arts Building,
------- Chicago

IV. «J.

COREY

Pianist, Organist and Musical

Lecturer

Centralizing
School of
Music
Gertrude Radle-Paradii
Progressive, Scientific and Practical
Methods
Results Positive
SEND FOR ART BOOKLET No. 8
ANNA PARKER-SHUTTS, Secretary
Suite 612 Fine Arts Bldg.
CHICAGO

HERMAN

i—DEVRIES—i
Formerly of Metropolitan Opera House,
Covent Garden, Grand Opera and Opera
518-528 Fine Arts Bldg.
Chicago, - - - - Ill.
Students f<
coaching.
_
_ 0_
pupils in Music Hall. Opera perform¬
ance at the Illinois Theatre.
MRS. HERMAN DEVRIES, Assistant

SUCCESS NUMBER ONE
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c
teirable
First is tthe case of a you up ■
teacher-young forty years ago. He”

pupils in the

.... .
wealthiest

" yroached the matter

ttxjz

sss hVS ’sm*

,
il;
, <•
., Tissed in a little club at which some
to continue his studies during thefa,
■ •
. , ., ■ ,. ,,
• ,
a-,
s
the musicians took their luncheons.
winter. I he summer was his only- ,,
.
H |_• •_,
salvation, the only escape from a-1?'1,
m0S
f
.
life of mediocrity/ Consequently htj" t0 spend their summer at a
taught all winter
taught
-Jo coast of Marne,

travel severalmiles in^theTaboofe Jnc
^hen Je ha^decideTJo s?av
a freight train in order to reach thT'ced fat
school That summer found him! M
and study a 1 summer
,
i
i
„_i,tilth a famous old organist the club
a good summer school workii?
f
* him. There
hard. The next winter, because d
,
*
“
, . n
...
his superior knowledge, he foW. ° L,
s ^
f
.
,, , . / .
■
ins
The young man is now one ot
that his income increased slightly,
eadin/orgamSts of his city and
The next summer found him a
other% Sanists are wondering
another summer school. They we<
Qn
* he did it„
only forty days in length, but, oh.
™ SUMMER SCHOOL OP

WESTERN SCHOOLS

“Harmonious Development of the
Technical, Theoretical and
Artistic Elements of Music.”
UP TO DATE METHODS
Short, condensed course for PIANO TEACHERS.
ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF PUPILS
TO BE ACCEPTED.
GUSTAV L. BECKER
Studio 8, Steinway Hall,
New York City

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC,

established 1867.
Miss Clara Baur,
Directress.,
xculty of International Reputation

All Departments Open During The Summer
Elocution-MUSIC ~ Languages
Also Special Normal Course in

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

niSto oTr^?«r^rpi,r«rTnow11thSS’v’Is'saLsS
MISS CLARA BAUR, Highland Avenue and Oak Street. CINCINNATI. OHIO

Frederic W. Root

I* EMtraONALiFACrUmS”roSlPLEfE ORGANIZATION*AXd’ (TtMPREHEISSiVE COURSE?RAN* THE

..

If., s.

NORMAL

WORK

Teachers of Singing'
JULY 8t18
The plans, devises, classifica¬
tions, gradings, illustrations,
material, etc., given by Mr.
Root are from an unusually
wide experience, in Europe
and America.
“
.
Send for

Kimball Hall,

:ul>f

Chicago

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

Hinneapolis,
Min!.

THE RECOGNIZED LEADING INSTITUTION OF THE NORTHWEST
SUMMER SESSION OF SIX WEEKS OPENS JUNE 10th, 1912
5. In all branches of Builc, Oratory and Dramatic Art, from Elementary to Port-Gradnate, equal In atandard to aimllar
Siren in European Schools and Conservatories of am rant. Faeolty of Forty-four. Each department under MasUtrs of
Illation Recital Halt seating 600. Two-manual pedal pipe organ. Fully equipped etage for acting and opera. School
the year. Pnpils may enter at any time. Send for Illustrated Catalog E.

ROSSETTER

6.

CO,¥nffl»

MRS. FANNIE L. G.

COLE

CHICAGO PUNO COLLEGE
Student*. Catalogue Upon Application
HARMON H. WATT
\ r>,r^tnro
ELEANOR F. GODFREY \ Sectors
KIMBALL HALL
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
_CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director_
PIANO s VOICE : VIOLIN : THEORY : PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Public School Class Limited on Account el Practice School. Pupils now Booking lor 1912-13-U
For information in detail address. A. L. QUEALY, Registrar, 509 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Marx E. Oberndorfer

SIXTY.SECOND YEAR

Lawrence Conservatory

PIANIST
Accompanist
Coach
Stereoptlcon Musicales in
conjunction with Anne
Shaw Faulkner

of work! To-day he is one of the
TO-DAY
most successful men in his profes- Fortunately many summer schools
sion and, in addition to earning aire now conducted with great suclarge fortune, has been the means ofsss m suburban and in rural dishelping thousands of other students. ricts.
This, of course, has the
RirrrFRR nttmrfr two
[Vantage of combining a vacation
SUCCESS NUMBER TWO
n the . untry with music study. In
The writer knows of another case Sost
• our -large
- cities
«*
nowadays
which is perhaps quite as interesting 1£re
free summer musical ab¬
as it brings out the fact that Emer¬ actions which are particularly ai¬
son was doubtless right when hej ring for the student who during the
said, “Discontent is the want of self- inter is obliged to live in a city or
reliance.”
It was the case of s iwn where orchestral concerts are
young organist who through his?
frequent.
What could be more
natural cleverness and good training j^tful
elightful than listening to a great
was able to hold an exceptionally L^estra
in a beautiful park, amid
fine organ position in an eastern j
. , |
„ „„Jees, flowers and birds.
Is there
city. The position
him a fin® iny wonder that Summer Music
n paid
paid hi
^ ^ the case
salary for a man of his age and he ^
had in addition a number of very
“1 so many ambitious music students ?

GEORGE EOLSOM GRANBERRY, Diubctor
SUMMER TRAINING COURSES lor
TEACHERS-FAELTEN SYSTEM
JIT
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

E. R. KllOEGER, D
Musical Art Building,
St. Louis, M<
Summer School Especially for Teachers

f
i

s”1"in a num-

WILLIAM BEARD

f*v°,j8cn8aged as a concert artist every season, and
L

__J

Now playing in Europe
First appearances with Nikisch at
the Leipzig Gewandhaus and
Berlin Philharmonic

SUMMER SCHOOL
Professionals and teachers, from
I Ave o’, ■ ‘
'
410 S. Michigan
^“■’vnicago. Send for illustrated announcement.

SHERWOOD M USIC SCHOOL

Founded by Wm. H. Sherwood
Fine Art. Building, Chicago
HIGHEST STANDA RD OF ARTISTRY
Piano, GEORGIA KOBER. President; MAUR1C E ROSENFELD: Organ and Theory, WALTER
KELLER. Director; Vocal. WM. A. WILLETT; Violin, BERNHARD USTEMANN; and other,
For catalogue address L. F. GETCHELL, Business Mianager,
Room 711, 410 South Michigan Avenue

5749 Woodlawn Avenue : : Chicago

Arthur Beresford

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON-CHICAGO

Bass Baritone
Author, “Hints To Vocal Students”
STUDIO
72 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, III.

SCHOOL

Granberry Piano School

WILLIAM HARPER, Dean, Appleton, WU.

Bloomfield Zeisler

STUDY MUSIC IN PORTLAND, OREGON
No. 186H Fourth Street, Portland, Ore.
N. W. Normal School of Music and Art
No need to go East to study. Our graduates are
teachers or artists. Piano and Harmony Lessons by
Correspondence. Certificates and Degrees Con¬
ferred. Z. M. PARTIN, Mas. Dir., (Pupil of Dr. Wm.
Mason) Director. ROY MARION WHEELER, Secretary.

OF MUSIC

A University Professional School, for the comprehensive
study of practical and theoretical music, either as a pro¬
fession or as an element of culture. Located upon the shore
of Lake Michigan, in Chicago’s most attractive suburb.
L Course in Applied Music, leading to
the Degree of Graduate in Music.
IL Course in Theory and History of
Music, leading to the Degree of
Bachelor of Music.
III. Post Graduate Course.
IV. Literary-Musical Course.
V. Course in Public School Music
Methods.
, ‘
VI. Normal Course in Piano Methods.
Courses I, II and V mcluckliterary studies in the College
01 AtWugh PreiMtatay Apartment is miSnsd.
i The environment is perfect and social advantages supe¬
rior. Send for detailed descriptions of courses and book
I of Eoanslon oleim.
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston, HI.

in*

Michigan Conservatory of Music
FREDERIC L. ABEL. General Manager
12th season began Sept. 5th. This Institution stands for the best in Music. Faculty and
Students concerts, during the year, enables pupils to present their best efforts.
Abel, Violin; William Yuneh, Violin; Frederick L. Abel, Cello; N. J. Corey, Organ; Harriett Petrr,
PubHc SchoolMusic. ^For catalog address, Hugh H. Johnson, Bus. Mgr., Washington Avenue and

Dana’s Musical Institute, Warren, Ohio
Forty-fourth year. Six departments. Music taught in all its branches. Lessons daily
and private. All instructions individual. Separate buildings for practice and residence.
Modern dormitories (new). Incorporated. Confers degrees. Healthful location. Pure
water. Send for 64-page catalogue, blue book, and historical sketch, to
WILLIAM H. DANA. R.A.M., President.

m THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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EASIER GRADE

PIANO
COLLECTIONS
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS
Oraded and compiled by W. S. B. Mathews
Six Volumes : Seven Grades
The popularity of this course is due to its un¬
limited adaptability. At any stage of the
pupils progress some one volume of the course
since the course is planned to promote sound
musicianship, its use will afford much gratifies-
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THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA]

New Books

EIGHTY-FIVE MUSICIANS

19H—October 13
One Hundred Folk Songs of All Na¬
tions. Edited by Granville Bantock. Pub¬
lished by The Oliver Ditson Company.
Price. $1.50, paper. Cloth, $2.50. 175
pages.
This new work is one of the sixty vol¬
umes published in "The Musicians’ Li¬
brary.” It will surely become one of the
most popular in the entire series. The
songs, as might be expected, are arranged
with exceptional appropriateness by the
distinguished English composer, Granville
Bantock. For the most part they have

on a kind of vocal trip around the world
via the Suez Canal through Asia, and
finally sets us down in U. S. A. with
Dixie ringing in our ears. Everywhere
one notes the good sense of the able

::

::

SPECIAL FEATURES
March 22-23:.WAGNER PROGRAM
March 29-30: . . • Mme. GERVILLE-REACHE, Contralto
April 12-13: (Closing Concerts) . . REQUEST PROGRAM
Business Office, 1314 Pennsylvania Building.

jj
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Get a Note of
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Your Furniture

Dust With
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IN OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
TO AID IN SECURING

•0„loetShi‘ New Subscriptions
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a tune o’t if I dinna tell ye how the
queer things on the paper maun help ye.
"Ye see that big fellow wi’ a round
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°Pen face”—pointing to a semibreve
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work

ASKS

b^Tbe-throughout. Tbe
song is a gem which should inspire early
piety and total abstinence. The ability

HOW A HIGHLAND PIPER
TAUGHT TIME.
A writer in Blackwood’s Magazine

April 13—1912 [

POR the twelfth Season, the fifth under the baton
r of Mr. Pohlig, the 25 Afternoon and 25 Even¬
ing Symphonic Concerts at the Academy of Music,
Philadelphia, present a virtuoso leader, supported by a
superbly balanced Orchestra in a series of programs,
unequalled for interest and cumulative artistic effect.

H&Sm

MUSICAL
HISTORY

the fellow Wi- th, whit, face; and if,

XS?.1

e’er ye blaw your p

HVNS&
ijp sKSgEsssssB!

Photogravure Musical Pictures
Titles

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

naturally not appeal much to an Ameri¬
can audience. There are, however, other
essays upon Brahms, Stockhausen, The
Cult of, the Lied and other subjects of
broader interest which may be read with
pleasure by every one.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Partial List of Editors,
Experts and Special
Contributors
MATHILDE MARCHESI
. Vocal Teacher; Author of
tical Lessons in Singing”
WILLIAM MASON
Pianist, Composer and T
“Memories of a Musical 1
VICTOR MAUREL
Operatic Barytone
NELLIE MELBA
Operat
SEBASTIAN B. MILLS
Pianist, Composer and Teacher
SIR C. HUBERT H. PARRY
Director of the Royal College of
Music, London; Professor of Mu¬
sic in Oxford University
ANNIE W. PATTERSON
Lecturer, Composer and Conduc*—
of "The Story of
RICHARD HOFFMAN
Pianist, Teacher and Composer
W. GARRETT HORDER
Editor of "The Treasury of
American Sacred Song”
HELEN KENDRICK JOHNSON
Editor; Author of “Our Familiar
Songs”

XAVER SCHARWENKA
Pianist and Composer
ANTON SEIDL
Operatic and Concert Conductor
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

ETUDE

PADEREWSKI Endorses

A Great Work
Completed

Sherwood’s Normal Piano Lessons
/

NCYCLOPEDIAS have been made
in this country on almost every sub¬
ject under the sun. Why not a good
American encyclopedia of music ?
We have answered this question.
We now have ready in ten (10) handy
octavo volumes, the “University
Musical Encyclopedia,” made up of the
work of experts and specialists; with Professor
Louis G. Elson of the New England Conserv¬
PROFESSOR ELSON
atory of Music as its editor-in-chief; covering
the entire field of musical knowledge; and so
far as prices and terms are concerned, placed easily within the reach of all. The distinguished
names of its contributors and the highly practical character of a large part of its contents make the
“University Musical Encyclopedia” a work that can not be ignored by teachers who are seeking
to increase their efficiency or by any musiclover who wishes to add to his knowledge and equipment.

CHARLES ANNESLEY
Author of “The Standard Opera
Glass”
BERNARDUS BOEKELMAN
Pianist, Teacher, Composer and
Conductor ■
C. E. BOURNE
Author of “The Great Com¬
posers”
REV. DAVID R. BREED
le History
Author of “The
Histc and
of Hymr
i Hymn-Tunes”
ANNA, COMTESSE DE BRE-

Teachers *

List of Volumes
Volume I

....

A History of Music
A History of Music

April 10, 1909.
My Dear Mr. Sherwood:—
I read your work with liveliest
interest and greatest pleasure.
It is one of the most important
additions to the pedagogical literature
on pianoforte playing published for
years. As an excellent guide for
students and solid and reliable advice
for teachers it is bound to become very
popular, and the more so as it bears
the stamp of a real pianist, an accom¬
plished musician and an experienced
pedagogue.
Wishing your work and yourself all
the success you so fully deserve, I am,
Yours sincerely,

Volume III-IV

. Great Composers

.

.

Volume VIII

, Teacher and
E. MARKHAM LEE
Author of “The Story of Opera”
LILLI LEHMANN-KALISCH
Operatic Soprano; Imperial Cham¬
ber Singer (Berlin)
BLANCHE
MARCHESI
(BARONNE CACCAMISI)
Opera, Oratorio and Cone
Singer; Teacher of Singing
KATHLEEN SCHLESINGER
Author of . “The Instruments
the Modern Orchestra”
ARTHUR ELSON
1 Writ
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
Bandmaster and Composer
GUSTAV KOBBE
Author of' “How to Appreciate
HORATIO W. PARKER
Professor of the Theory of Music
in Yale University and Composer
LILLIAN NORDIC A

and enthusiasm.

<JIt will supply you with the
<J It will place

you in touch with music-masters and with the best
traditions of musical culture.

Volume V . Religious Music of the World
Vocal Music and Musicians

Volume VII The Opera: History and Guide

HENRY T. FINCK
Musical Critic; Authoi
ner and His Works,”

you 'n

most valuable hints of every sort.

.

Volume IX-X .

.

The Theory of Music

University Dictionary of
Music and Musicians

\3

All
Musiclovers:Thisset wiI1 supply
----;— you with ready an¬
swers to the little things you wish to know.

It will

open up to you the world of music, as nothing ever did
before. § It will give you the frank expression of
some of the world’s greatest writers. <J It will increase
your understanding of musical events and tendencies.

Our 192-Page Book Mailed Free to You
MTrSTTA^FNrVTT OPF-niA 8 '™explain
“ !f*“ th' character and scope of ,he UNIVERSITY
MUSICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
To any reader or friend of this periodical who will fill out and send in the
attached coupon, we shall be glad to furnish full details in a direct personal letter.
This letter will also
explain prices and terms.

In order properly to direct the attention of lovers of music to this unusual

publishing event we have had prepared some literature on the subject that you will be dad to
receive.
We shall also take pleasure in mailing to you under separate cover a copy of our “ Mus‘
lover’s Handbook,” which is entirely independent of the UNIVERSITY MUSICAL ENCV
CLOPEDIA, and which gives in 192 pages a pronouncing dictionary of musical terms
will make an exceedingly convenient and attractive pocket reference book for all inter
in music. In writing, kindly use the coupon and fill it out carefully, so that there m
be no mistake. If you have friends who, you think, would be interested, send us their
names also, and we shall be glad to. mail them information in regard to the ITNTVFD
SITY MUSICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA and a copy of the “Musiclover’s Handbook.’'

The University Society
44-60 East Twenty-third Street

"
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Music Depart™

Ci„diySe„d me avails in re¬
Jn'MesiW

_if t

Weekly pjanQ LeSS0IlS
Normal

•_

and University Extension Lectures
which are so highly endorsed by Paderewski, the eminent
virtuoso; Leschetizky, Paderewski’s great teacher; Emil

-1 yourself more interesting to your
pupils and in more fully claiming their attention

Volume II ....

Volume VI .

-: and Conductor; Composer
of “Robin Hood,” etc.
LOUIS R. DRESSLER
Organist, Choir Director, Editor
and Composer
LOUIS -C. ELSON
Teacher, Lecturer and Critic; Au¬
thor of “Curiosities of Music,’
“History of America
”
' '
Music,’

set

*

Paderewski voluntarily sent
Mr. Sherwood the above letter,
showing his appreciation of
the lessons, after having had
them in his possession for a
number of weeks.
Every musician should know
of this opportunity to learn
the last word on modern prin¬
ciples of Piano Playing and
Teaching as taught in the
Sherwood Normal Piano Les¬
sons and endorsed by such an
eminent authority.

Voice Culture
{with the aid of a special Edison phonograph)
by GEORGE CRAMPTON
Graduate of the Royal College of Music,
London, England, noted English bari¬
tone concert singer and teacher of the
art of singing.
History, Analysis and
Appreciation of Music
by GLENN DILLARD GUNN
Musical Editor -of the Chicago Tribune.

Sauer of the Vienna Conservatory, Moskowski, the great Parisian com¬
poser and teacher; Walter Damrosch, director of New York Symphony
Orchestra; Rev. Dr. Frank Gunsaulus, President Armour Institute; Henry
T. Finck, New York’s leading musical critic, and others; contain the playing
and teaching principles which Sherwood obtained from the old world
masters, such as Liszt, Kullak and Deppe. They also contain the results
of Sherwood’s own life work as teacher, lecturer and concert player. No
matter where you live, what your previous musical training has been or
what your present ambitions in music may be, you need this Course
of Sherwood Normal Lessons.

These Lessons Will Solve
Your Teaching Problems
They will solve your problems:—of how to raise
your teaching standards and become a more successful
teacher, thus excelling your competitors and enabling you to secure more
pupils at better prices; of how to secure and hold the attention of beginners
and teach them time, rhythm, interpretation, sight reading, memorizing,
and the proper use of the damper pedal; as well as how to develop good
technic and tone by special physical exercises, both for yourself and pupils,
and how to select the best teaching pieces.

These and many other vexing problems that confront
progressive teachers day by day, are solved by Sherwood in this wonderful
Course of University Extension Lessons and Lectures.

Teacher’s Diploma Granted
On the completion of this Course of Normal
Piano Lessons, which includes Harmony, Counterpoint,
Thorough-bass and Orchestration, under Adolph Rosenbecker and Dr.
Daniel Protheroe, we grant you a teacher’s diploma. This diploma will give
you great prestige because the work you are required to? do to earn it, has
been endorsed by some of the greatest musicians living. To study these lessor ' “
’ ■ faljfe-tr—----- - *—|“
teachers in his private st

Our Guarantee Protects You
We know that these Sherwood Normal Piano Lessons are just what
you need to improve your playing and teaching. This is what Sherwood prepared the
lessons for—to meet your needs in every way, from a practical teaching standpoint. So
sure are we that this is true that we give you a binding guarantee-to refund every cent that
you pay for the lessons, if you are not thoroughly satisfied with your progress after com¬
pleting the Course. Hund——*-——*— *'
'-' --’—
the benefit from their increased te
anship.

Mail Coupon for Free SO-page Art Catalog

SIEGEL-MYERS
Correspondence School of Music

Dec. 21, 1910.
To the Musical Public: —
The opinions expressed by some of
the greatest Music Masters of the
world regarding the Correspondence
Music Lessons given by the SiegelMyers Correspondence School of Music
are, in themselves, ample reward for
the time, thought and labor expended
in solving the problem of successfully
adapting the University Extension
Method to the teachers of Music in
America.
There are no higher musical author¬
ities than Leschetizky, Paderewski,
Moskowski, Emil Sauer, Guilmant,
Damrosch, and Sousa. Their letters are
ample demonstration of the efficiency
of these lessons, and are a source of
gratification to me and my confreres.
The conscientious, thorough and suc¬
cessful work done by hundreds of
graduates under this system, also
affords us inexpressible satisfaction.
By personally testing pupils after
they have studied in this way, I am
convinced that we have put on record
for the use of this and future gener¬
ations much that is of permanently
unequalled art value.
Through these correspondence les¬
sons,^ with their ingeniously devised
questions, which test the student’s
mastery of the lessons, it is now
possible for musicians living anywhere
within reach of the mails, to study our
lessons in their own homes, and secure
most of the essential features of the
instruction they would obtain if they
had studied with us privately (some
things they can learn even better),
and thus obtain their Teacher’s Certifi-

130 Monon Block, Chicago, Illinois
Fill In and Mail This Coupon Today NWNSSRNRNSSSi
Siegel-Myers Correspondence School of Music, 130 Monon Block, Chicago, HI.
Gentlemen:—Please send me, without cost or obligation, your beautiful Art Catalog,
containing extracts from Sherwood’s lessons, photographs and biographies of famous
musicians, letters from teachers and great artists, a musical dictionary for every day
use, also your booklet The Problems of Teachers Answered,” with terms and details of
your partial scholarship offer.

Street Address ..
co?X of,th<

f

For Teachers

/ The Sherwood
w

R. FARQUHARSON SHARP
Assistant Librarian of the British
Museum; Author of “Wagner’s
Drarra, ‘Der Ring dcs NibelunR. A.’ STREATFEILD
Author of “Modem Music and
Musicians.”

pH

Public School Music
by FRANCES E. CLARK
Noted supervisor of music. Leading
authority among public school music
supervisors.
Write a Letter if interested in one of above
three courses..and we will send you full details
and terms. We grant Bachlor or Music Degree.
Use coupon for Sherwood lessons only.

New York City
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

I am more than ever satisfied to have
given the best of my time and ability
to the incorporation of my ideas and
principles of music study and piano
playing in the courses of Correspond¬
ence Lessons, the revision of which I
have just completed for the SiegelMyers Correspondence School of Music.
My intimate knowledge of the thor¬
oughness and sincerity of the work
done by the School assures me that
my musical standards will always be
maintained in the instruction given
through these lessons.

A woman’s personal satisfaction in looking charming and dainty is doubled when she knows everything about her is exquisitely clean.

NAIAD DRESS SHIELDS

e thoroughly hygienic and healthful to the most delicate skin; are absolutely free from rubber, with its disagreeable odor- ran hr
rERILIZED by immersing in boiling water for a few seconds only. They are preferred by well-gowned women of refinedTste?
At stores or sample pair on receipt of 25c. Every pair guaranteed.
A handsome colored reproduction of this beautiful Coles Phillips drawing on heavy paper 10x12 sent for 10c. No advertising
The
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